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• WITH much care and attention I have at last comple-
ted this volume of Sacred Music, and I hope that it will

prove a pleasing acquisition lo my numerous patronizers,
pecause it is owing very mucli to their more than com-
mon patronage that it is raised into public view, and
ivhich might otherwise have lain comparatively hid for
Iges: therefore it is but little to what I owe thus pub-
icly to tender them my grateful acknowledgements. 1

"eel conscious th.it they may consider this book as a good
itundard collection of classical Church Music, to which
hey may appeal for a decision of that which is delicate,
sorrect, elegant and sublime, and find ample satisfaction.
My design, in the compilation of this volume of Sacred

Wisic, is to present to the public, in the Patent Note
own, such music as is almost universally admired by the
[reatest lovers of the science, and is, for the most part,
elected from the moot scientific Doctors and Masters of
Jurope. As for that part of the music which 1 had the
lonour of composing, I am willing to acknowledge that
do not consider that they are equal to many of those

(till which they are mingled; notwithstanding, 1 flatter
(yself in believing that it is generally correct, and such
t my patrons will receive with pleasure. I do not pre-
Slid that all my ideas have been original, yet I have free.
f thought for myself, and have admitted fancy to exert
iself in many instances. I discover that I have mad'
se of whole measures from other authors in composition
Hthnut design, for which some may feel disposed to
barge me with plagiarisms: inadvertencies of this kind
re not unfrequent in the best authors, even in those
'hose writings are most original. I should be pleased
)at those pieces of which I claim to be the author,
light be criticised with candour by competent judges,
ad should ever be grateful to them to point out lo me
te errors attending them ; but as to the captious pedant
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I feel no disposition to learn his mind concerning them.
|Such as it is I offer it to the public, together"wi'th that'

which 1 consider as being some of the finest specimens
of human thought, and have to add, " To err is human; I

to forgive, divine."
I presume that the instructions laid down in the Gram-

mar ot this volume are far superior to those which have
been published in any volume of Sacred Music in the
English language. Were the Grammar of no better au-
thority than being the result of my own fancy, or were
it the production of a class of men who had not an op-
portunity of being made acquainted with music as a
science, it might then seem an unpardonable presump-
tion in me to recommend it in very high terms; but as
it was, for the most part, composed by the very celebra-
ted Dr. Calcott, organist of Covent Garden Church, Lon-
don, who had not less than seventy different scientific
authors to consult for the materials it contains, many uf
which were Italian, French, Prussian, German and other
European authors. I think that it cannot be accounted
extravagance to pronounce it a work not inferior to any
in the English language, or that the English cannot boast
ot a better than his excellent original. I am sorry that

i

I could not have inserted it in full ; yet all the most es.
|

sential parts of it 1 have published in this book. 1 have
taken the liberty to depart more from the excellent origi-
nal in Notation than in the other parts, and have added
many observations on the nature of singing under that'
head. Such as would wish to procure his original No-
'aiiori, (which is superior in its nature lo any thing of
•he kind with which I am acquainted.) I expect that I
shall be able to furnish it to them on the shortest notice
as ( expect to have a large number of them on hand. It

jmay perhaps be not a little gratifying to my patrons to
be informed that they acquire the principal part of the 1

original as it stands in this volume, together with the Ap-
pendix, Dictionary and all the music at a less price than
they can procure the Boston edition of the Grammar
alone.

In the arrangement of this Grammar I have made a
considerable variation from the original of Dr. Calcott.

I have adopted that most excellent plan which Mr. L.
Murray has pursued in his Grammar of the English Lan-
guage, and I perfectly coincide with him in his- remarks
on laying down the principles for instruction. He says,
" In books designed for the instruction of youth there
is a medium to be observed between treating the subject
in so extensive and minute a manner as to embarrass and
confuse their minds by offering too much at once for
their comprehension, and, on the other hand, conduct-
ing it by such short and general precepts and observa-
tions as convey to them no clear and precise information.
The method which 1 have adopted of exhibiting the per-
formance in characters of different sizes, will, I trust, be
conducive lo that gradual and regular procedure which
is so favourable to the business of instruction. The
more important rules, definitions and observations, and
which are therefore the most proper to commit to memo-
ry, are printed with a larger type, whilst rules and re-
marks that are of less consequence, that extend or di-
versify the general idea, or that serve as explanations,
are contained in the smaller letter : these or the chief
of them will be perused hy the student to the greatest
advantage if postponed till the general system be com-
pleted." By a close application to the rules and observa-
tions following them in this Grammar of Music, and bv
an industrious attention to the music of the best authors,
the student may become a considerable proficient in this
most interesting and pleasing science.

For those persons who are desirous to leara the pria-



INTRODUCTION.
ciples of sinking on!)', the rules of Notation, together
with the following of Melody and Harmony, may be suf-

ficient, viz. seventy-ninth, eightieth, ninetieth, ninety-
first, ninety-second and ninety-third; but for those who
wish to become elegant performers, to the above must
be added' the rules of Rhymth ; and for those who wish
to become most excellent no part of the whole science
can be dispensed with, but must be well understood and
practised accordingly.

In the prosecution of this book of Sacred Music I

have had utility and correctness in continual view, and
my incessant aim has been to counteract the erroneous
method which prevails throughout the United States in

teaching the Solfeggis Art. In order to accomplish so
desirable an object, I have been under the necessity of
deviating from the track of the greater part of the com-
pilers of music who have gone before me, who have
neither given precept nor example for performing mu-
sic agreeable with its changes, termed Modulation. How
much the following sheets may contribute towards rec-

tifying errors of such magnitude must be submitted to

the decision of time, the influence of instructors, the
taste of students, and the judgment of men.
The method which I have pursued in writingfhe heads

of the Notes in the tunes of this volume, is, for the most
part, consistent with the changes of Key, at which I

above hinted ; yet I have not, in every instance, an-

nounced these changes, as, for instance, the tune of
Wei's, which is continually changing from the Key of F
to C and from C to F by the heads of the Notes. This
manner of writing is certainly a novelty, and as the no-
velty is so great and unexpected I do not doubt that

many will hastily condemn the plan. That many will

condemn it at first sight seems to be a natural conse-
quence, because it is that concerning which neither they,
ifieir fathers, nor their predecessors, perhaps, ever
heard ; but as I am fully convinced of the great and
common error which id very generally practised in teach-

ing, and being firmly established in the rectitude of my
plan, being supported by so good authorities for these

changes or Modulation, as Dr. Calcott and all the great

connoisseurs of Europe who treat on this subject, (a

subject of the highest moment,) that I have written
the music consistent with Modulation : then let me en-

treat them to withhold their anathemas for a moment,
and not too hastily condemn the demonstrative and per-
spicuous plan which I have adopted. That it is both a

demonstrative and perspicuous plan will be made evi-

dent by comparing the music which I have written with
the true intent and meaning with the rules and observa-
tions made under the abovementioned articles of the
Grammar. When this is done 1 have hopes to believe
that there are but few hearts so obdurate but sweet
charity (one of the most inestimable gifts from heaven
to man, and an antidote for petulance and invective) will

veach their souls and incline them to forgive.

An author very justly observes, that "It generally is

the fate of new inventions to meet with disapprobation
and opposition until their utility has been proved by ex-
perience ; and it is a misfortune which accompanies ev-

ery attempt to improve sciences that men cannot, but
with great difficulty, be persuaded to deviate from the
rules to which they have been accustomed, in the prac-
tice of which they proceed till they believe no invention
can exceed their excellence ; and antiquity and general
use are deemed sufficient reasons for rejecting even the
consideration of improvement : but surely antiqnity can-
not justify the continuance of systems founded in error,

nor ought the process of any particular system, because
in general use, to become perpetual

; yet, certainly, the
utility of every new invention and every improvement
in the Arts and Sciences ought to be substantiated be-
yond contradiction before the public attention should
even be asked." A thorough conviction of this, and that

my plan would bear the strictest scrutiny, caused me to

take the steps which I have taken in writing the heads
of the music so as to correspond with the nature of
Modulation and the design of the several authors.

It is proper in this place to observe that much has been
said against the use uf the Patent Notes without assign-

ing any betterreason than this, that singers ape inclined

to acquire a negligence concerning the rules of music
and confide too much in the form of the head of the

Notes. This imputation is misapplied when the fault is

fixed upon the form of the Notes : but apply the impu-
tation to the careless performer, and then the observa-

tion will carry some weight with it. Permit me to ask

who was ever acquainted with an erudite musician whose
days were days of indolence and inattention with respect

to the art ? I admit that nature does endow some per-

sons with a sweetness of voice and a happy delivery of

a few pieces ; yet I will maintain there are but very few
who ever become great proficients in the science with-

out much industry and an indefatigable application to

the most scientific authors. Music was not designed

for the lazy and indifferent man, but for him who is wil-

ling to employ every melodious faculty of his soul in t!*e

praises of Him who is surrounded by all the cherubims

and seraphims of heaven, who are in eternal raptures

glorifying Him in symphonious songs and anthems. How
frequently do we see persons attempting to perform from

the round headed Notes who have neither knowledge
nor understanding of them, but, like the parrot, imitate

those with whom they perform, and think that they are

meritorious in their performance ? If we see frequenfc

instances of this kind of lazy imitators attempting to

siug the Round Notes as well as the Patent, is that prin-

ciple noble or candid which condemus the Notes instead

of the persons? if not, then let the blame fall on its

proper objects, but on no other. Therefore, I maintain,

that so far as it is absolutely necessary to sing by the syl-

lables Me, Faw, Sol, Law, so far it is absolutely requisite

to use the Patent Notes : but I am very far from insisting

upon the absolute necessity of confining singers to these

syllables f6r a great length of time. As soon as the stu-

dent perfectly understands the places of the Tones and

Semitones of the Scales, be then should be taught the

letters and their relative distance from the Key by num-
ber agreeable to the examples given in the seventy-fifth

and seventy-sixth pages of this work. By being made



Jjerfect master m these various methods, in processor
time he may as readily and correctly perform from the
Wund headed Notes as the Patent headed Notes if he
practice them equally.

I presume that there are but a few persons, if any, who
will be at the trouble to give this volume a candid and
thorough, mvestigation.who willmaintain thatthey cannot
discover some propriety in the use of the Patent Notes.
l He most part of students will immediately discover the
reason why the learned authors have adorned their music
with sharps.flats and naturals,which are termed Acciden-
tals,in contradiction to those which are used immediately
niter the Clefs. They will be convinced that these char-
acters are not mere marks of fancy destitute of design,M rather that they are marks fraught with intentional
power, grace and beauty. They are used to sweeten
Resounds, diversify the chords, and change the Key of

?„„ rT1 letterto letter; also, to awaken the atten-

„„. ,

au
?,tor. aro«se his passions, captivate his

.enses harmonize his soul, soften hia spirits, and, in a
"OKI, to enrapture all the powers of his mind. Whennese characters are ingeniously inserted, and the mu-
11c to which they are affixed, is as ingeniously perform-

ZLZ.,
'

J
hey *re written by the Patent °r fund

im. i

Uleaud"°'''s feelings are wrought upon by insen-
thle degrees, till, at length, in the course of the music,
e loses himself amidst pleasing charms, and has his pas-mns no longer at command, which are under the con-
roiling powei. of this most exqu!ai(e art| Shakspparej
peaking upon ihe nature and power of music, sajs

INTRODUCTION.
Nor is not mov'd with concord ofsweetsouads,
Is nt for treasons, stratagems, and spoils

;The motions of his spirit areduHas night,
And his afflictions dark as Erebus :

Let no such man be trusted.''

Do but note a wild and wanton herd,w race of youthful and unhnndled colts,
("clung mad bounds, bellowiug, and neighing loud.
Wliicl, utile hot condition of their bluoii

;it they but hear perchance a trumpetsound,ur any air ofmusic touch their ears,
^ou will perceive tbem make a mutual stand,
JTieir savage eyes turn to a modest gaze,
^y the sweet power of music : therefore, the Poet
IJid teign that Orpheus drew trees, stones, and floods 1rnnce naught so stockist,, hard, and I'ul I uf rage,
«ut music for the time doth change his nature;
Joe man that hath no music in luinself,

But to return. The various changes of Modulation
which are effected by the use of the Accidentals, are
more readily known when correctly written in the Pa-
tent form than with round heads, because the student
discovers where the changes should begin : consequent-
y I consider that the Patent Notes are admirably calcu-
lated to announce the new Key. These Modulations are
very frequent in the compositions of all good authors,
and many of the most grand effects we feel by hearing
good music justly performed, arise from these changes:
therefore it is of the utmost consequence that every
piece of music should have them inserted in their pro-
per places, and that the performer should, in every case,
exert himself to do them justice by sounding them ex-
actly. Many grand effects are produced by paying a par-
ticular attention to the terms which are placed over the
music: these should be attended toal90. There is an aston-
ishing differencein the effect ofmusic when performed in
its true spirit and when it is carelessly done. Suppose,
tor instance, that Cheshunt should be performed at one
time without paying any regard to the Accidental char-
acters nor directive levels, and in a monotonous manner,
and, at another, by paying every attention to them and
entering into the full spirit of the piece, what a moment-
ous difference would we feel

!

The Appendix to the Grammar contains much useful
matter, and ought to be much studied as it tends to lead
the performer to a view of the analogy which exists be-
tween musicand language
The Dictionary explains 9uch terms as are used in mu-

sic, and also many of the technical terms which are used
in the Grammar and not found in any common Dictionary.
The Tunes are arranged according to their Metres,

and many of them are accompanied with a number of
verses. The verses may be sung to other tunes as well

i

as to those with which they are printed. The Metres I

are distinguished thus : L. M. stands for Long Metre
61s. L. M. six lines Long Metre; L. P. M.Long Particu-
lar Metre; C. M. Common Metre; C. P. M. Common
Particular Metre

; S. M. Short Metre ; S. P. M. Short
Particular Metre ; H. M. Hallelujah Metre ; and P M
Proper Metre. The Proper Metres are of various kinds,
and are known in their classes by figures representing
the number of lines and the number of syllables in each
'ne.

In consequence of the Grammar and the great variety
of short tunes and Set Pieces which this work contains
I have found it impracticable to insert many Choruses or
Anthems agreeable to the plan I originally contempla-
ted

; notwithstanding, I believe that the numerous Set
Pieces which I have given will prove more acceptable
and beneficial to my patrons and the community at large,
considering the present state of music, than had I made
room tor many Choruses and Anthemsin theirstead. By
leave of Providenee I purpose to publish a second vol-
ume of Sacred Music, to be made up, principally, of Set
Pieces, Odes, Choruses, Anthems, &c. &c. in one, two,
three, four and more parts, at some future period not far
distant, to be principally selected from the great Doctors
and Masters of Europe.

It could not be reasonably expected, that so small a
volume as this could contain all that variety of music
which many could desire ; yet I presume that it contains
one third more matter, for its size, than is to be found in
any typographical work of its kind in the English lan-
guage. °

As I have lived about three hundred miles from the
press, it has precluded the possibility of reading the
proot sheets myself, let it not be surprising that many
typographical mistakes should be discovered in the
course of the volume.

I have to observe.finally, that too great a proportion of
the Patent Note music, now in use, tends to vitiate the
public taste, and is improper for public worship. Much
of it was composed hy men who had not the means of
being acquainted with music as a science, and th«ir com-



positions are no other than a jumbling1 set of Notes put
confusedly together without judgment or knowledge.
Had such composers kept their music to themselves and
taught the music oftheir superiors, they might have been
acquitted with honour, but now are the butts of satirical

witLcism from the better informed part ofthe community.

INDEX.

That this compilation of Sacred Music may be a means
of rectifying the taste for good music, of establishing a
greater unanimity of love between the different denomi-
nations of Christians, of adding fervour to religious de-
votion, of attracting thousands to the places of divine

worship, of giving pleasing anticipations of those joy-

ful strains of exultation sung by the blest above>-whose
bosoms glow intense as the sun, and of promoting the

all-glorious cause of our Redeemer, is my most ardent

desire and prayer.
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ARTICLE 1. MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
Musical Grammar is the art of performing

and writing music with propriety : it is di-

vided into four parts, viz. Notation, Melody,
Harmony, and Rhythm.
This division may be rendered more intelligible to

young minds by observing in other words, that Musical
Grammar treats, 1st. of the form and sound of the Notes,
and of the various characters used in music: Secondly,
of the combination of Notes in a piece of music, and
their modifications : Thirdly, of the union of two or
more melodies which are designed to be heard at once :

and Lastly, the just method of performing music with
propriety

From the analogy which exists between music and
language these rudiments of music are termed a Musiojj
Grammar.

. It is but just to acknowledge that this grammar is prirH
cipally taken from Dr. J. W Callcott's Musical Grammar!
\Vere not the limits of this publication too small, the
krammar would have been added at large ; notwithstand-
ing, I am confident that more knowledge of the science
of music is retained in this treatise, than in any volume of
sacred music published in America.

ART. 2. Music.

i Music, is the science of sound.
I In other words, music is the language of passion, or of
psnlivened imagination, formed, most commonly, into reg-
ular measim.a
The hislorian^tne orator, and the philosopher, address

themselves primarily to the understanding; their direct
aim is to inform, t. persuade, or to instruct. But, like
the poet, the primary aim of the musician is to please and
to move, and therefore, it is to the imagination, and to
the .passions he addresses himself. lie may, and he

MUSICAL GRAMMAK.
ought to have it m his view, lo instruct and reform ; but
it is indirectly, and by pleasing and moving that he ac-
complishes his end. His mind is supposed to be anima-
ted by some interesting object which fires his imagina-
tion, and engages his passions ; and which, of course,
communicates to his style a peculiar elevation suited to
his ideas, very different from thatsupineness which is

natural to the mind in its ordinary state.

As the practice of sacred raiuic is in itself so agreeable
and noble, it is no wonder that numerous persons are in-

clined to study it : but as vcords cannot, of themselves,
express sounds, few, comparatively, are able to attain
any considerable proficiency in this pleasing science,
without the help of a master. To assist the ideas of the
pupil, and ease the labor of the tutor, this grammar is

printed with a larger and smaller type. That printed
j*nth the larger type is designed to be committed to mem-
ory, that printed with the smaller type is intended to
illustrate more fully the subject of the larger, and like-
wise to extend the ideas beyond what could be expected
from that alone.

PART I. NOTATION. . /
ART 3.

Notation teaches the nature and power of
Notes and other characters used in musife.

It is expected that the scholar will make himsetf well
acquainted with the notes and characters of notation be
fore he attempts to sing. He ought to commit the larger
print of this part perfectly to memory; a neglect of
which will be very prejudicial to his improvement ; and
it is from a neglect of this kind that we are tio attribute
the principal cause of the inaccurate performance, which
exists in so many choirs of singers.

Many persons having a good musical ear^ are very apt
to trust themselves to that, rathur than Confine them-
selves to rules, and afterwards blame their/instructors for

their own negligence. Instructors ought to insist that

their pupils pay a particular attention to the principles,

and in no case to neglect them.
Many schools have begun upon tunes when they could

scarcely have given a letter upon the staff or scale of mu-
sic, which is another cause that there are so m:»nv half

suiger3. The learner may be sure that the mote tho-

roughly he understands the principles when he ought to

attend to them, the more swift will be his progress after-

wards. Schools then ought to be solicitious that their

instructors be well qualified, For how can they instruct

others when they are ignorant themselves r Learners,
in that case are led to suppose that they have improved,
when they really have not, and consequently, their time
and money are both spent to no manner of purpose.

It is, indeed, much to be regretted that many persona
in tfte United States take upon themselves to commence
instructions in music, who are so illy qualified for the un-

dertaking, and who, many of them, transgress every rule

laid down for singing in a correct and graceful manner.

—

It is hoped that the taste of the public will speedily so

far improve, as to induce them to bestow such patronage
on those teachers who :ire actually competent to the
task, and such merited contempt and neglect on those

who are unfit for it, as will incite men of ability to culti-

vate their talents with more assiduity, and deter all others
from making the attempt.

AKT. 4 Staff.

Five lines drawn over each other

form a Staff or Support for the . . JZZ
notes of music; thus, —_- T~Z
On these lines, and on the spaces between tfieni tlie-

heads of notes are written. The lines and spaces of :he

stiiffare counted upwards from the lowest to the highest.

Every line and space is called a Degree : thus the staff

iut Utiles nine degrees, via. five lines and four spaces,



t. NOTATION.
ART. 5. Notes,

Notes p j£ are the representatives of mu-
sical sound. In this work the Faw ^ is a tri-

angle ; the Sol 23 is » circle; the Law a is a
square; and the Me 5 is a diamond.

In the solfeglo these forms are of considerable import-
ance to theyonng pupil. They aid him not only in calling
the names of the notes, but also assist to distinguish the
place of the semitones, which are always, in the diatonic
series, between me and faw and law and faw. The faw
aptly represents this semitone, as being the half of a
square, being diatonically a semitone only higher than
the nest degree below it.

The notes of music consist generally of a head and a

stem ; the head is open or close (that is, white or bjsck)
and must always be placed on a line or in a space. The
stem may turn up or down without making any difference
in the music; thus,

£
-m =p 2_Z-

M'hen more than nine notes are wanted, the spaces
above and below the staff are used, and two more de-
grees are gained.

ART. 6. Added Lines.

Added Lines are drawn above
and below the staff; thus,

Any number of lines may be added
~™

above or below thestaff; thus thedegrees
may be increased at pleasure.

ART. 7. Ehace.

A Brace J
s^ows now many parts move to-

\ gether.
More than two parts moving together is called a score.

ART. 8. CiXF.

A Clef is the representative of a certain.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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letter of the staff. There are three Clefs,

viz. the F £l» or Base Clef; the C
;

Counter mi or Tenor Clef; and

G 3E or the Treble or Tenor Clef.

{ffi The G Clef in this work is used for the Treble,
«y "Counter and Tenor; but the C clef is the most

proper one to be used for the Tenor and Counter parts
;

because that line which is enclosed by the parallel cross-

es of the clef represents the sound and letterofthat added
line which first occurs above the Base stah\ and that

which first occurs below the Treble staff; therefore let

the C clef stand upon any one of the five lines, that line

inclosed by the parallel crosses is alwaj's to be understood
as the letterC, and as that common sound made by the
Base and Treble from the above described added line.

—

Consequently, if the C clef be placed on the first line of
the staff, the letter and sound of that letter is exactly the
same as if it were placed on the fifth or upper line of
the staff'. The sound is to be understood as well as the
letter, when it is employed on the Base and Treble staff:

that is, if the C clef be placed on the fifth line of the Tre-
ble staff, the fifth line of the Treble staff is to be sounded
no higher than when it stands on the fifth line of the Base,

A Clef is a mark representing a letter placed at the

begfuning of a tune or staff, to determine the names of

the dtgrees, and is always situated on aline.

Th*- sounds of music are distinguished by the differ-

ence in respect of pitch, and divided into high and low :

the high sounds are placed in a staff with the G clef, and
called Treble ; the low sounds are placed in a staff with

the F cleff, and called Base. The upper sounds of the

Base and tl\e lower sounds ofthe Treble, are also called

the Tenor, :\nd sometimes placed in a staff with the C
\c*f. These three clefs are five degrees distant from

eacTi other ; tt>e C or Tenor clef being the note where
he 'flase ends vnd the Treble begins. The G or Treble
clef fp five degrees above, and the F or Base clef is five

I. NOTATION.
degrees below, both inclusive

; thus,

—m
FGABCDEF^G

All the degrees of the staff depend upon the clef; and
consequently take their names from that line on which
the clef is placed. It must always be remembered that
these clefs are representatives of fie F or fourth line of
the Base, of the C or some line of the Tenor or Counter
(generally the third line ,) and the G or second line of the
Treble Tn this work it is always to be understood that
the air and second is to be sung by treble voices equally
divided, and the Counter generally likew :se in the octave
above the voices of men when practicable. Good tenor
voices should also be employed in the air, second and
counter: but the greater part of men should sing the
base. It should be particularly observed, that unless the
Jfoble voices be divided as above recommended, much of
WJ6 effect of the music ofthis book will be destroyed.
BpTue G clef must be placed, or turn on the second line
jprthe staff: all the notes on that line are called G ; the
iother degrees take their names from that as the clef line.

The F clef must be placed on the fourth line of the
staff, so that the two dots are in the third and fourth spa-
ces : all the notes on tbat line are called Fj the other
degrees take their names from that as the clef line.

The C clef is commonly placed on the third line when
it is designed for Counter, and «n the fourth line when it

is designed for the Tenor From these observations it

evidently appears, that the degrees of music entirely de-
pend upon the clefs, and that the clefs themselves are
the letters C, F and G.

AUT 9. Diatonic Scale, on Gamjuxtt.

The Diatonic Scale" orGammut is the foun-

dation of all music, and is represented bv the
first seven letters of the alphabet, viz. A, B.

C, D, E,F,G.



THE SCALE.
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; G clef.

O clef.

m F clef.

. faw
me
law
sol

—faw—

^

Liw—-sol

—

taw

—me

—

law
— sol

—

faw
—law-

—

*

sol

faw .

me
—law—

.

sol

—faw

—

law
—sol

—

faw
—me—
law

—sol—-'

This scale includes
four octaves, com-
mencing with the

second added lint*

below the base staff

andconcludingwi h

the second added
line above the Tre-
ble staff.

The natural scale

of music, which,
proceeding by de.

O ^rees, includes boil
® tunesand semitones

Jj is called Teutonic,

>. g because the gr arer

number of intervals

in seven are tones,

viz. five are tones,

and two are semi-
tones.

The clefs are pla-

ced in their natural

order. The F del
is on the fourth line

of the Base staff;

the C clef is on the
added line between
the Treb:e & Base,
being- the third line

faw
fr' ., •>..., law

Sol
G , faw
M the Counter staff, continued by aline of dots; and the
G clef is on the second line of the treble. The dotted
lines are used to represent the added lines continued
The notes to the right of the clefs show the natural

degrees of four octaves The letters to the leftlikewise
ihow the same, and besides show that when more than
teven letters are wanted, the eighth commences with the
tat, the ninth with the second, &c. The braces to the
•tgbt of the notes represent the Treble, Counter and
3ase staves-.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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Thediatonic scale includes all the different intervals
formed by the natural notes, and also all those which are
produced in transposing the natural scale higher or lower
by the employment of sharps or flats. Those intervals

which exceed the limits of the octave, as the ninth, tenth,
eleventh, he. are only the replicates of the second, third,

fourthy&c
As only the O and F clefs are used in this work, 1 shall

only give two staves with those clefs here, which ought
to be learned perfectly by every student.

fiase Si'iff. Treble Stmff.

5 faw

—

4 law
4 sol—

1 space faw
1 line—law

The no'es o* niusjp represent sound with their dif-

ference of pitch, and their duration of time. These two
qualities are called the tune and time of notes. When to
the series of the seven letters the eighth is added, the
whole number is termed an octave ; and the word is fre-

quently use! to express the two extreme notes of the
Scries: the first and the eighth. That series of letters
which begins and ends with C, ascending or descending,
is the most satisfactory to the ear, as in the following scale.

THE EIGHT NOTES.CDEFGABC CDAGFEDC

ppHiiiiilii;
123 "4 56 7" 8 8~ 7654 321

The letters above the staff show the degrees of the
diatonic scale or oct»ve; the figures 1 and £ between the
notes represent the distances of one lone, and a halftone

11

I. NOTATION.
or semitone ; the figures 1 2 3, &c show the natural se-

ries of die scale This series is intended for a prac'ical

lesson in the eight note's for Treble, Counter, Tenor and
Base voic-s This may be transposed to any part of the
st»ff by the use of flats and sharps. If three octaves are
i i be performed at once, the key of G, with F sharp, is

the most proper for exercise.

Let it be particularly remembered that the seniitonea
of the diatonic octave are found be" ween the third and
fourth, and the seventh and eighth degrees of the major
scale. As the whole doctrine of melody, or the tune of
notes must depend on a right conception of the two
semitones and 'lu-ir places in the scale, great attention
should be paid to this part of the subject.
The greatest care must be 'aken not to misunderstand

the words note and tone. Note is the sound which is

heard, or the mark which represents it on the staff; but
a Tone is the distance between two notes which are
called by the names ot two adjoining letters. The same
observa'ion inn-i be applied to th j semitones, which are
sometimes called, though improp rfy, half notes,
The intervals betwt en the degrees of the seu'e are tin

equal ; and as some are nearlv tw.ee tht distance of oth-
ers, the words tone and semitone are emplo)ed. ^

AUT. 10 Note- of Ddiution.

The Notes of Duration are six in number*
and distinguished thus; 1. the Semibreve is

an open note Q. 2. the Minim is an open
note with a stem p. 3. the Crotchet is a dose
note with a stem £. 4. the Quaver is close

with a stem and hook jff. 5, the Semiquaver

is close with a stem and two hooks r. 6. the

Demiscmlquaver is close with a stom and
three hooks. One Semibreve is as long as

two Minime, four Grotehets, eight Quavers.



I. NOTATION,
sixteen Semiquavers, or thirty-two Deinisemi-
(juavere.

Scales of Pkopohtiosts.

1.

One Semibreve. T-.00 JlUvims. Four Crotchets.

IgU
Q?ie Minim. Two Crothets. Fow Quavers.

imping
3.

One Crotchet. Two Quavers. Four Semiquavers.

-rr *--—
- tea W

S9E
zr&ec-

*.

One Quaver. T7V0 Semiquavers. Four Demiaemiquavers.

EB=t3E£Et=fc=;i
Those notes which have hooks may be grouped to-

geiher by two, three, four, fee. thus,

Detached Quavers. Grouped Quavers.

liEiPIHi iiftv

Detached Setniguavcrs.

__l K_, 1

—

4—
feb^:

Grouped Semiquavers.

GzHz&zSi
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Setached Demisemiqvavera. Grnup'd Demiscmiqtiavera

This method is not only convenient in writing, but as-

sists the eye in ascertaining the proportion of the notes,

and is of particular use in vocal music, to distinguish the
notes which are to be sung to one syllable.

Besides the foregoing six notes of duration some au-

thors make use of the Breve, which is as long in time as

two semibreves, the Half-Demisemiquaver which has
four hooks, and the Quarter-Demisemiquaver which has

five hooks : the six, however, are all which are made use
of in this work,

ART. 11. Rests op Duhatioi*.

The Rests of Duration are six in number,
and distinguished thus; 1 a Semibreve Rest
is a square below the line -„. 2. a Minim
Rest is a square above the line j«- 3. a

Crotchet Rest is an inverted seven
; 4. a

Quaver Rest is aseven^ 5. a Semiquaver

Rest is a seven with a dasb J 6. a Demise-

miquaver Rest is a seven with two dashes 2
Or, when in the course of a movement, silence is re-

quired for one or more parts of a measure, that silence is

denoted by a rest, or by rests, which are counted exactly
the same as their corresponding notes would be if per
formed.

The Bemlbreve rest is also used in Triple and Com-
pound Time toexpressthe silence ofone whole measure;
and the Breve Rest is used for the silence of two whole
measures, which extends from one line to another.

I. NOTATION.
As the rests are inserted in the measures to fiH up the

time when no sounds are to be heard, the performer
should of course pay a particular attention (o the termi,
na'ion of the notes which precede them. An instance
of the great attention necessary to be paid to these signs
is shown in the following example, where the variety ol

these three measures wholly depends on the rests, the,

music being exactly the same in every other respect ol

tune, time, and accent.

AR !'. 12. Dot on Poimt of Addition.

A Dot or Point (j_) at the right of a note:

or rest makes it one half longer than usual.
Thus a dotted semibreve is as long as a semibreve ant!

1

a minim, or as three minims.
Notes. Rests.

Irsa islll^l
A dotted minim is as long as a minim and a crotchet

or as long as three crotchets.

IgteifefelJ
A dotted crotchet is as long as a crotchet and a quaver

or as long as three quavers.

lifefeiE!^^
A dotted quaver is as long as a quaver and a seroiquat

ver, or as three semiquavers. A dotted semiquaver is ai<

long as a semiquaver and a demisrmiquaver, or as thretl

demisemiquavers.
A double dot or point (•*) at the right of a note « res'

makes it three fourths longer.



I. NOTATION.
Thus a double dotted «rotchet (as for instance) is as

tflg as a crotchet, quaver, and semiquaver, or as three
uavf-rs and a semiquaver, or as seven semiquavers.

ESSE »Tt«ii-JFJEJcJqCfCJCCiC^I

All I . l.'i. SlHGLE Bar.

A Single Bar t divides the music into e-

|itaj measures. I
Every musical piece is divided into equal portions

ailed measures. These are ascertained by straight lines

irawn down the staff, called Bars.
ill the notes, therefore, contained
<etween two bars constitute one
pleasure; thus,

Every measure must contain a certain number ofnotes,
ccording to the time marked at the beginning of the
novement. Thus, in Common Time, each measure in-

Judes a semibreve, or its value in minims, crotchets, qua-
'ere, &c. intermixed as the melody requires. The exact
ength of the measure is known by regularly dividing the
ime into equal portions, whether the notes themselves
it lonjr or short ; as every measure must be precisely
i^ual in time, during the continuance of the movement.

ART. 14. Time.

j

The Time of Music is regulated either by
l certain mark at the commencement of a
Hbvement, or by some directive term.
Time is one of the first and most essential properties

if music; for when this branch of musical excellence is

iot understood, or is neglected, order and true harmony
re exchanged for confusion and discord- It is inexeu-
able in persons professing themselves desirous to arrive
ta pleasing degree of proficiency in singing, and who
Baemble privately, or in societies and churches for that

'Urpo3«, to neglect acquiring a competent knowledge of

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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this important part of music It is imJispensible, in order
to a correct performance in concert, that the Leader be
not only well versed in time for his own government,
but also that he be perfectly competent to lead the choir

in such a manner as that all the other performers may
be readily guided by his time.

There are two chief species of Time, Common or
Equal—and Triple or Unequal Time. In the first we
count two or four in every measure; in the last we count
three or six.

ART. 15. Moon ob Mode.

Mood or Mode is a disposition of notes in

a measure according to time.
ART, 16. First Mood of Commow Time.

The First Mood ofCommon Time is known
by a semicircle (C) and has the value of one
semibreve in each measure, and is beat with

four beats in about four seconds of Time; thus,

ffrrffrr f f r r

13

pnem.^41234 1 23 4123^4 12 3 4 1 2 3 4
The letters over this example and the following ones

denote the falling and rising motions of the hand. The
figures placed under represent the motions of the hand
in beating the time of each measure. The method for

beating this mood of time is, 1. Let the ends of the fin-

fers fall. 2. Let the heel of the hand fall. 3. Raise the

and a little. 4. Raise the hand whence it first fell.

ART. 17. Second Mood oe Common Time.

The Second Mood of Common Time is

known by one of these three marks:

and has the value of a semibreve:

for a fiseasure, two boats in about two or three

I. NOTATION.
seconds of time; thus,

This mood should be beat only with two motions of the

hand in this work; notwithstanding some authors have

designed that in their works where the barred semicircle

occurs, the measure should be beat with four motions.

All other modes of time are marked by figures, placet]

one over the other at the commencement of the move-
ment.

ART. 18. Halp Time, or Two CnoTcnrrs Time,
or Third Mood of Common Time.

Half, Two Crotchets, or Third Mood of

Common Time is known by a 2 over a 4, and,

has the value of two crotchets for a measure.

two beats, in about two seconds of time; thus,

ilieitgii
The first mood is slow, and more so if the term Largo

or Adagio be set over the passage j the second mood in

quicker than the first, and is t* be performed more quick

if Andantino or Allegro be set over it ; the third mood is

quicker than the second, and if Presto or Prestissimo be

set over it, the passage is designed to be performed in a

rather rapid manner. These terms are applicable to a'l

the moods of time. Largo may beset over twocrotclu ! 5

time as well as the first mood ofcommon time ; and pre-*.

to may be set over the first mood ofcommon time us we'd

as over the half or two crotchets time. These and man;'

other terms are used to regulate the movements, :m-[

therefore the performers should pay particular attention

to them, for time as well as for other purposes.
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'
FlnsT Mo™«r Triple Time.

The First Mood of Triple Time is known
by a 3 overa 2, and contains the value of three
minims in each measure, is beat with three
beats, in about three seconds of time ; thus

f f r f f. f f r ffr ff r

'

3 i is r^ v T ,r„ ~ t
' 3 123 12 3All moods of tnple time are beat with three beats U i

each
i

measure
,
thus, 1. Let the end of the fingers fell.

2 I-et the heel of the hand fall. 3. Uaise the hand to theplace of commencement.

ART. 20. Seco,«d Mood op Tbihe Time.
I he Second Mood of Triple Time is known

by a 3 over a 4, and contains the value of
three crotchets in each measure, and is beat
as the first mood, only quicker; thus,

r ff • * , fl. ff,

Pppppiii§l123 i 23 123
mt 5F'.

2
V .TninMoowTmiilBn.

The Third Mood of Triple Time is known
by a 3 over an 8, and contains the value of
three quavers in each measure, and beat as
the second, only qukker; thus,

fifeffilpiiip
The first moor) ofTriple time is property called threenmnstime

;
because the value of three minims consti".

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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tute one measure. It is likewise called three to two.—
1 be s-cond mood is called three crotchets time; and also
three from four. The third mood is called three quavers
time

; and also three from eight.
When two measures of three crotchets, or of three

quavers are united into one, by the omission of a bar, the
time is called Compound Common ; Common, because
every measure is equally divided j and Compound, be.
cause each half is a single measure nf Triple, There are
>'.vo species of Compound Common Time in general use.
ART 22. Pmsr Mood of Compookd Common Time.

I lie First Mood of Compound Common
Time is known by a 6 over a 4, and contains
the value of six crotchets in each measure,
and is beat with two beats in about three
seconds of time; thus,

f f

li^fer^g
ART. 23. Second Moon op Compocjd Co*j*oh Tim
The Second Mood of Compound Common

Time is known by a 6 over an S, and contains
the value of six quavers in each measure, and
is beat as the first, onlv quicker; thus

f r ' t • f -

The most usual measures expressed by figures p'aced
at the beginning of the sisff or movements are the pre-
ceding, viz. 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 | a i . 1 6 1

H
1 4 I

a 1 4 1
s m I

aml
I
s I

Of these figures the upper one shows how many parts
are contained in a measure! and the lower one represents

I. NOTATION.
a word, showing how many of these notes constitute
semibreve. 2 under any figure signifies minims ; 4 crotc
ets

; 8 quavers, &c. as in the following labie.
<2Two 1 c 3 Three C 3 Three
C 4 Crotchets. ?2Huvms. I 4 Crotchets.
C 3 Three | C6Six ^6Six
? 8 Quavers. ? 4 Crotchets.

<f 8 Quavers.
All moods of lime, exc.pi the first and second of cor

mon are expressed by figures
When 'wo measures of six quavers are further nniu

into one, they form a double compound of twelve qu
vers m each measure, and are equal to four measures 1

three quavers. The omission. of the bars makes son;
difference in the appearance of the music to the eye m
influences the counting, accordi ng to the degree ofquid
ness with which the piece is performed. But in oth(
respects, the division of the measure has no power of a
teriug the real nature of the time or tune ; nor can th
auditor perceive whetherthe triple time be expressed b
the figures 12-8, 6-8, or 3-8; that is in one m. asure 1

twelve quavers, two measures of six quavers, or fot
measures of thrc- quavers; thus.

Twelve Quavers Time
t t r r f f

12 34 !• ^2 3 4
The game in Six Quavers Time.

12 12 7* -* 2 i 3
The same M-torlt. in Tfo'ee tytavev* Time.

ffr ff r ffr ffr ff r ffr ffr ffr ,

«S 12 S m T2W3-^|- 13 3 12 3
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It may perhaps be useful to those who do not perfectly
ndcrstand the value of the notes, to separate this double
Wipound into single compound, and into simple triple ;

id also to turn tbree quavers time into six and twelve
unvers lime, by striking out the intermediate bars
hich separate the measures.

Compound Triple Time.
Compound Triple Time is formed by dividing the
leasures ofsimple, triple into nine parts, and by dotting
le measure note ofthe original time. Of this there are
iree species, all beat with three beats to each measure.

1. Tbree minims divided into nine crotchets ; thus,

This is the same as three minims time divided into
tplets, or as each minim dotted.
2. Three crotchets divided into nine quavers ; thus,

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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and triple) arise various kinds of mixt measures, which
are in some parts equally, and in otbers unequally divided.

ART. 24. Triplet, on the figure 3.

The figure 3 placed over or under any
three notes reduces them to the time of two
of the same kind, and termed a triplet; thus,

:.<xrtEgigffiSl
The triplets of common time winch are here found in

the place of each crotchet of the measure, have some-
times the figure 3 placed over them ; but ire generally
known by being grouped together, and then form one of
the single parts of the whole measure.

Triplets occur in triple time, when the measure note is
divided occasionally into three oartsinstead oftwo ; thus.

This i» the aone a, three crotchets time divided into
lets, or as each crotchet dotted.
Three quavers divided into nine semiquavers] th

M^jg
This is the same as three quaver time divided into
mpts, or as each quaver doited.
The first mode contains, the same value of notes as
ec measures of three fourths time ; the second con.
ns three measures ofthree eighths time ; and the third
• same as three sixteenths time. By thus changing
' notation, the advantage is gained of presenting the
iple measures clear to the eye, without the inoum.
ince of a dot to each minim, crotchet, &c.
From these two species of compound time, (common

iHiHllim
In slow common time when the quaver is the measure

note, and is divided into three semiquavers instead cf
two. then the time is really twen

"*"J

ty-four semiquavers: thus

A simile passage of semiquavers is found in the tripU
orthree quavers time ; thus.

ipii :ci=::£gj£

•*&- '-$&=
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time. There is also a species of time called Quintuple,
which contains five crotchets in a measure ; but it is very
seldom used. Tartini considered this Quintuple propor.
tton as unfit for melody, and impossible to be executed
I ime has shown that neither of these judgments was well
rounded.

ART. 25. Accest.
Accent is the laying a particular stress of

sound on a certain note in a measure, that it

may be better heard than the rest.
Every measure in music, of more than one note has at

least one of them distinguished by accent. The bars in
music are not only useful for dividing the movement into
equal measures, but also for showing the notes upon
which the accent is to be laid. The measures of com-
mon time are divided into four parts; of these the first
and third are accented; the second and fourth finae-
cented. In the course of this grammar the accented will
be termed strong parts, and the unaccented, weak pans
ot the measure. The letter s shows the accent, and the
letter w the weak part ofthe measure ; thus.

raitiSH]
The measure of triple time consists of three pa t. the

first strong, the two others weak ; although the lasi'part
isriither strong in comparison ofthe middle pari

; thus,wmmm&
-?- *>- • s W s s w s s

When the measure itself is compound, as six quavers
Ume, then the triple subdivision is eighteen sixteenths

In slow common time the accents are more frequent

;

but they are found in the same proportion on the first]
th'rd, fifth and seventh quavers, which are the strong
parts, while the second, fourth, sixth and eighth, are Hie
weak parts. In three crotchets time, when divide c! into
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c{ i) avers, the first, third, and fifth quavers are strong ; the
.-econd fourth and sixth are weak. In six quavers time
the first and fourth quavers are strong, the others weak.

From the nature of accent arises lite necessity of be-
ginning some movements with only a part of a measure;
thus first

1. With a single weak part. 2. With a halfmeasure.

w s w s w s w s w s w
The following melody, barred in two different ways,

produces two opposite effects, the accents falling upon
different notes.

Original Melody.

EP-P Hill
The same barred differently,

J W S " "s W
S W

Emphasis.
"When the composer intends that the weak parts of the

measure shouli! he made of more importance than the
strong parts, sua] deviation from the regular accent, in
this work will be termed Emphasis. In passages like
the following the quavers are often grouped together ac-
cording tn emphasis, and not (as in general) accordingto
"accent ; thus,

Accent. Emphasis. Accent.

s w w s w s

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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In the two first measures of this example the quavers
are grouped according to the accent ; in the third accord-
ing to the emphasis; and in the fourth the accent resumes
its importance. The Italian words Rinforzando, Sforzato
or their contractions Rinf. or Rf. Sforz. or Sf. are ofte'i

used to mark the emphasis, and are sometimes phced
over accented notes
As every species of measure may be subdivided by ac-

cents according to the degree of quickness in which it is

performed ; so also the weak parts of every measure may
be occasionally made emphatic at the pleasure of the
composer.

SYNCOPATION/.
Syncopation, or Syncope, signifies the division or cut-

ting through a note by a bar, or accent expressed or un-
derstood. Syncopated notes begin on the weak, and end
on the strorg parts of the measure; thus

msn
n this example the emphasis is on the syncopated

minims, which begin on the second, and end o* the third
nart of the measure.

umifii:
In this last examp'.e the emphasis is on the syncopa-

ted crotchets which begin on the second and sixth (or
weak) and end on the third and seventh (or strong) parts
of the measure.

ART. 26. Directive Tebms of Time.

The five following are called Directive
Terms, because they tend to regulate the

movement of music. 1. Largo, very slow:

2. Adagio, slow; 3. Andante, moderate; 4. Al
llegro

?
brisk or lively; and 5. Presto, quick.

I. NOTATION.
These five terms with their diminutives, and a few ot

er words may be shown in the following table.

Table •/ Directive Terms.
1st. Li. ego, - Very Slow.

Gravemente—same as Largo.
Larghetto—not so slow as Largo.

2d. Adagio, ... Slow.
Siciliano—same as Adagio.
Affettuoso—slow and solemn.

3d. Andante, - Moderate.
Andantino—quicker than Andante.
Maestoso—moderately and grand.
Moderate—quicker than Andantino.

4th. Allegro, ... Brisk.
Allegretto—not so quick as Allegro.
Vivace—lively, same as Allegro.

5th. Prmto, - Quick.
Prestissimo—very quick.

Many singers pay no attention to these terms, but d
cide the velocity of a movement from the signs «f t

measure, C, 3-2, &c which are inserted at the beginni
of the staff nr movement ; whereas those signs signify

more than the contents of the measures. Hence it

that we tno frequently hear the compounded modes
time performed to sacred subjects in almost as rapid

manner, as if they were designed for the ball chambe
a more mistaken idea can scarcely be conceived than til

The compound moods of time should generally be pi

formed in a sluw and graceful manner, yet a lifele

drawling manner of performance is not to be inculcatt

Therefore, wherever any directive words appear, an

variable adherence to them is indispensibly necessary
1

.

At the same time the subject ought to he consulted,

pecially when no directive words are found. Then, a

then only, may the performer suppose that he has a to

rable idea of the piece.

Of Kef.etxg Time.
To keep accurate time it is necessary that the prop-

tiouate duration and velocity of notes should be famili
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for which purpose a motion of the hand is thought re-

Hynte. When the learner attempts to keep time, he
Svill find il advantageous to name the parts of the meas-
ure, according to the figures given in the various modes
bflune, especially whenever a rest happens. This will

familiarize the positions of the hand to the several parts
pf the measures, and to assist the eye to discern at once
its divisions and contents. Let the motion of the hand.
il first, be large,

. quai and simple; afterward a very smali
motion will be sufficient ; and ultimately none a! nil will
De necessary. All violent motions should generally be
guarded against.

When a company of singers are together, it is usual
"or one to govern the time ; he alone should use any visi-
ble motion; all ihe rest should accommodate their time
:o his, or their conduct will only lend to create confusion.

It is a common error for the voice, in many instances
:o follow the motion of Ihe hand upon a dotted note,
•rllicll causes it to sound like two distinct notes, when in
icl a point only extends the sound of a note. This er.
or destroys the melody, and it takes place principally
tpoti the rising molion .f the hand in common measure';
n triple time it takes place on the falling of the heel of
l)e hand.

Example ofpointed or dotted notes.

12 12 12 12 12 12

iniiiiiiigi
The foregoing example as it is cnmmonly sung.

a LL L 2 1 2 l 2 l 2 l 2

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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Other crumples of notes erroneously sun/r.

f
*V' ritts'n -

r, .-.Vta commonly rang.

iiiiiiiiilSii
Written.

ililillliiS
As commonly sunc.

noniy sun)

m
nunonly sung.

This error is an insufferable one, and should not be
idulged in the least.

$?-"—-^=e~s=^J—
Many examples might be added, but an attentive pe

rusal of the above may lead the learner to be vigi'ant
over the manner of Ins performance, and to avoid simi-
lar errors

It is of the utmost importance in musical performance
lhat the time should be kept accurately, that no noies he
cut short off, or continued beyond their proper length,
except in cadence and to give some particularexpression,
and that the notes in one part should he struck at the
same moment with the corresponding notes in the other
parts; tor irregular time will ever destroy all propriety
pf performance.

ART. 27. SnAnr.

A Sharp; (*) set at the left of a note raises
its sound 'a semitone.

In explaining the tune of notes the two different in-
tervals of tone ^nd semitone have been noticed. Every
tone in the natural scale, is divided into two semitones,
by an intermediate sound.

c
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I he character now used for the sharp, was originally
designed to represent by its fuur cross lines tlie four
commas ot the chromatic semitone.—When a sharp is
set at the beginning of a tune, it causes all those notes on
i les-une line and space to be sounded half a tone higher
through the whole tune, unless contradicted by a natural
I Ins will be more fully illustrated in Melody, on the sub-
ject ot the Keys.

ART. 28. Flat.
A Flat (b) set at the left of a note sinks its

sound a semitone.
The mark now used f r the flat, was originally the let-

ter B, introduced to avoid the trilone or sharp fourth
between F and B natural.
When a flat is placed at the beginning of a tune, it al-

ters the sound of every note upon the same line and
space where it stands through the whole tune ; it alters

I

the sound by making it half a tone lower than before,
except contradicted by a natural.—When any number of
sharps or flats are placed af er the clef, at the beginning
of the staff, they afli-ct all the notes of the same letter
in every octave throughout Ihe movement, and are
termed the Signature. Those which occur in the course
of the movement, in addition to the others, are termed
Accidental, to distinguish them from those ol the signa-
ture, which are essential to the scale of the original Key
Note. The accidental sharps and flats only affect the
notes which they immediately precede, and those ofthe
same letter which follow tbem in the same measure : but
if one measure ends, and the next begins with the same
nete, the accidental character which alters the first note
is understood to affect the second.

AftT. 29. Natoiuz.
A Natural ($) set at the left of a note re-

stores it to its primitive sound.
'lhat is, when the sound of anv note has been elevated

by a sharp, or depressed hv a flat, is to be restored to
its original tone, the character called a Natural is employ.
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ed, which lowers the sound of the note made sharp, or

raises the sound of the note made flat : thus,

Sh:irp restored. Flat restored.

wmmmm
The natural, although a very old character, was not

used by Morely, Simpson, or Playford. They alwajs

employed the flat to take away the sharp, and the sharp

to take sway the flat, in the same manner as we now use

the natural. Hence are found in old music, the sharp

before B, and the flat before F ; not as now, to represent

B sharp and F flat ; but merely to take away a preceding

sharp or flat.

The natural, although evidently an accidental charac-

ter, and a more general expression for the two others

(the sharp and the flat*) is sometimes placed essentially

at the beginning of a strain, when a former part of the

same movement has had a sharp or flat in its signature.

According to its power, therefore, of raising or lowering

any note of the scale, the natural must be always consid-
' cred as representing a sharp or flat.

Double Sharp.

After all the notes of music have been made sharp,

the same series of letters begins again, and F being the

first takes the name «f F clouhle sharp. The double

sharp is sometimes marked with a single cross; thus, f,

which, according to Vaneo, originally represented the

two commas of the quarter tone, or enharmonic diesis,

and which properly represents the distance between F
double sharp, and the G natural.

DorniE Flat.

In the same manner, after all the seven notes of music

have been made flat, the same series of letters begin*

again with B ; and that, being the first, takes the name H
double flat The Germans have sometimes employed a

large B, as the character of the double flat.

A3 these two characters, viz. the double sharp and

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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:loubleflat, seldom occur, the mode of restoring the sin-

gle sharp or flat, after the use of the double characters,

varies with different authors. Even in respect of the

double sharp, instances are found in Handel where it is

not distinguished by any particular, but where only a

common single sharp is placed against F already sharp

in the signature. Some employ a natural, or else unite

(he single sharp or flat with the natural ; thus, ^^, -ja.^;

and others again leave the passage to the ear anil judg-

ment of the performer, who ought, (they suppose) ifable

to play in seven sharps or flats, to know how to restore

theal ered note to its proper situation, without any par-

ticular mark.

Double Bar.ART.

I. NOTATION.
If every piece of music ended with a complete mea

ure, and if the necessity of commencing with single tinv
did not sometimes exist, the double bar might be riel

lected ; but as it is important to mark the termination 1

those sirains whichhave their lasl measures incomplet
this character is adopted, and tlie double bar bears til

same relation to the strain, as die single bar does to III

neasnre. Every measure contains a certain number!
noti s which are terminated by the single bar; and evei
strain includes a certain number of measures, which ai

terminated with the double bar.

When the double bar is used to show the rhetoric
termination of a strain, a pause is intended ; and likewiij

when used to show a cadence.

shows the end of aA Double Bar

strain. 33
The double bar is placed aUvavs at the end of a move-

ment and is sometimes used at other parts, to show the

rhetorical terminatinn of a strain. If the double bar be

dotted nn one or hr.th sides, all the measures on the sunn

side with the dots are to be repeated from the beginning
or from some sign of repetition.

When the rhetorical termination of a strain does not

coincide with the grammatical accent, the douhle bur is

then totally distinct from thesingle bar,andthe measures

are only reckoned between the single bars. :Ithougb the

double bar may intervene, as in the followii g example.

This douhle bar does not affect the measure in vvhicl<

it is placed, but the time is kept exactly as'if it were not

inserted

As it appears Prom the preceding observations, that the

double bar is very different and distinct from the singV

bar, the grammatical use of lite latter must not be con

founded with the rhetorical employment of the former.

ART. 31. Close.

shows the end of a tune.A Close

A Close is generally placed immediately after the la

note of a piece of music, which denotes the conclush
of all parts in a proper key, agreeably to (he Perfect <

Plngal Cadence. Tin- » ml ->f every piece ofmusic slum
conclude with either the per'ect or phigul cadence ; b

'he conclusion of every piece of music is not intended
the close, particularly Yin Capo pieces; nevtrihelei

wherever it is intended to conclude, tb T: conclusii

should be with the perfect cadence generally, and on
occasionally with the phgal cadence. In the perfect r

dence the base always falls a fifth or rises a fourth to tl

key : in the plagal cadence the base always falls a four

or rises a fif h. The harmony may he varied at the plei

tire of the composer; yet the chief melody general

concludes with 'he key. The last note of the base ri

cides the key ; which note, if major or sharp key, i« fa<

if minor or flat kej . is law ; thus,
Written. Pri-lbi'mrd.
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AUT. 32. Uebbat.

A Repeat v v or :g:, shows what part of

music is to Z — be performed twice.
Or, in oilier words, a repeat is a sign < mployed to show

toe place from and to which the perlormer must return

» repeat the passage.

This sign :§: is usually found in Umidus and Da Capo
Mrs, and it. marks that place in the first strain, where the

epethion is to commence. This mark is called in Italian

Segno or Del Segno, the Sign.
:S: mm

AUT. 33. Da Capo.

Da Capo or D. C. begin and end with the

irst strain.

Da Capo are two Italian words, which signify from the
Mgirming, and are frequently joined with Al Segno,
vlnch mean that the performer is to return and#com-
neiice the repeat at the sign.

ART. 34. Direct.

A Direct -frf points to the next nolo on the

fellow ing statt'; thus,

|ifliil llSli
The Direct may be placed on a line or in a spa^e ; it

lot "infrequently takes place at the end of a staff in thr

ftidsi of a measure as in the example, but more general!}
mmediately after the bar. It is very useful to guide to

he letter on which the first note of the succeeding staff

s placed. The Direct is employed in this work to show
he Hadical Bases in the Sequences and Licences of

larmonv.
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ART. 35. Prisa.

A Prisa :||: denotes a repetition of one or

more syllables.

Although the prisa cannot be strictly reckoned a mu-
sical character, yet. as it is only used to point out whal
portion of poetry or a suhject is intended to be rep ated
to different notes-, it deserves a place in Notation. This
character is in very common use amidst the words ot An-
thems, Choruses, &.c. Lc.

ART. 36. Choice Notes.

Choice Notes ;©; are such that a performer

may sing which I®I he pleases.
When two melodies are written on one staff, it is in-

tended that they should be p rformed togei er, either

bv two or more performers, orothfrwise ; 'bus,
" »._ T ft:

One pan of the perfoiTriers should uniformly sinfr or
play the higher Notes, and another part the lower ones.

ART. 37. Sluii.

The Slur •—
> shows how many notes are

applicable to one syllable; thus,

HiiSiiiiii
Aiiit lull, nt* nil tlii- i.-.itk.. .ii i ,,ri..

19

And talk of all thy truths at night.

Besides tile arch or slur the numberof notes which are
to be sung to one sellable are differently pointed out.

—

When groups are used the slur is not necessary over such
notes : Dashes are alsoemployed instead of the slur; thus,

I. NOTATION.
ART. 38. Pause or Holij.

The Pause or Hold (^) denotes much
more than usual time on a note.

The pause or hold is placed over or under a note to

signify that tlie regular time of the movement is to be
delayed, 3iid a long continuance of the sound made on
that part of the measure; thus,

teifc ££B3 SS
The Pause or Hold when found on the last note but

one of the melody, is a sign for the vocal or instrumental

performer to introduce such extemporary passages, pre-

vious to the final shake, as are generally termed a Ca-
denza.

If the pause or hold be placed over a rest, then a stop

of considerable length is made, and the parts in list be
silent. The same character is made use of for another
purpose in those songs of Handel, Hasse, Vinci, &c.
which have a second part, and are marked Da Capo.

-A-_ -"£=-£- _£-£_£_£- -P- -L

The pause or hold in th s example, only shows the
note upon which the piece is to terminate, but it is no
followed by the Double Bar.

Marks of FxrnEssioir.

The chief Marks of Expression are the Tye, (lie Dash,
the Point, the Crescendo, the Diminuendo, the Swell and
Diminish, and the Itinforzando.

ART. 39. Tte.

The Tye is an arch drawn over two notes

on the same degree, uniting them into ane:
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mmm, ^:E?:*:E:5S§P_ ; ._ ,_,
Tile slur may be considered as a mark of expression in

many instances also. When it is placed only over two
notes, the second is made shorter than its proper length
in general. Formerly this effect was produced by exact
notation.

ART. 40. Dash.
The Dasli (t) is a small stroke placed over

or under a note to be struck very short, loud,
and distinct; thus,

Written.

PgggllgSI
Performed.

;e
-Jt

.Notes ot U
is&i^s

ature give a very striking effect when
properly performed. An exact notation of them cannot
easily be g.vi n.

The Point.
The Point (•) is employed by many authors instead

ofthedasb; but its principal use is to distinguish those
notes from which an intermediate effect, different from
ihe slur or dash, is required, and yet uniting both.

isiHiliiii
The principal diflerence between the point and dash

is, that the notes nv.rked with the point are to be struck
moderately loud, short, and emphatic; those with the

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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dash are to be struck very short and very emphatic. The
last of the two notes, tyed with a slur, should be struck
rather short and soft, so as to die away like an echo.
The other marks of expression, above mentioned,

have been lately adopted to express certain effects, and
are from the Italian.

1. Crescendo.
Crescendo, or increasing the sound from soft to loud,

is marked by an angle, the lines extending to the ritrht •

thus, <;

2. Diminuendo.
Diminuendo, or diminishing the sound from loud to

soft, is marked with the contrary sign ; thus, >
o. Swell and Diminish.

The Swell and diminish, or the union of Crescendo and
Diminuendo, indicates that the note or passage is to be
commenced soft, the middle increased to loud, and then
gradually decreased to soft again, according to the figure

;

thus, o- '

4. RrNFORZANDO.
ltinforzando is denoted by smaller marks of the same

kind; thus, <> which are to increase or diminish the
note as marked.

Expression.
Expression is that quality in a composition or perform-

ance, from which we receive a kind of sentimental ap-
peal to our feelings, and which constitutes one of the
first principles of musical requisites. By it a musician is

enabled to render the sense of a subject with energy.
There are two kinds of expression, one of which belongs
to the composer, and the other tn the performer; from
their union agreeable effects are produced.
However animated and expressive a piece of music

may have come from the imagination of the composer,
no effects will be produced, if the souls of those who per-
form it have not caught the fire that exists therein.

The singer, who at the most has but a knowledge of
the notes of the several parts, cannot do justice to the
composition. His performance is not genuine, unless he

I. NOTATION,
understands the true sense and extent of the subject-
The singer should, therefore, endeavour to acquire ;

complete knowledge of the air, its connexion with th.
sense of the words, the distinction of its phrases, its pecu
liar accent, the justice done to the poet by the composer
and the force which ought to be given to the music. H<
should then give loose to all the fire, with which a view
of the objects, which unite in a good composition, may
have inspired him.
He will then see how and when to ornament his airs

giving fire and sharpness to the gay and animating parts !

the sottand smooth to the tender and pathetic, and thl
rough and bold to the transports of violent passion. H«'
will also quicken or suspend the velocity of the move
ment, agreeably with the changes of the subject, and s<
diversity his performance, that his expression shall b<
agreeable anil energetic ; the sense will then be commu
nicated, and the sentiments forcibly impressed ; the eat

1

will be delighted, and the heart moved.
Such an agreement will then appear between thil

words and the air, that their union will constitute a de.
lights language, capable ol expressing every thing, ant
which cannot fail of pleasing.

EFFECT.
Effect is that impression which a composition make:

upon the ear and mind in the performance. To produce
a good eflect, real genius, profound science, and a cultij
vated judgment, are indispensible requisites. So much
doe3 the true value of all music depend on its effect, that
it is to this quality every candidate for fame, as a musica
author should unceasingly attend. The most general'
mistake of composers in their pursuit of this great object!
is, the being more solicitous to load their scores with nuj
merous parts and pouerful combinations, than to pro!
duce originality, purity, and sweetness of melody, and tc

enrich and enf rce their ideas by that happy contrast ol
1

instrumental tones, and timely relief of fullness and sim-
plicity, which give light and shade to the whole, and bj!
their picturesque impression, delight the ear, and inter'
est the feelings.
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Tbe Graces of Mcsic.

As the German authors, C. P. Emanuel Bach and G. D
rurk, have treated at large on the subject of Musical
Braces, a short sketch of their doctrines will be here
jiven. The principal graces of Melody are the Appogia-
:ura, the After Note or Transition, the Shake, the Pas-
ling Shake, the Mordente ot the Italians, the Turn, the
Inverted Turn, the Beat, the German Mordente, the Ger-
Tian Beat, the German Slide, and the German Spring.

—

rhe chief melodies of harmony are the Tremola, the
rremando, and the Arpegio.
In consequence of a deficiency of typical characters,

he shake, turn, &c. will be represented by a tr.

ART. 41. Apj'o/jiATunA.

.1. The appogiatura (f) is a small note
jlaced before a large one oflonger duration,
rom which it generally borrows-half the val-
le, and always occurs on the strong part of
he measure; thus,

App.'giatura is a word to which the Kugush luiigimgi
as not an equivalent. It is a note added by the singer
if the arriving more gracefully to the following notes,
tther in rising or falling. The French express it by two
liferent terms, Port de voix and Appuyer, as the English
o by a Prepare and Lead.
The word Appogiatura is derived from Appogiare, to
:an on

; and in this sense the performer leans on the
ret to arrive more gracefullv at the note intended,
sing or falling; and generally dwells as long as, or

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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longeron the preparation than the note for which th_
preparation is made, and according to the value of the
note. The same is a preparation to a shake, or a beat,
from the note below.
No Appogiatura can be made at the beginning of a

piece i there must be a note preceding, from whence it

leads. The Appogiaturas are much used in songs, can-
tatas, recitatives, &c. &c. and are supernumerary to the
time.

From the inattention whicli is commonly given to the
Appogiaturas and Transitions or after notes, by the most
part of performers with whom I have been acquainted,
and the inaccurate manner in which they have perform-
ed them, is the principal reason that I have endeavored
to give an exact Notation ol them in the course of the
s-icred music of this volume: notwithstanding, many-
stand in their original forms.

ART. 42. After Note on Tiiawsition.

2. The Afler Note or Transition (£) is a
small note placed after a large one of longer
duration, from which it" generally borrows
half the value, and always occurs on the weak
part of the measure; thus,

Written.

^mm^mm
BB-SM-ffi

Nil!
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It is not always necessary that the Appoggiaturas and

After Notes should be written, because their places are

easily understood, and, in many instances, are naturally

suggested to the mind of the performer. The Notes of

Transition may be very frequently applied to the skips of
melody with the utmost propriety, which will tend to

sweeten and soften the roughness of it, render the har-

mony more exquisitely delightful, and break through
many of the stiff' and rigid formalities of exact notation.

The same observations may bemadeapplicable to trilling,

in a good degree.

TaiLLIXG.
It is not necessary that the Trills should be always

marked over the notes to be shaked or Trilled ; because
practice will suggest those notes proper for Trilling to

the mind, and a graceful practitioner will seldom fail to

gruce them with propriety, whether marked or not.

The knowledge of gracing music is of such importance
to a performer, that no person can be a finished one
without it. It gives spirit and fire to the allegros, awakens
Hie attention of the hearers in the largos, and renders all

difficult passages in music easy, and is attended with
such amazing effect, when done with propriety, as sur-

passes all imagination.
The method of arriving at this point of Trilling is, first,

to move slow, then faster by degrees, and, by diligent

practice, the perfection of the art will be gained.
The Trill or Shake ought to be used on all descending

dotted notes, and always before a close in the air, and
generally the second ; also on alt descending notes made
sharp, and on all descending semitones.

ART. 43. Shake or Thili.

3. The Shake or Trill (*r) consists of a
quick alternate repetition of the note above,
with that over which the mark is placed ; and
commonly ends with a turn from the note be-

low
J
(See example nextpage.)
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Written.

•h-

I. NOTATION.

gium
In this example the upper note is accented j there are,

however, instances in which the composer seems to have
designed that the lower note or that over which the
Shake is placed, should be accented ; thus,

_ __ 4r <h*

—«»iwt»ic|——ma-scj-j
——nan

~*£to*
1——*'sa*ier—~"iz.m

The principal or written note of the Shake (overwhich
the character is placed,) is called by the Germans tin
}];iupfon

; and the secondary or superior note the
Hulfston.

The fallowing method of practising-' the vocal Shake
was communicated to Dr. Calcbtt by his friend Greatoria,
to whom it wus given at Home, in the year of our Lort
one thousand seven hundred and eighty six, by Santarelh';
Chapel Master to the I'npe.

4r 4i<".* 4v

And thus descending throughout the scale; and per-
formed in practice thus

:

SANTMTir.LLl's SlIAKE.

ft_*._*_*_ia

—[-~|m«iiIn i U..I-*

vf

A series of continued shakes on notes rising or falling

by degrees is called by the Germans, Triller Kette,and

by the Italians, Catena di Tri'li, both signifying a chain

of shakes.

4 The Passing Shake (Praell Triller) is expressed in

Germany by a particular character; and its detfnitioi

varies with dillere.nl masters, atlrl in different passages.—

The definition of Dr. Arnold is therefore given here.

WritUui. Performed.

ttr fr or.
jg £fc£r_;w--~:|:|_:tH*^:spr^

4-
'

—-^ M—

h

i B
5. 'The Vlorde^te of the Italian school is used msimiiit:

passages, and performed thus,

Written. Performed.

m=
6. The lurn emplojs the note above and that below

in the following manner.

Written. Performed.

--r 3
*p

lliSilgiisiss=

l. NOTATION.
7. The Inverted Turn beginsfrom the note below; Ihu

Written. Performed.

iiiigifp
The turn on the dotted note is in frequenl

Written.

+r +r

eig-^i
8. The beat \? the reverse of the shake (butwithoi

;he turn) and marie generally al the distance of a sem

one below; therefore all the natural notes, except C at

F, require the note below them to be accidentally sharj

ened for the beat.

Written. Performed.

tassJEti

14 plS^feS*-^mp--

i ^•fe-BGftF* Lt:

The beat upon H natural, however, is seldom mac!

\vith a sharp, on account of the great harshness ari^iij

from the semitone B C. In some cases of regular accetj

it is recommended not to make the beat with the sem
lone, unless particularly marked.

In the Half Heat the inferior note is struck but one!

and :»t the same lime with the principal note, but is id

mediately quitted. This is frequently used upon tr.l 5

organ, and particularly in the. base. It may be writta™

'
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-

.

\h a small note, like a

ort appogiatura, and is

rysimilartotheaccidei

ra iit'lhe Italians; thus,

In the third part of i hi - gramm r, upon Harmon), \vi t

: shown how the diatonic suspensions anl transitions

ise from the appogiatura and the utter note or tran&i-

m ; while the chromatic licences are derived from tin

cidenlura or the half heat. These graces are there-

re of very great theoretical importance,
9. The German Mordent e (lieisser) is a species of bent

immencing- with the note itself, and is either long or

ort; thus, ij0n& Short.

Fif?-

This differs consid> rabl) from the u.ordente of the Ital

is, being made with the nex 1 degree below. That of

e Italians always employs the next degree above.

10. The German Heat ( Anschlap) consists of two small

>tes which form a skip, and descends o-ie degree upon
e principal note; ib is,

Written. Performed.

Ippiiiiifpipi
Tins grace is called by s^mr a loolde appo^l^tlfra.

11. The German Slide (ScbleifT'er) Consists of two
lall notes which move h\ degrees; thus,

Written.

Perfumed.

glipiiiip

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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12. The German Spring (Scln.eller)consistsof twosmall
notes like the lialfan mordente, but very distinct 4 thus,

Written. Perf rnicd.

^Pf^^J^fej^:

WacJ
All these graces are liable to the occasional alteration

of any of their holes, by sharps, flats, and nat lira's; and
in that case, the composer is expected to mark them as

ihey are to be performed.
To these graces of melody may be added those of liar

mony ; the Tremola (Bel ung,) nr reheration of rite note
of the chord; the Tremando, or general shak of ih

whole chord; and the Arpeggio (Brecluing,) or iniita

t'bn of the harp, b> striking the notes of the chord in

quick and repealed succession

\ person may he wel 1 acquainted with all the various

characters of mus-c, he may also be able to sing his par'

0) true time and yet his performance bef .rfiompl using

if it he devoid of the n< cessary embellishStents j there

-

'*< re, it is to b recommended to all such as are desirous

becoming graceful performers to attend to die various

rac s with ind< tutigable application.
'(! it not be presumed thai the art of trilling is th*

ft of nature alone
; nor yet the art of performing the

other graces with propriety. It is not tn be denied lha'

n^tur has, in manj instances, been more liberal in In •

yf s of this kind to some than others
; yet she has nn>

often laid such impediments in thp wav of her less f >vnr

d children, as to deprive art of her skill and usefulness.

Many authors and (of course) their admirTTs~gi' i

1

little or no i-nc"iirigement to the pupil to learn 'j

mxes-an emhelltshmt nts of music, hi cause there is <jrn

-iderabb- di ft citify attending the giving a right hnpressit'.

n his mind find a proper idea for the d< :liv -ry of then
'1 is true th it this pan of instruction, in the art of music
is one of the most difficult and irksome ; but when the

I. NOTATION.
student has made such proficieny as (0 use them with
credit to himself, nut only he but also his instructor feels-
an inward satisfaction for the attainment

It is to be feared that those who oppose them have
heard them so unskilfully performed as In be disgusted
in a very high degree, and have never heard then, used
with that ease and fluenc) as cannot but attract the rd-
mu-ation of all lovn-s of the science of music. From such
little or no encouragement could be expected: but I
am decidedly of opinion that no dignified perf inner can
dispense with the graces; therefore the pupil should a-
vad himself f(f every opportunity in imitating and hearing
the most skilful in ibis art ; and in no' onh imitating anil
hearing, but also of ptact sing and of being correctly in-
structed. Let him not be discouraged that he cannot
immediately satisfy even himself; this is not to be ex.
peeled. But frequent applications to the foregoing . x-
amples, and imitation nt the most accomplished masters,
will overcome all f e impcd :m/nts to his a'tainment of
die art, an attainment of the most desirable kind.

Ahiuo.vi nio\s.
When the same note, or similar passages are to be re-

peated, much time is saved to the composer and copyist,,
by the use of Abbreviations.
A single stroke over or under a semibreve, or through

'he stem of a minim, divides them into quavers; a double
stroke into semiquavers"; and a triple stroke into demi-
semiquavers; thus,

Written. _ Performed.

&SS* s£ S^TJE^ EP^Ef^I

These passages m Italian music, iiad formerly Crome,
(quavers) or Semicrome (semiquavers') annexedtothem,
it the present we often ^tse the term 8<gne, to signify
rhf;t we must perform the notes in the manner set in the
sample..

Another kind of Abbreviation is very freqm r.tly used
in modern music, viz, grpu^g the stems of the minims-
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like !hose nf quavers.
Written. Performed.

Several other species ot Abbreviations are rnaUeuse at

by some authors.

Conclusion.
The learner ought to commit the most of the preceding

rules to memory before he attempts to call the noies.

—

The observations following them are calculated to en-

large his ideas, and leave a strong impression on his mind:

these may be studied after the rules are committed to

memory.—The singer need not commit to memory the

rules of melody, harmony", and rhythm, because they are

designed only for such as wish to attain a more profound

knowledge of the science of music.

PART II. MELODY.

ART. 44. Melody.

A particular succession of single sounds

forms a Melody or Tune; thus,

presents an outline of the true idea annexed to the term.

In a -more extensive sense, Melody implies not only the

progression of one single part, but also that general re-

sult of the various parls ill Harmony which produce tW
effect of Melody, by the proper distribution of their

pounds lVmz seems to have b en the first who distin-

guished between the Moaddic §tyje,'in which the Melody,

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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is confined to one single part, and the Polyodic style, in
[

which the theme, and its dependentinjects, are dis-

tributed among the different parts of the composition —
I

[These two epithets Prinz seems to have taken from
j

Kircher; and this profound and original view ot Melody]
has been very ably developed by N'ichohnan of Berlin,

who clearly proves, that those pieces which are produced !

by the Mono lie design of the composer, are far inferior
j

to the Polyodic arrangement of the same ideas. In this I

last class we may place the motetts of Palesir'ina, the cho-
ruses of Handel, and the symphonies of Haydn.

ART. 45. Two Mono as of Mbloijy.

Melody has, in respect of tune, two dis-
tinct motions: that of Degrees and that of
Skips. A Melody proceeds by Degrees, when :

it moves lo the next line or space above or I

below; and by Skips, when i.t omits one or

more Degrees; thus,
By Scg^eesi

*-'
By Skips.

grees and Skips are

Easter Hymn.

'I h'^ Degrees and Skips of Melody are both called by
the jjenevaj rerm Interval; which is the distance between
two sounds, or their difference in respect to pitch. Ev-
ery Interval, therefore implies two sounds; one acute,
the other grave ; in common language high and low ; and

In general, Degrees and Skips are intermixed ; as in

the Melody of the Raster Hymn.

II. MELODY.
as in measuring, it is usual to consider the termination oi
distance more than t lie space contained; so, in music
the notes tvh-ch limit ihe Interval, are both called by the'
name of tile Interval itself Thus from the F clef to the
C clef is contained the interval of a fifth, both terms i

elusive
;
and C is said to be a fifth above F, and F a fifth 1

below C.

Of THE NAM1N0 OF INTERVALS.
The nam-sof Intervals are derived from the number of

Degrees which are contained between the two sounds
bot i extremes being reckoned inclusively. Thus the
Interval of a second consists of two Deg. ees , and as
tliese may be distant fro. n each other, either by one tone
or by one semitone, there are consequently two kinds uf i

seconds, viz a in g'or second or tone, and a minor second
or semitone.
The natural scale nfmuiic, which, proceeding by tones

and semitones, is called Diatonic, has been ulready ex.
plained.

Of the fouuteen Diatonic Intehvals.
As the Intervals take their names from the number of

included Degrees, so also their species are ascertained byi
the epithets major and minor, given them, according to
the number of tones or semitones contained exclusi* elv
between their extremes. If the Intervals were all equal
in the scale, eight Degrees wnuld form onlv seven Inter,
vals; but as there are two different distances of lone and
semitone, for which the notation by the staff alone does
not provide, there are consequently fourteen diatonic
intervals. These are distinguished by the term major or
minor, greater or lesser, and in some few cases sharp of!
fiat.

ART. 46. 1. Unison.

The Unison, or the same identical sound,!
although it cannot properly be reckoned au[
interval, is always considered as such, when!
employed in Harmony; it is therefore here
inserted among the intervals of Melody.
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'.The present opportunity may be taken of improving'

Re student in the practice of the seven clefs, The fai-

nting example of the unison, or the same sound, being
he C where the base ends, and the treble begins in all

he clefs.

?lE^ ilfpip
c c

The following" is an example oi' the descending1 scale

rom ihe C of the treble to theC of the counter, in the G
md C clefs.

zaz±
11

C B " " A G FE DC
The following is an example of the descending scale

rom the C of the counter to the C of the base, in the C
nd F clefs.

3ST

ART. 47. 2. Mjmih Sf.oisb.

The Minor Second is formed by two sounds,
if the distance of a diatonic semitone, as B C
Bd EF.
C is a minor second higher than B, and B a minm

:cond lower than C. The same is true with respect ti

1 and F. This interval is sometimes called the Hal sec
nd; and the term is useful in llarmonv It is also toum
l the ntherscales, hetween F sharp and G, B Oat and A
c asint e fo'lowini 1' p-xamp' .

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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From this statement the natureof melody, when sharps
and flats are employed, may be readily perceived; for
after a sharp Hie part rises, andafier a flat the part falls.

Thus E and B have the effect of sharps, and the melody
generally ascends to K and C ; on the contrary, F :.nd C
have the effects of flats, and the melody, in general, de-
scends to E and B The importance ot these remarks
cannot be justly appreciated till the transposition of the
natural scale into two sharps, and into two flats, and also
the semitone in harmony is understood.

ART. 48. 3. MAjon Secosb.

The Major Second is a tone.

Or, in other words, the major second or tone, although
composed oftwo semitones, does not consist of two equal
parts. This is evident from the notation itself; for if the
tone from F to C be divided by the sound F sharp] then
the intervals between F sharp, and G, or the diatonic
semitone, will not be the s.eiie as that from F to F sharp,
nr the chromatic semitone. The former changes on--

degree ; and hence the former is something larger than
die latter according to the doctrine of Zarlino, Rameau,
anil Pepusoh. The tones and other intervals of the natu-
ral scale are in this grammar, separated into semitones,
&,c. by the"haractercalled the appogiaturaor small notes

ST^^jH*^ 10 a #-

Th* otln i introduced by transposition, are

AltT. 19. 4 MnraitTuinn.

The Minor Third is composed of three de-

grees and contain- a tone, and a diatonic semi-

D

U. MELODV.
tone between the two extremes; thus,

24

It is is also divisible into three semitones, two diatonic
id one chromatic ; thus,

—B-
Alii' 5U 5 .VIajou Thiiid.

The Major Third is composed of three de-
grees, arid contains two tones hetween the
extremes; thus,

f!pil!lilil°fl
ART. S3. 6. Pkr-ect Fouhtu.

The Perfect Fourth is composed of four
degrees, and contains two tones and a semi-
tone between the extremes; thus,

.^f\7 s
It is also divisible into five

semitones, three diatonic;and
two chromatic ; thus,

AKT 52. 7 Saiap FonaTH,
The Sharp Fourth is compos. d of four de-

grees and contains three tones between the
extremes, called by the an- ;Qr -;_- r-

cients on that account, tritone ; fc —-hJ-^FF
thus, W^s±~-J3
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The sharp fourth is also di- -ft

visible into six semitones, three JL~_
diatonic, and three chromatic; {sp"^^-*~
thus, t/ " ..,_•., ,

These seven intervals (the unison included) may be

considered, in a practical point of view, primary; since,

if they are rightly undi-rstood, all the remaining seven are

easily known, being only compounded of these. Thus,

the fifth is formed by uniting two of the thirds ; the sixth

hv the fourth and third ; and the octave by the fourth, and

fifth. Compared with the unison, second, third and

fourth, as primary ; the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth are

secondary. This arrangement, however useful in the

analysis of melody, is imperfect in respect of harmony,

and the theoretical classification of the diatonic intervals.

The true series comprehends the unison, octave, fifth,

fourth, thirds, sixths, seconds, and sevenths, in the math-

ematical division of a musical string.

ART. 53. 8. Fiat Fifth.

The Flat Fifth is composed of five degrees,

and contains two tones ^::~_~"»fctT-

and two semitones, (not rk;~$:

three tones.)

It may be divided into two minor thirds. It is also (like

the sharp fourth or tritone) divisible into six semitones;

and when joined with that interval completes the octave

ART 54. 9. Perfect Fifth.

The Perfect Fifth is composed of five de-

grees, and contains three yz~ ZZi

tones and one semitone ; fe;~ jjj^:
thus,

_
*s~^?

; ^
It may be divided into a major and a minor third. It is

also divisible into seven semitones; and when joined with

the perfect fourth completes the octave.

ART. 55. 10. Minob Sixth.

The Minor Sixth is composed of six de-

i§:
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grees, and contains three ~Q TT i
~~T

tones and two semitones
; TO J J • 1 jj

thus, W^ 3B 7
1

It may be divided into a minor third and a fourth. It

s also divsible into eight semitones; and, when joined

with the major third, completes the octave.

ART. 56. 11 Majob Sixth.

The Major Sixth is composed of six degrees,

and contains four tones

and one semitone; thus,
It may be divided into a ma- ^ _.

jor third and a fourth. It is
^~ ^~

also divisible into nine semitones, and when joined with
the minor third completes the octave.

ART. 57. 12. Mihob Seventh.

The Minor Seventh is composed of seven

degrees, and contains

five tones and one sem-

itone; thus,

It may be divided into a fifth and a minor third. It is

also divisible into ten semitones ; and, when joined with

the major second, completes the octave

ART. 58. 13. Major Sevesth.

The Major Seventh is composed of seven

degrees, and contains

five tones and one sem-

itone ; thus, t/ ^« -

It may be divided into a fifth and a major third. ^ It is

also divisible into eleven semitones ; and, when joined

with a minor second, or semitone, completes the octave

ART. 59. 14. Octave.

The Octave is composed of eight degrees,

sg^y

is -fJ"T~ lTT —j.

JC1*' 33
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and contains five

tones and two sem-
itones; thus,

It may be divided irto a fihh and a fourth. It is ale 1

divisible into twelve semitones, and may be considere,

as ibe replicate of llit* \ nison.

As the octave consisls.of i liirteen sounds, and therefotj

has only twelve i tervals, it must be recnllec'ed tlint th

fourteen diatonic intervals just described, are obtaine.

by reckoning the unison as one of them, anil by distil

i

tfiiistiinjr between the sharp fourth and flat fifth: bot

which aw-, upon keyed instruments, performed with th.

same keys
ART. 60. Inversion of Tntkhvaxs.

When the lower note of any interval

placed an octave higher, or the highest not:

an octave lower, the change thereby pre
1

duced is called Inversion.

z :-—•
Thus a "ZZ~ becomes HI
Second ~" g" a Seventh, IjjjpH Third ^1-3^

;

becomes":®; and a
~~ a "®Z

a Sixth, -J$— Fourth ~f: Fifth. :&ZZ
The different intervals (sevr n) reckoned from each

the seven natural notes, form the following1 series

:

Five major and two minor seconds.

Three major and four minor thirds.

Six perfect and one sharp fourth.

To these may be added their inversions

:

Two major and five minor sevenths.

Four major and three minor sixths.

Six perfect and one flat fifth.

All the major intervals become minor by ;

ail the minnr intervals become niajor. The
becomes the flat, fifth] and the unison invert

us.

/inversion, arlfi

be sharp fouriL

'erted becomtL
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ie octave. The major seventh of the key, from itsre-

mblance to the tritorte (its higher note being one of the
ro sounds which farms the sharp fourth) is sometimes
lied the sharp seventh.
Rameau terms the intervals of the third, fifth, and sev-

ith, fundamental; and derives theothers, viz. thesecond,
urth, and sixth, by inversion, reckoning them down-
ardfrom the octave of the former.
Of all the diatonic intervals, the two thirds, major and
inor, are by far the most important, and ought to be
:ry perfectly understood ; since upon them depends the
iture of the scale or mode ; and the thirds give their
vn epithets to the whole series of the seven notes, the
ale itself being called major when the third is greater,
d minor when the third is lesser. It may be observed,
at the alteration of the thirds, by sharpening the upper
tte of the minor, or flattening that of the major, does
»t change their diatonic nature.

Of Consonant and Dissonant Intervals,
Although the terms Consonant and Dissonant are
liefly used in harmony, yet they are applicable in a great
easure to the classing of intervals in melody. The dta-
nic intervals are, therefore, divided into consonant and
saonant.

ART. 61. Consonant and Dissonant Intervals,

Those intervals which are most agreeable
* the ear, as the octave, fifth, fourth, both the
urds, and both the sixths, are called Conso-
int; those which, when compared with the
hers, are less agreeable to the ear, as both
e seconds, both the sevenths, with the sharp
urth (and the flat fifth) are called Dissonant.
This arrangement shows the propriety of distinguish-
» the species of the seconds, thirds, sixths and sevenths
the epithets major and minor, according to the num.
r of semitones included between the extremes; while
e appellation of perfect is reserved for the fourth and
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fifth, with the terms sharp and flat, when altered a semi-
tone higher or lower.
The thirds and sixths, whether major or minor, are al-

ways consonant; the seconds and sevenths always disso-
nant : but the fourth and fifth are consonant only when
perfect; when sharp or flat, they are dissonant. The
alteration of these two last intervals, therefore places
them in different classes.

The consonant intervals are subdivided into perfect
and imperfect. The unison (or prime,) the octave, fifih,

and fourth, are called perfect, because they are immuta-
ble, never changing from major to minor (or the con-
trary,) but becoming dissonant whenever altered by a
sharp, flat, or natural. The thirds and sixths are called
imperfect, because they are liable to change from rmjor
to minor (or the contrary,) still remaining consonant.

—

The seconds, sevenths, sharp fourth, flat fifth, with all

the chromatic and enharmonic intervals are dissonant.
According to thisclassification every passage ofmelody

which moves by degrees, consists of dissonant intervals ;

but as every other note is, in general, a transient sound,
placed between the consonant notes, these seconds have
n^it that harshness which is found in the passages which
move by skips, as the sharp fourth, flat fifth, minor and
major sevenths, &c. All dissonant seconds in melody,
are either passing or changing notes; and these are either
regular, when found on the weak parts of the measure,
or irregular, when found on the strong parts. If, there-
fore, these ornamental notes are taken away, a series of
consonant intervals will remain ; thus.

Dissonant Melody.

27
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Dissonant, continued.

$S$=T=
*£=±Z

3*

The aiime Consonant,

=sIg=^i
The dissonant melody is reduced to consonant inter-

vals by taking away the alternate semiquavers, where
regular; and omitting two where irregular.

The concordant series of thirds and sixths, from the
varied succession of major and minor intervals, is ex-

tremely pleasing to the e:»r; and most passages of degrees
(like that of the preceding example) are reducible into

thirds, intermixed with fourths, by taking away the pas-

sing and changing notes A great part or every duett is

composed of thirds or sixths, and these intervals with
the occasional introduction of fourths and fifths, allow a
double melody to continue throughout a movement.
A successive series of perfect fifths is not to be found

in melody, and hence is forbidden in harmony. In mel-
ody they would exceed the limits of our regular scale

(
as

well as the compass of the voice ; and in harmony ihey

would produce new and unconnected scales, of which
the species major or minor would he undetermined
through the omission of the thirds and sixths A more
correct idea of passing notes may be obtained by consid-

ering the scale us divided into three parts, the two first

concordant and the last discordant ; thus,

fn the first part, or tunic di-
'

vision, the passing notes are ,

the second, fourth, sixth and
seventh of the scale; thus,



m
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In the second part, or the ~fifr~^
:

subdominantdivision,the pas- 3v
si ng noles an- the second.third J&
fifth, and seventh; thus, t7

In the third part or dominant
division, tile third and sixth are rr,
the only passing notes ; thus, -3?i-

Or TnE Geseha, or three kjmis of Melodt.
That scale of music which proceeds by tones and sem-

itones, called Diatonic, has been explained (Art. 9,) and
constitutes the principal part of every piece of music.

ART. 62. Chromatic and Enharmonic Scales.

When all the artificial sounds are inserted
between the natural sounds, a scale is formed
of semitones alone, and called Chromatic.

—

When a scale yet smaller in its intervals is

formed, which contains in some places quar-
ter tones it is called Chromatic.
These three scales, the Diatonic, the Chromatic, and

the Enharmonic, form the three Genera or kinds of Mel-
ody now in use ; and although the terms are borrowed
from the Greek authors, yet the modern ideas annexed
to them are considerably different from their ancient sig-

nification. The origin of the term Diatonic Genus has
been explained. The Chromatic takes its name from the
Greek word Chroma, colour, because the interspersed
semitones give an ornamental effect to the Diatonic or
simple Melody

; and the Enharmonic was so culled, from
Us supposed excellence, being Enharmonic, that is, ex-
tremely musical.

The two last Genera (Chromatic and Enharmonic) are
never used alone, but always mixed with the Diatonic.

—

Hence it has been asserted, that all the Genera, except
the Diatonic, are irretrievably lost. That they are lost to
us, in the precise sense of tin? ancient description, is un-
doubtedly true

; but we still retain the Chromatic, in a

signification extremely analagous to its primitive mean-
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ing, and it seems proper also to retain the terms Diatonic,
and Enharmonic.

ART. 63. Chromatic Scale.

The Chromatic Scale generally ascends by
sharps and descends by flats; thus,

Ascending;.

SPil
From this scale several intervals, not yet .lescribei

rise, which are all discordant, and are chh'fly used in Mel
ody, although they appear sometimes by license, in har-
rnonical combinations The Chromatic Scale consists of

thirteen sounds, which contain twelve intervals between
them. Seven of these have been already described a-

-nong the Diatonic intervals; the remaining five form
another species of intervals, called Extreme or Chro.
matic. Of these, the chromatic semitone, the extreme
sharp second, fiat third, and flat fourth, are simple or
primitive; the extreme sharp fifth, sharp sixth, flat

seventh, and flat eighth, are compound or derivative.

I 2. Extreme 1

| Sharp Si i'. Hid.
|

,3. Extreme
Flat Third.

4. Extreme
Flat Fourth.

siE*illEiE^EiE*5Eitfcxssdtefi:
5. Extreme
Sharp Fifth,

\
6. Extreme
Sharp Sixth.

B
7. Extreme I 8. Extreme
Flat Eighth. | Flat Ninth.

1. The Chromatic Semitone is the distance or inter-

val between any note, and that same note elevated by a

II. MELODY.
sharp, or depressed by a flat. In the Chromatic Scaler
the semitones are alternately Chromatic and Diatunic a

and as there are only five of the former, while there are
seven of the latter, two Diatonic semitones will be fuunc.
in succession, at ttie place where the natural semitone
occurs.

From this important interval (theChroinaticSemitone)
arise all the other Chromatic intervals: they are all Dia-

tonic distances increased or diminished hy this intervals

and hence they all take the additional Chromatic epithets

affile Extreme.
2, The extreme sharp second consists of a tone and a

chromatic semitone, being composed of two degrees.

3, The extreme fiut third consists of two diatonic sem-
itones, being composed of three degrees; and is the
minor third diminished by the chromatic semitone.

4, The extreme flat fourth consists of a tone and two
diatonic semitones, being composed of four degrees; and
is the perfect fourth, diminished by the chromatic serai*

tone.

These three last intervals, viz.

The extreme sharp second,
The extreme flai third, and
The extreme flat fourth, when inverted, be-

come the following, viz.

The extreme flat seventh,
The extreme sharp sixth, and
The extreme sharp fifth.

5, The extreme sharp fifth is the perfect fifth increas*

ed by the chromatic semitone, and consists of four tonesy

torn ling five degrees. '

6, The extreme sharp sixth is the major sixth, in«

creased by the chromatic semitone, and consists of five

tones, forming six degrees.
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7. The extreme flat seventh is the minor seventh, di-

Inished by the chromatic semitone, and consists of four

lies, and two diatonic semitones forming seven degrees

8. The extreme flat eighth is the octave diminished by

ie chromatic.semitone : it is never used in the melody,

it is sometimes found in very transient passages of

irmony.
Of toe Enharmonic Scale.

When a series is formed by uniting the ascending with

ie descending scale of the chromatic genus, a new bind
:' music arises, by the use of the interval formed be-

veen the sharpened note and the flat of the next suc-

seding note above. This scale is called Enharmonic,
id contains intervals smaller than the semitone ; w liich,

though not exactly halt of the stmitone, are, however,
om their near approach to that quantity, called the Die-

s (tha< is, the division,) or quarter-tone. To form this

terval, it is necessarv that, ot any two notes, which are

stant by the tone, the highest should be depressed, anil

e lowest elevated, by the chromatic semitone. Thus
omG ti Aisa tone. Now, if G sharp be taken instead
' G, and A Hat instead of A, the difference between
ese extremes of the two chromatic semitones, G sharp
id A Bat, will form the Enharmonic Diesis, or Quarter-

ne.

To understand this, it must be observed, that the in-

frval of a tone, in the theory of harmonies, is not always
e same. That tone which is between the fourth ami
Ih of the scale, is supposed to be divided into nine
lall parts termed Commas ; while that between the fifth

id sixth of the major scale, is divided only into eight

jnmas. The diatonic semitone consists of five commas,
d the chromatic semitone of three, or four, according
the magnitude of the tone. The two chromatic sem-
mes, therefore, being taken from the minor tone (of
ght commas,) leave a residue of two commas for the
esis, or quarter tone.

ART. 64. Enhatimonic Scale.

The Enharmonic Scale divides each tone
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into two chromatic semitones, and the quar-

ter-tone; thus,

2&
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among the natural notes, is that which com-
mences with C; and hence this key may be
taken as an example of all the major scales.

In souk examples ot the Enharmonic Scale, the inter-

vals, F flat and E sharp, as also C flat and B sharp, are in

serted ; but they do not belong to that scale This dis-

tance, as Dr. Pepusch observes, is smaller than die quar-
ter-tone. This arises from the division ot the diatonic

semitones into two quarter tones, and a smaller interval,

termed the Hyperoche, which is found by theoretical cal-

cu'ation to be nearly a comma and a half—Such are the

three modern genera, the Diatonic, Chromatic, and Enhar-
monic : they are, as hefore observed, (Art. 62,) derived
from tru- ancient Grecian scales, but are used in a manner
extremely different.

ART 65. Key.

A diatonic scale, of which the notes bear
certain relations to one principal note from
which they are all, in some respects, derived,

and upon which they all depend, is termed a

Key, and the principal note is called the Key
Note or Tonic.

ART. 66. Major Mode, oh Sharp Key.

Every scale in which the two Diatonic semi-

tones are found between the third and fourth

degrees, and the seventh and eighth degrees,

ascending or descending from the tonic, is

termed the Major Mode of that key; because
the interval between the tonic: and its third (or

mediant,) consists of two tones; that is, the

greater third. The only series of this mode,

i i i i i i i 41114
The figures above the notes refer to the degrees of the

scale, and those under or between them to their distan-
ces, as tone and semitone.

ART. 67. Minor Mode, on Flat Key.

Every scale in which the two diatonic sem-
itones are found between the second and third

degrees of the scale, and between the fifth

and sixth degrees, ascending from the tonic, is

termed the Minor Mode of that key; because
the interval between the tonic and its third (or

mediant) consists only of one tone, and one
semitone, that is, the lesser third. The only

series of this mode among the natural notes, is

that which commences with A ; and hence this

key may be taken as an example of all the

minor scales.
12 3 4 5 6 7 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

*s 1411411 1 1 i 1 1 4 1

The n' cessary vaiiation of the ascending scale, in the

minor mode, from the descending scale will be explained

hereafter.
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Major Scales with Sharps.
Tn tlie first part of this grammar (Art. 27) it has been

shown haw the introduction of' Sharps changes the pitch
of' the tone, without altering the relative intervals of the
scale. All the other Major Scales with Sharps are con-
structed in the same manner, viz. by sharpening ijie

fourth of the former key, to make a new sharp seventh,
or leading note, to the following scale ; thus,

1. Key of G, one Sharpy
fc

2. Key of D, two Sharps.

MUSIPAL GRAMMAR.
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'5. Key of B, five Sharp:

i|^lSi^E^^ii
, Key of F, six. Sharps.

lliiggi-ippgij
xr

In this last example, the sixth sharp E is, on keyed
instruments performed by means of F natural; but it

cannot be culled by that name, nor situated nn tie same
decree ; for, in that case, only six letters would be used
instead of seven; and between D sharp, and P natural,
the chromatic interval of the extreme flat third would be
found, which does not belong' to the diatonic series.

Majoe Scales with Flats.
It has been also shown (Art. 28) that the introduction

of a new flat takes place on the seventh of the original
key, which then becomes the subdominant or fourth of
the next scab-

: hence are formed all the following scales
with Flats i thus,

1. KcyofE, one Flat,

II. MELODY.
2. Key of B, two Flats.

It. MF.LODY.J
Signatures of Scales with Flats.

ii^SiiSltliiii
3. Key ofE, three Flats.

-3

4, Key of A, four Flats.

fe
isfigggisii

5. Key of D, five Fiats.

pppiiiiSi:!^
f« Key of G, six Flats.sumum

In this last scale, the sixth flat C is, on keyed instru-
ments, performed. by means of B natural; but it cannot
be called by that name, since, between B natural and the
next degree in the scale (which is D flat) the chromatic
interval of the extreme flat third would be found, which
does not belong to the diatonic series.

ART. 68. SlGKATCHIi.

When the whole number of sharps and flats

are placed at the clefs, instead of beins; occa-

sionally inserted before each note as they oc-

cur, such collection of sharps, or of fiaits, is

termed the Signature.

Signatures of Scales with Sharps.

A Table to find the Me in the Solfegm
The natural place for me is on B.
1 f B be Flat, Me is on E,
ft B & E be 5
If B, E & A be 5
li B, E, A &Dbe b
If B, E, A, D, G, -

If B, E, A, I), G, C,
If B. E, A, D, G, C, F,

If F be Sharp, Me is on
If F & C be *
If F, C & G be #
IfF, C, G&Dbe*
If F, C, G, D, A,
If F, C, G, D, A, E, -

If F,C, G, D, A, E, B,
This scale extends the signatures to seven flats, and

seven sharps.

The scale of F sharp with six sharps, being the same'
on keyed instruments, as that of G flat with six flats, all'

the signatures beyond six may be expressed by a smaller
number, by changing the name of the tonic. Thus C
sharp with seven sharps, is the same as D flat with five 1

flats
; and C flat with seven flats, is the same as B witbj

live sharps, Sec. &c.
It is proper here to observe, that, in the solfegio of this

volume of sacred music, the me is not always pointed out'
agreeably with the signatures of the clefs, particularly in
cases of extensive modulation of the keys from one letter*
to another; hence the notation, in such instances, will]
appear incorrect to many who are not acquainted with*
the nature of modulation, and with the nature of the anl
cient signatures. Instead of having inserted the signa-J
tures at such changes, they are left to the ancient signa.
tures and to the patent notes : in consequence of which.

.

sharps and naturals will be found before the me ; and flats

and naturals before the faw. Very partial modulations'
are not noticed, and consequently the notation in not
changed from the signature.

Of the Minor Scale or Mode.
The Minor Scale not only differs from the major, as be.

\

fore observed (Art. 67,) in the place of its semitones, bay
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Iso in the variation of its scale, of whichthe ascending
eT'fcs differs from ihe descending one. The minor mod^
equires that wlien tne seventh of the .scale (which is

atimillv a tone below it) ascends to the eighth, it should
ifcome a sharp, as the proper leading note or sharp sev-

nth to the ionic or key. Now the insertion of this es-

ential note in the signature, would appear irregular as

n the following examples. '

+ ft-*-
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If this irregularity were adopted in the three first ^x
mples, the essential, lead note would appear as if it wer*
iserted by mistake one degree too high, li is, there-
ire, always omitted in the signature, and placed acci-

entally before the seventh, which it is to elevate, wheii-
ver the melody requires its use.

Tha> this leading note or s'>arp seventh is essential to

fie k^y, although not to its signature, may be proved h\

erforming the subsequent melody, omitting the sharp K.

In this instance the harsh-

ess produced hy F natural,

'taken instead of F sharp,
i extremely perceptible. As the signature^ therefore",

oes nnt always decide the key or scale (this reference
i made to the plain music, where all the heads ol music
re round) of the movement, acan-ful observation must be
lade, whether any accidental sharps or naturals occur
i the first phrase or section If any such are found, the
>nic is on the next degree above them ; but. if none are
sed, then the signature itself determines fhe m-.ijor tonic,
hich is always the note above the last sharp, or the
lurtb. note below the last Bat.

The accidental sharp used in the minor mode, raises

»e minor seventh of the scale a chromatic semitone,

m Ei.om
lay be
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hence the minor scale
said to belong to the chromatic
genus j ami its true essential
scale is thus formed :

In this series is found the bars" chromatic interval of

the extreme- sharp second (between F ai ri G sharp;) to
avoid which, the sixtri is made sharp to accommodate the
tenth; thus ihe accident*' ^ _ sff*

-oa ; e of the n tnor is formed ^£11 ^qJE* F— -Pi
with two notes altered Iron: ffy j (fr^-[—

F

r—

1

tin signature ; thus, Sf7
. . ji r~|

.'*"

7

~t~~~P

Hut in the descending sc de, li.e esst'Jiti&l leading note
is depressed to accommodate the - «
sixth; thus the natural scale of tlu "t/" |r^Fj>r |~1

signature remains unaltered. ESJEEEEE^E^a

ART 69. Relative JMi.von Scales

The minor scale whose tonic is found on
the sixth note ascending uf that major scale

vphich has the same signature, is called (he

Rf lative Minor, because its signature is simi-

lar to that of the other.

G, one Sharp.

Major Scales.
D, two Shnrpi.
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the third degree above the last flat ; thus,

Major.
F, one Flat. B, two Flats.

iiTiSliilil

Rflativk M
E.oneShn.p.

"H-^-raj I—r-

;ales.
R, two Sharp).

Relative Minor.

These tonics,it may be observed, are one degree i>elow

the last sharp signature. In the signatures with flats, the

relative minor (or sixth of the major scale) is always on

ART 70. Or tue Tonic Minok Scales.

Every major scale when its third and sixth

are depressed by the chromatic semitone, be-

comes a minor scale on the same key note,

and will be termed in this grammar, the To-
nic Minor.
But as the signature requires that the essential sharp

seventh should not be inserted at the clef, the tonic minor
must have in its signature another Hat, making in all

three flats more, or three sharps less than the major
scale of the si.me key note; thus,

F Major. F Minor.

C Miyor. C Minor.

G Major. G Minnr.
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In the last example the F #, E $, and B -Q-, are all to

be considered as sharps, when contrasted with F £}. E b>
and B fr, of the minor scales.

D Major. D Minor.

j^J..^_. t
_.

l_ i
—-.^^-^

In this example, the C-^., r'-§, and B b ot the minor

scale, are all Lo be considered as flats when contrasted

with the C#, F-fr, and B-g- of the major scale.

A Major.

ART- 71. Transposition.

That change which arises from the perform-

ance of the same melody in a higher or lower

pitch, is called Transposition.

Every melody in a major scale may be transposed to

any other major scale, by altering the signature according

to the pitch of the new tonic. The same alteration may
take place in every minor melody. When, however, any

tane is performed in the relative, or in the tonic minor,

which tune was originally major, such change is not

called transposition, but Variation. When, in the course

of a melody, the tonic is changed, and the original scale

altered by the introduction of a new sharp or flat, such

change is called Modulation: this will be further ex-

plained in treating of harmony.

Every scale has two others immediately connected

with it ; onp on the sharp above, which adds a new sharp

to the signature; the other on the fifth below (or fourth

above) which adds a new flat to the signature. These
two scales will in this grammar be called attendant keys;

an epithet given the o by Dr. Bnyce. As every iwjor
key has a relative 'Timor, and as tin's relative minor has

Us two attendant keys, hence arise, from every signature.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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six scales nearly connected withjeach other; three with

major thirds, and three with minor thirds. Of these, tw<

are principal, viz. the major and minor of the signature

itself; and four are subordinate, viz. the attendant keys,

boih of the nutjor and of the minor: these require another

sharp or fiat to complete their scales when modulation

occurs.

Thus, in the major scale of C. its attendant scales are G
(its hTih) with one- sharp, and F (its tourth) with one fiat,

to which are annexed, the relative minor A, and its two
attendant scales, viz. E minor with one sharp, and D mi-

nor with one flat. The same arrangement takes place in

every key, and it is necessary to observe, that when the

minor key is first taken, Lhe major key of the same sig

nature is called the relative major, an o" is found on the

minor third above the original minor key note.

Of the Tonic, Dominant, 8cc.

Every one of the seven notes which form the scale of

any key, major or minor, has an eflvcf peculiar to itself:

from this effect they derive particular names, which
are these

:

ART 72. Tonic

1. The Tonic, or key note is that chief

sound upon which all regular melodies de-

pend, and with which they all terminate. All

its octaves, above and below are called by

the same name.
The termination only relates to the chief melody, or its

base ; the internal parts of harmony, as will be hereafte>

shown, concludes upon the mediant or dominant.

ART. 73. Dominant.

2. The Dominant or fifth above the key

note is that sound which, from its immediate

connect! jd with the tonic, is said to govern it

that is, to require the tonic fb he heard afti-

it, as the final perfect cadence of the base.

II. MELODY.
Tonic and Dominant.

~¥#£*
fcCfct-£:

ART 74. SPHDOMIN-iNT,

3. The Subdominant, or fifth below the

key note, is also a species of governing notej

as it requires the tonic to be heard after it in

the plagal cadence.
Tonic and Subdominant.

fliiailgilli
The subdominant is the font th in the regular ascend

mg scale of seven notes, and is a lone below the dominant
but the term arises from its relation to lhe tonic, as thl

fifth below.
These three principal sounds, viz the tonic, dominant]

and subdominant, are the radical pans of every scale ; o:

he minor as well as of the major. All melodies, what;

•ver, are derived from these sounds, and are wholly de
pendent upon them.

ART. 75. Leading Note.

4.' The Leading Note, or sharp seventh oj

the scale, is the subsemitone of the mode*^
This is always the major third above th^

dominant, and therefore, in the minor scale.

inquires an accidental sharp or natural, whe
-ver it occurs.

Tonic and Trading Note.
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ART. 76. Mediant.

b. The Mediant, or the middle note be-

yeen the tonic and dominant ascending, va-

es according to the mode; being the major
-lird in the major scale, and the minor third

i the minor scale.
Tonic And Mediant.

AKT. 77. SoBXEniANT.

6. The Submediant, or middle note be-

nreen the tonic and subdominant descending
aries also according to the mode, being the

reater sixth in the major scale, and the

sser sixth in the minor scnle.
Tonic and Submediant.

The Submediant in the major mode, is the relative
innr key note

; and the mediant in the minor mode, is

e relative major key note.—The sgnalure of two
isrpshave been chosen for the foregoing examples, that

"e effect of the same tonic (and of its relative minor in

ptomc and leading note examph-) ma} be perceived in

"rforming them all.

ART. 78. Sotf.htohic.

7. The Supertonic, or second above the
ey note is. in theory, considered as a varia-

le sound, liei: g a comma nicher in the major
:a)c th'a» when the mode changes to the

slative minor.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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The further utility of these denominations will appear
hereafter. In Harmony, especially the terms Tonic,
Dominant, Subdominant, and Leading Note v. ill frequent-
ly occur ; the two former, as the principal governing
notes; the two latter, as the characteristic notes of the
key.

ART. 79. Chabacteuistic Notes.

The Leading Note and the Subdominant
are the two characteristic sounds, by one of
which every scale, whether major or minor, is

known, and its tonic immediately ascertained.

Thus, in the sharp signatures, the leadimg note is a
species of index, which points invariably to the next de-
gree above, as its major tonic : this is alwa; s the last sharp
in the major mode.— In flat signatures, the suhdominant
is also a species of index, which points to the fourth de-
gree below as its major tonic : this is always the last flat

in the majo' 1 mode.
In the minor modes whose signatures have less than

four sharps or four flats, the subdominant, being always
one of the natural notes, is not apparently, a characterist
of the key ; and therefore, in those modes, the key note
is to be found.
The great importance of these two notes appears evi-

dent, when, in nccasiona 1 modulation, the new key is re-
quired to be found by their assist n:e. In all flat signa.
tures (F major. B fl:<t major, K flat major. Sic.) the leading
note is natural ; and this is the sharp seventh of the key.
as in the fo'lnwinc example :

Here the natural It is the leading rote of the new key
In the sharp signatures, on the contrarv, thesuhdom-

inani is distinguished by a natural, and requires, in mnd
ulaiion, the alteration of the sharp in the signature, as in
the following example :

E

II. MF.I.ODY.
S3

mmm
Here the natural F is the subdominant of the new keyC—Hence it appears, that whenever the characteristic

note of the new ke> is marked by a natural, that natural
has always the effect of a sharp or a flat

; of a sharp, when
it is a leading note ; of a flat, when it is a subdominant.

Of the A.vciest Sir.sATCnEs.
In the music of Correlli, Gemiuiani, Handel, &c. the

general rules for finding the tunic, either in the major
mode, by the characteristic notes of the signature, or in
the minor mode, by the leading note accidentally insert-
ed, are not always sufficient.

ART. 8U. Ancient Signature.
When, instead of the complete series of

sharps and flats of the sginalure, the lasl sharp
or flat is suppressed, and inserted accidental-
ly when requisite (like the leading note of the
minor mode,) such deviation from the usual
method of notation is termed the Ancient
Signature.

Although the term signature is defined, Art. 68, to be
the number of sharps or flats at the clef, yet the word
will also be applied to the two naiural keys of C major
and A minor.

Examples of the ancient signature of D minor may be
found in the third and fifth concertos of Geminiani, njiera
secunda, and in the fourth concerto of opera terza. .For
instance, the first movement of his third concerto begins
as in the following example:

-?5-T-|--r-H -4rPZ' r^

Here the key is known to be 1), by the accidental C
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sharp, and to be also D minor, by the natural F, which
remains unaltered, as in the signature.

The same ancient method of notation is sometimes
found in the key of G major, where the sharp of the lead-

ing note F, is inserted accidentally when requisite ; as in

the following example from the first chorus of Handel's

Oratorio of Saul, How excellent thy name, O Lord. One
of the intermediate movements commence thus:

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
II, MELODY.

Op Ancient Flat Signatures.

The objection to the sharp signatures does not apply

to the flat, since the second of their minor modes is not

affected by the flat. For this reason, and from the varia-

ble nature of the sixth or submediant in the minor scale,

the Ancient Flat Signatures are very frequently found.

1. The signature of one flat belongs to B flat major,

and G minor. The following example, in the opening of

Correlli's fifth concerto (Opera Sesta) is in B flat major.

III. HARMONY.

" The youth inspired by thee,

Here the key is known to be G by the sharp before
/ the F, which is used in the second treble, as the third be-

' low the A: and the B natural of the clef shows it to be
G major.

Op Ancient Sninp Signatures.

The ancient signature of one sharp is applicable to the

keys ofD major and B minor; but the sharp signature of

this ancient mi thod are never found in the minor mode;
for, as the second (or supertonic) of the key would then
require an accidental sharp, the irregularity before men-
tioned (in Art. 68,) would perpetually recur.

In the solos of Correlli (Opera Quintu) however, sev-

eral instances occur of the Ancient Sharp Signature in

the major mode ; viz. the sixth and ninth sonatas in two
sharps are in the key of A major, the G sharp is acciden-
tally inserted. Handel's duett, in the Oratorio of Athalia
(Joys in gentle train appearing.) is also in this key, and
lias this signature. The eleventh sonata of Correlli bears

the signature of three sharps, and is in the key of E ma-
jor.the D sharp being inserted accidentally. The ancient
signature of four sharps is found in Handel's beautiful air,

rtendi il sereno al clglio,from the Opera Sosarmes. This
is in B major, with the sharp to its leading note A, oCca-
sinnallv inserted.

i?iingiiiiezers:

elililgiil

This' will' be mentioned hereafter as a very striking in-

stance of the use and effect of harmony in deciding the

key and mode, independent ot the signature.

The eighth concerto of Correlli opens with this signa-

ture in G major, as in the following example

This also depends upon harmony for the decision of

its key and mode. The melody as it here stands, might

be equally in B flat major or G minor; but the F sharp,

which accompanies the second measure, decides the key.

2. The siena'-nreof two fl;*rs belong to Eflut major.

^mpilSi
The signature of its relative minor mode C is very

common.

3. The signature of three flats, is unusual in tbe major

mode of A flat, but extremely frequent in the relative

minor of F. Handel, indeed, has seldom (if ever) used

the modern signature in this mode.

In this example the E natural is the leading note ar'

points to the key note F ; of which A flat is the lessc

third, and decides the mode.

PART Iir. HARMONY.

ART. 81. HAnaiosT.

Two or more melodies heard at the sami

time, form Harmony; and the different con

binations of notes in harmony are terme'

chords.

Harmony was formerly (according Tinctor—see B
Burney, Vol. 2d, page 458.) synonymous with melod

and the term counterpoint was applied to what we cjj

harmony. This term is derived from the anoient poin.

or notes, which were pladed counter or opposite to till

other on the staff. The examples in this third part w
be given in counterpoimt ; that is, the heads of not

without their stems will be used.

ART. 82. Triad.

The union of any sound with its thir<

(major or minor) and its perfect fifth, form

the harmonic Triad, or common chord. Th-

is termed the major or minor triad, accordil

to the nature of its third.
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Triad in music, signifies three different sounds com-
ined together at the distance of a third and fifth from
le lowest.

When the octave of the lowest note is added, four
junds are heard in the harmony.

"Major Common Chord. Minor.

There are also besides these two consonant triads, two
issonant triads ; one diatonic, the other chromatic.

1. The Diatonic Dissonant Triad, or diminished triad

f the Germans (B-, D, F) consists of two minor thirds.

2. TheChromatic Dissonant Triad, orsuperfluous triad
f the chromatic scale (C, E, G sharp,) consists of two
lajor thirds,

1. Dissonant Triad, 2. Dissonant Triad,
B, D, F.

fc C, E, G-#-.

£
-#o-

-m-13 5 V ^- ^-l a 5

The Consonant Triads are formed of two dissimilar

birds, major and minor united ; the Dissonant Triads are
jrmed of two similar thirds, both minor or both major.
In the natural diatonic scale, there are six consonant

'iads ; three major, and three minor.

3. Major Triads, 3. Minor Triads.

illfe §e*e|e§e
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All the major triads become minor by flattening their
thirds; and all the n in^r thirds become major by sharp-
ening their thirds j thus,

The Dtfttenic Dissonant Triad has (by license) its third
sometimes flattened and sometimes sharpened, and thus
are formed two altered triads, which are very seldom
used.

These altered triads consist of a major, and an extreme
flat third, and are consequently both chromatic.

The Prime, or low est note of the triad, was called by
Uamean its fundamental base. In this grammar the term
Radical Base, or simply the Root will be adopted. The
root being placed one or two octaves below the chord of
the accompaniment, makes no difference in its derivation;

the radical base depending always on the three combined
sounds of the triad, whether in close or dispersed har-

mony.

ART. 83. Root, on Radical Base.

The Roots of the two consonant triads are

easily understood, as every radical base must
have a perfect fifth.

But the roots of the two dissonant triads, and of the
two altered triads cannot be explained till the nature of
discords is known,

•• When the three sounds of the triad are taken as an ac-

companiment, and the root remains in the base, the chord

35
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assumes three different positions; thus,

The first position
in Position. 2d Position. 3d Position,

is that of 3d, 5th and f~\

8th. I J
Thesecond position \

is that of 5th, 8th and <
3d.

The third is that of
8th, 3d and 5th.

^:

It must be observed, that the second position, in reality

consists of the fifth, eighth, and tenth, and the third po-
sition of the eighth, tenth and twelfth of the root ; but as

the tenth and twelfth are octaves of the third and fifth,

and as they are represented by the same letters, they
are also called by the names of third and fifth, whatever
may be their distances above the root,

ART. 84. iNTEItSIONS OF THE TllIADS.

When the lowest note instead of being the

root, is the third or fifth of the triad, such
change is termed Inversion.

Dr. Pepuacti calls the two inversions supposed bases,
and terms the chord of the sixth the uncommon chord ;

not because it is unusual or improper but tn contradisr
tinction to the common chord, or that of which the low
est n')te is a fundamental base.

The inversions of the triad differ from its positions ; as

the former relate to the whole harmony, including the
base, and the latter to the accompaniment alone, inde-

pendent of the base. Hence every triad has three posi-

tions, but only two inversions ; for when the root is in the
base, the chord is called direct, whatever may be the
positions of the accompaniment.

1. The chord of the sixth is the first inversion of the
triad, when the base note becomes the third of the ha:-
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mony, instead cf the roof. This
chord in thorough base is express-
ed by a 6: to which also belongs
the third of the lowest note (or
fifth of the root;)and, in the pr.ic-

tice of counterpoint, the octsive <
of" the lowest note is cither o-
mitted, or, if four parts are re-

quisite, the sixth or the third may
be doubled.

The same arrangement
takes place in the minor tri-

ad, and its first inversion ; in

the first inversion of the dia-

tonic triad Ft, D, F, liowever J
the sixth is never doubled,
but the octave preferred when
tour parts are requisite.

MUSICAL GP-AMMAR.

First Inversion.

Root B.

I
AT"5fc~

A stroke through the figure six, eh?-
j

^©-—O-
vates the sixth note above the base a

J
CT" 5""

chromatic semitone; and when used on"^ D
a minor sixth, mak'-s it the first inversion
of the dissonant triad ; thus,

When the same mark occurson a major
sixth it makis it the first inversion ol the
altered triad ; thus,

These two chords, which are of great ; ^
importance, will be hereafter distinguish- ) r

^
ed by the namt s of the sharp sixth, and I JHE ^Z
of the extreme shaip sixth, the first al- [

~— —
waj's accompanied by a minor, and the L-—-—.--.-
second by a major third.

Second Inversion. —

< © -®-|-©-HB-—

—
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2. The chord of the fourth

and sixth, is the second inver-

sion of the triad, when the
base note is thefifih of the har-

mony, instead of the root. It

is expressed in thorough base <
by a 4 under a 6, and in four
parN,the three positionsof the
triad are used as its accompani-
ment, withoutany regard (as in

the chord of the sixth) to the omission of one note, or the

doubling of another.

Of the Direct and Contrary Motions, and the rules for their use in

Harmony.

Before the harmonica! succession oftriads can be right-

ly understood, it is necessary to explain the different mo-
tions of the parts which constitute ha-mony. Two of
these are essential, viz. the Direct iMotion. and the Con-
trary Motion.

ART. 85. Direct and CoNTnAHT Motions.

1. In the Direct Mo-
tion the parts move the

same way, ascending or

descending.

2. In the Contrary Mo-
one part rises while the

other part falls. ^ »-B-- fc-H-»

By the knowledge of these motions, the power of

avoiding; many harmonical irregularities may be obtained,

and the following; rules of harmony correctly observed.

ART. 86. Rui-es op Hahmont.

1. All Consecutive Octaves and fifths must
be avoided in the direct motion.

Direct Motion.

Contrary Mution.

..H._iT- Z&.J

Octaves and Fifths by the
Dirtct'Motioii.

W. HARMONY.

fel

The same avoided Sy lb<
|

Contrary Motion*

» >. _
*y ^~» ^ - -^ ^ - ^.

2. All unnecessary skips are to be avoided

and all the chords taken as closely and
much connected as possible.

3. All false relations (such as the extreir)

sharp second, &c.)are disallowed, unless ft

the expression of some particular effect.

4. All irregular motions of the parts in ha'

mony are to be avoided. Every major i

sharp interval ought to ascend, and every m
nor or fiat interval ought to descend; that

to say, the part in which those intervals ai|

found in combination, is to rise after the sbai

and to fall after the flat.

This rule however, is always subordinate to that

avoiding octaves or fifths, anti is not regarded when it

melody is to produce an effect opposite to the rule. Tl

internal pans of harmony, however, are to be regulaUj

by these observations.

AHT ST. Harmonica.. PnnenKssioK.

Harmonical Progression signifies that suv

cession of triads or perfect chords, which, b

being confined to the scale of the origin,

key, only admits the tonic and its two attel

dant harmonies, occasionally intersperse

with the relative tonic and the two harmV
nies attending on that scale, whether the or

ginal scale be major or minor.
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The term harmonical progression is used in contrails-

lotion to Hie ttrrn modulation* Although a change intr.

* relative sc.if implies a partial modulation, yet in all

iffi*s, where the new scale remains undecided, by th-

fiisHifin or the leading note," and the original tonic blill

mtinues a predominant sound, tiie term progression
ill be retained.

As the scale consists of seven different notes, it is evi-

mt ibai two triads, which only contain five notes (one
tte being common to both,) cannot decide the key.

—

ence Ui- following examples, although tin; distance ot

eir degrees are perfectly similar, appear, by meats of
e accent, to be in two different keys, and are therefore
niivocal

In the key of G. In the key of C.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.

Hi however, three dift'er-

t'chords are taken, the
iy may be decided ; this is

rfornied by the progress-
l of tonic,subdominant and
minant.

1. Thus in the tonic bar-
my are found the third and
ih of the root of the scale.

2. In the subdominant harmony are found the fourth
d sixth of the root of the scale.

3. And in the dominant harmony are found the second
d seventh of the root of the scale.

The following excellent observation of Dr. Pepusch
unot be too often, or too strongly impressed upon the
nd of the student, viz. "All melodies have their perfect
ncords of the key they are in for their fundamental

UI HAfiM'iNY
Ton. Dom. Subd. Ton. Dom. Subd.

The Major f
Mode with its

relative minor &. |

i he four attend- I

ant harmonies, *

may be thus ar-

ranged.

The minor mode with its relative major, and the four
attendant harmonies, may be thus arranged.

Tonic. Dom. Subdt. Tonic. Dom. Subdt.

The relative attendant harmonies are very seldom used,
particularly the relative subdominant, or second of the
major mode (as D in C major;) but, "in modern music,
this harmony more frequently occurs, and will be further
explained hereafier.

The motions of the radical bases or roots of these
chords are reducible to six, divided into three classes.

1. The Dominant Motion, or ascent of the fourth or
fifth.

2. The Mediant Motion, or ascent of the third or sixth.

3. The Gradual Motion, or ascent of the second or

seventh.

These may, of course, be inverted, and become the
same descending; as the directs towards the remoter dis-

tances show in the example,

37
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1. Domt. 2-Medt. 3. Grad. [ ]. Domt. 2. Medt. 3. GraJ.
JAscent of 4th. of 3d. of 2d. | Descent of 4th. of 3d. of 2d.

minmuni
The dominant motion is the foundation of the perfect

and imper'ect cadences ; as the gradual motion is of the
false and mixed cadences.

Of these motions the dominant and mediant are regu-
lar, having a sound common to both chords : but the
gradual is irregular, as the chords have no connexion
with each other.

When the melody moves regularly by degrees, ascend-
ing or descending, ilie following progressions in the
base are often employed.

1. Dominant Motion hi Fourths.
Descending Melody. Ascending Melody.—

_•: zzzz\z•=r±S=?=?=!!=:=
RisinE-FourthN and Rising Fifths and

falling Fifth* falling; Fourths.

r*:z~~:g-r"T~-_~»~—n~-—

2 Mediant Motion by Thirds.

_ Descending Melody. Ascending Melody.

Rising Thirds and
falling Fourths.

SEi

Asci nding Fourths and
fulling Thirds.

lOlilli^
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3. Ghadual Motiom bi Secodns.
Descending Melody. Ascending Melody.

_^_ _k k

Rising Seconds and
fallmg Thirds.

----*-
Rising Seconds and

falling Fourths.

L=
ART. 88. _Domiwast Seventh.

When a minor seventh is joined to the major
triad, a chord of four different sounds is form-

ed, and as this only occurs when the fifth of
the key is the base note, the ^Jj^^If^:
harmony is called the Domin-
ant Seventh.

The note which forms the discord in this harmony, is

the subdominant or fourth of the scale ; and being a mi-
nor interval, requires the part in which it is heard, to

descend one degree.

Tn the major mode this descent -fH —k:

is a semitone, as in the following1 ex-

ample.

Tn the minor mode the E becomes flat, and the descent
is consequently that of" a tone.

The major third of the dominant, which is also the
sharp seventh or leading note of the scale, must ascend.
Thus iii the major scale the two
characteristic notes are united, and ~fl "b>

—

"~m—

"

form between themselves the inter- '/JT i , . ^ , A ,

val of a flat fifth of which the root is T3y ~""'h—~*~~*
the dominant; thus, tJ _T^_

In all regular progression, the dominant seventh re-

quires the triad of the tonic to succeed it ; and hence its

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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base note is called by Rameau, the governing note or
dominant of the key.
The dominant sevenih is used, like all other discords,

either by transition, addition, or suspension ; and must,
in all cases, be resolved, that is taken away, by the de-

scent of the part in which it is found. As a passing or
added note it is employed- without preparation ; thus,

By Transition- By Addition.

-r—*—

i

Every discord of suspension must be prepared,struck,
and resolved ; hence arise the three terms, Preparation:
Percussion and Resolution, described by Marti

As a suspended note, the /-

dominant seventh must be -

prepared, that is heard in the
preceding harmony ; thus,

In this instance the F pre-
pares the seventh in the first

harmony ; is heard as a dis-

cord in the second, and re- (_

solves by descending to E in the third.

There are other sevenths used, in harmony upon the
different triads of the scale (whether consonant or disso-

nant) in both modes These sevenths, although not ex-
actly chords of the dominant, are nevertheless used in its

place, to avoid modulation, as will be hereafter explained
on the subject of sequences. They also preserve a uni-
form motion to the progression of their roots, and at the
same time, produce a melody, descending by degrees, in
the original key. These are,

1. The minor sevenths with n — *

minor thirds of A, D, and K, ~U
~m ' ~

[

hich belongs to A minor ; -fl^ ^
jjj

thus, VJ=y ' —jr—••—

'

tr - _fc—

*

2. The major sevenths with majorthirds,on the triads of
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Cand F.which belong to C ma-
jor. These are often found i

passages of transitions as the
]

directs show ; thus,

3. The mi-
nor seventh
with the flat

fifth tiponB;
thus,

This belongs either toC major, or A minor, accord!
to its resolution, as shown by the directs. If, howev.
the dominant on E should require G natural instead
G sharp (as shown by the last directs) the chord becon
part of a sequence, and the minor mode of A changes

4. The extreme flat seventh up- Q • ^ "
.

'
f̂

"

on G sharp in a minor, formed "f
"* '

S" wjj;

three minor thirds.

The seventh con-

sisting of four sounds,

admits of" four differ-

enth positions; thus,

The first position is

that of third, fifth, sev-

enth and eighth.

The second, of fifth, seventh, eighth and third.

The third, of seventh, eighth, third and fifth.

The fourth, of eighth, third, fifth and seventh.

These positions like those of the triad, contain t|

tenth, twelfth, and fourteenth of the root, when t

third, fifth, and seventh are taken above the octave.

In general the octave to the root is united, otherw
a chord of five sounds would be employed, a combinati

seldom necessary. Pasquali has uniformly given 1

chord of the seventh full, with four notes in the acco

paniment ; but this appears irregular, as three notes :
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nerally sufficient. At a final cadence, indeed, the
minant may be taken thus, D, F, G, B, but 'then the
loving Ionic ought to consist of C, E, G, C.

ISVEIISIONS OP THE DOMINANT.

This harmony which consists of four different sounds,

9, consequently, three inversions, besides itsdirectform

third, fifth, and seventh, just described.

I The chord of the fifth and sixth, is the first ir.versio
the dominant seventh,
ten the lowest note he-
mes the third of the

)t. In thorough base,

s expressed by a 5 un- <
r a 6 (to which the
rd is understood) and,
practice, the oetave of
: base note is omitted.

^ The chord of the third and fourth is the second in-
won of this harmony, when the lowest note becomes
! fifth of the root. It ought, according to its deriva-
n, to be expressed by a 3 under a 4 (to which the sixth
inderstood ;) but as the fourth (or proper root of the
mony)is not pleas-

;to the ear, it is

tally omitted.

—

us, the chord ap-
neas a simple sixth <
lalsoasthefirstin-

sion of thediaton-
dissonant triad JL>,

B.

[fefe

1 •-»-

/ a j j. 2 2 2

!. The chord of the second and fourth is the

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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third inversion of this har- C
mony, when the lowest
note becomes the discord,
and the triad commenced
on the next degree above. <
It is expressed by a 2 un-
der a 4 (io which the sixth
is understood,) sometimes
by a 2 alone.

As the third inversion of the dominant produces a very
great effect, the compositions of the best masters afford
frequent examples of its utility.

ART. 89. Resolution of the Dominant Seventh.

The descent of the part in which the dom-
inant seventh is found is called its Resolution

;

and that descent is either a tone or a semi-
tone, according to the mode.

This resolution of the seventh, occasions two apparent
irregularities, viz. •

1. The four
sounds of the
dominant.follow-
ed b> the three
sounds of the tri-

ad ; in which the
last harmony is

weakened by two ^
parts becoming
unison.

The unison
parts are placed
in the middle staff'

with stems turn-

ing both ways.

W, HARMONY.

2. The omission of the j

~

fi~~it
~^~

fifth in the tonic triad, ! ^ffi—^

when the antecedent J *s~+~W~
dominant is taken with- "S 7

nut the octave to the j ^~l
base; thus,

39

When, howev-
er, instead of the
octave.lhefifthor

third of the dom-
inant itself is o-

niitted, the sub-"^
sequent triad can "V—•. -•""T," VT'^m"

l

be taken com- ^zf~~~£2II C i
—*

plete; thus, U ~__~~Z_ZZ~k—
In all these examples, the minor seventh [or subdomi-

nant of the scale] descends; and the major third of the'
dominant [or leading note of thr«calt>] ascends Ros-
seSu, Koch and Subznr, have Thus, instead of thus.
written long and useful arti- P~f^~

—

cles on this subject.

Two instances also occur, J
when this general rule of re-
solving the seventh by the
descent of the melody, is ap-
parently neglected.

1. When by licence, the
base itself takes the resolu-
tion.

2. When after the third
inversion the base, instead j

of descending a semitone
<

descendsa fourth to the to-

nic, and another part takes
the resolution.

2 2 6
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A more unusual license is taken in the following' exam-
ple, from what is called Haydn's sonatas, Op. 40,

where the base
f~~Q~

;~"~:~~~*~
177

"77' "i"—liJIJ-
descends to the i

,
J$ Z .

'
. . ;_, |

. I CI^._|I^CX
root, by the con- j Hj>—I—l—*-^ T"'*'-"'S"^"ii*T
trary motion, and j F^g-**^-1*"3**"1'

the seventh is re- S 7

solved by the in-

termediate part f

I-

The same base in res- p
pect to the letters, but

j

in the direct motion

(which may be found in I

n-<

the direct motion
; (tB h-^-#

some attempts at com- J

position,) is decidedly

false and ungrammatical

(as at A j) although the _j-
very same melody, on ^-" "^
the tonicbase continued ^_
(as at U,) is frequently and very properly employed.

Not only the positions of the dominant seventh may be

changed, but the inversions also may succeed each other,

previous to its resolution. Great care, however, must be

taken in the-arrangement of the parts, to prevent trans-

grefsing the rules of harmony.

1 The first inversion, or chnrd of the fifth and sixth,

resolves by the base ascending a semitone, as in the fol-

lowing example [as at A.]

2. The second, or

chord of third & fourth, f-_

resolves by the base de-
j

-

grendii'gatnnef satF? ] '[

'

3 The third,orchmdof^
ppcond&.fourth,resolves 1 _^ -. t j
by the base descending

J

j~7"-~*~
"] p -~~T

^~^B"1
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Of Modulation.

As all changes of key are known decidedly by the use

of the dominant seventh, the different modulations from

both scales will be now explained.

MODULATION FROM THE MAJOR SCALE,

ART. 90. 1 TO TFIE*SCALE OP ITS SCBDOMINAST.
41

The principal and most

simple change of key, is that

which by adding a minor se-

venth to the tonic, makes it

a new dominant, and hence

the subdominant becomes a

new tonic; thus,

This modulation being continued, forms a circle of de-

scending fifths, [or ascending fourths] of which the fol-

lowing series is part.

Tonic Chanjje.

"k ttC.

*>7

III. HARMONY.
dation, descends from the su-

pertonic to the original domi-

nant; thus,

Tliis modulation being continued,

forms a circle of descending fif lis [or

a-cending fourths] of which the fol-

lowing series is part.

—&—
.-•-
^ * ^

*tr'

l—^-
.-"——

—

_^_3_? o *-

a semitone [as at C ] j^ <•

ART. 91. 2 To the ScA- e of its Dominant

The second change is that which, by retain-

ing the octave of the tonic itself, as a seventh,

and by making the base ascend atotic in gra-

These two modulations are in continual use ; the last

domin .nt change, in the former part of a movement
; a,

the first or subdominant change, towards the cenclti

to restore the original tonic. The subdominant modu
ion onlv requires two roots, but that of the dominant I

quires ihree.

3. To the scale of the Subdominant or Relative Min,

The third change is that in which

^he base rises from the tonic to the

mediant ; and, making that a new
dominant, bv the addition of the

seventh, descends to the relatives

nv nor tonic. ^; *=—

-

A similar modulation being con- %j±Zl~"IM~—
tinvied, forms a circular of ke\s, in

which the major and re'ative minor
•ncceed feacli other alternately, and of which the folk,

ipg series is part.

t
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This modulation requires four roots previous to the
eration of the signature; but the sudden addition of the
''pnth [especially after the minor tonic,] is rather harsh
d unexpected.

4. To the scale of the Me-
mt, or Relative Minor of
? Dominant.
The fourth change is that

lich, through a previous <>

idulation into the dominant
ifces the original mediant
onic ; thus, S

. *—
5l Tn the scale of the supertonic.
relative minor of the subdomi.
it.

Phe fifth change is that which,
malting the snbmecliant a dom-
nt, forms a new scale on the su.

.•tonic ; thus,

rhis change, although apparently simple, is, in reality

y remote, and will hereafter be more particularly con-
ered.

'

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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MODDLATIOX FIIOM THE MlNOR ScALE.

ART. 92. 1. To the Scale of its ScBnojiiNAKT.

The principal change, like that in the ma-
jor mode, (Art. 90) is made
by adding a seventh to the
tonic, and sharpening its

third, to form a new dom-
inant; thus,

ART. 93. 2. To the Scale or its Dominant.
The second change requires an additional

harmony (borrowed
from the sequence of
sevenths) to alter its

signature, previous to

the use of the new
dominant; thus,

1 „-'-

3. To the scale of its mediant or
relative major.

The third change is made by the
reversed gradation or the descent of
a tone ; thus.

4. To the -scale of its f-fl- _^
submediant. I

~m~ £,__

The fourth change adds
j X©;~ *~

a seventh to the mediant, J €/ *
as in the minor modula

\

tion before given (Art.
J
£X*~

91.3.)
b S

-be--—•--—#•-

b 7

I «~

III. HARMONY
5. To the scale of its

seventh.

The fifth change, which
is very unusual, is made <*

from the original subdom-
inant with a major third

;

thus,

Although no modulation is complete without the use
of the dominant harmony, which contains always one,
and in the major mode both the characteristic notes of
the new scale, yet the order in which this harmony is

given in the foregoing examples, is not, in all cases,
necessary to be observed.

Modulations are continually formed from one scale to
another, by means of the tonic harmony alone ; but in
those instances, it is proper to introduce the new domi-
nant as soon as possible, to decide the key ; otherwise,
the equivocal effect would frequently occur. The limits
of the present work will not allow a more extensive con-
sideration of this important branch of harnionv. The
changes here given are the foundation of alT'vegiilau
modulation

; and in the article of license, a more un^le
explanation of irregular modulation will be found.

ART. 94. Discouds.

Discords are used in harmony, either by
transition, suspension, syncopation, or ad-
dition.

The discords of suspension and syncopation must he
regularly prepared, struck, and resolved ; but those of
transition and addition require, as their names imply, no
preparation.

ART. 35. 1. Discouds op TaASSTTroN.

Any note which passes by one degree be-
tween the other notes of the triad, forms a
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discord of transition; and, if found on the

weak part of the measure, is termed a passing

note.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
III. HARMONY.

^§§as=
Radical Rases.

lliHiiiiiif
The radical bases, which »re the discords of regular

transition, and which are concords in the upper part, are

made apparent in the under part of the example.

The notes of irregular transition are found on the

strong parts of the. measure, and are called by the Ger-

mans, Changing Notes. In the following example, a

particular instance of irregular transition occurs.

- -i-# " 1 1 H—

—

-—^—

The notes of f'-si i~
—: Z~Zl£Z-<iL~C

regular and i,- sZKffSSEe^M^EECEL-Sf
regular transi- ! ^ZZteB^S^^SS^^H
ion are inter -^

misedin the fol-
J

lowing passage ;

'

thus, U
In modern music, all the discords 61" transit

reduced to appop-giaturas or after notes-

5S3^I£
ay be

Thus the qua-

vers in the following passage may be turned into crotch-

ets preceded by appoggiaturas,

EEt±fci=P=iS=fc*-

iiy^i^iililil
EEIirS: nm
The last note but one (viz. the F sharp) is here taken

as a discord by. irregular transition, which the radical

base placed below demonstrates!

The reduction of this phrase shews the real notes of

the harmony, and explains the nature of irregular transi-

tion, in which appoggiaturas are always employed.

When the notes of transition are prolonged, they ap.

pear as integral parts of the harmony, and are sometimes

marked with the figures of thorough base ; thus,

arte

HI. HARMONY.
These two intermediate notes between the tonic at

dominant descending, are discords of regular, and irre|

ilar transition. They are explained bv

nd
as in the
ample.

appoggiatura
following ex-- s2°_lESgg 33

if
Xi n>ajqThe same base passage (a si mitotic lower i

is emp'oyed by Uandi); in which the notes are n

si
I y i . t-'M i(- i - in «

ich r-Qr*——

ac- T-fcW—*

''"
i i|fIfif§§11

M-Hk- -Pt-P-fc—f- - l-Lr- l l-Hfc—

'

SSffl tSSBT B8H- 125$

mMM

transient, hut each
bears its own pro-

|

per narmonv, ac-
( T3J-— —"jJTT" ~3~^"iS"T"ZJ

cording to the re- J *T
versed gradation^)

from the domin- "

ant ; thus,

ART. 96. 2. DixcoHns nr Suspension.

The discords of suspension are divided in

four distinct classes, viz. the fourth, the hint

the appoggiaturas and anticipation.

ART. 97. The Fourth.

The fourth, accompanied with the fif

and eighth, is an appoggiatura, continued

the place of the third on the strong part

the measure.

It is generally prepared, and is resolved 1

descending one degree.

__ U-i-J-r—"r—M- 4

r

lilili^iiti
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| It has two inversions, viz. the second and fifth, which
Ispend the sixth ; and the fourth and seventh, which
ispend the fourth and sixth, the two inversions of the

iad; thus,

First Inversion. Second Inversion.

i*§if

.iriiii mmm
ART. 9P. Tan Ninth.

The ninth accompanied with the third and
fth is an appoggiatura, continued in the
tfece of the p,
ighth.

kcthe

enera

ared an

ays resolv

i.

th. It is „ J J JJj. U-sW Zp-~
;he fourth f#Sz^J»r:HFc:^t^:

i
Tally pre- W i-*i*2fSE^iEEJ
d and al-J

" -*- *- P-*-
i 9860807

liliiiifi
The chord of the ninth has two inversions one figured
ith a seventh, followed by its resolution the sixth, on
it third of the root; the otherfigured as fifth and sixth,

MUSICAL GRAMMAR,
III. HARMONY.

dd| the fifth

of the root.

Che follow-

ing tonic pe-
dal, or or-

gan-point, is

averyimpor- CV+^
tantstudyfor -\ u ^J

U-T.-Mmmmm

ART. 99, Api'OGGiATunAS.

Although every note of suspension maybe
reduced to an appoggiatura, yet, -in modern
music, some notes are more particularly used

as such than others by greater freedom in

their resolution. ,, .

Any part of the dominant seventh may be retained on
the tonic hase, and afterward proceed according to its

proper motion. The ninth also may resolve by ascend-

ing into the tenth,and the sharp seventh (or leading note)

must resolve by ascending into the eighth.

In this ascending resolution of the dominant seventh,
1 he fieuren of the suspended ninth often becomes a
rennd

zfe:4:fe:d:3 |r^:7:sa:M=fe:i:tefcf.:a

gEg^gpqffPl
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In diatonic sequences, as will be shown hereafter,

every note of the scale may bear single or double suspen-

sions. All these notes are nothing more than the retard-

ation or retention of sound, longer than the duration ot"

its own root, upon a new radical base.

ART. 100. AsTicirATio^.

When a note is diminished by half its value,

and the following degree employed to (ill up

its time upon the former base, such change is

termed Anticipation; thus,

§mmm
rizqmmm

These anticipated notes are coasidercd wholly as re-

lating to melody, and are not noticed by the figures of

thorough base. In the foregoing example, taken from

ihe Lexicon of Koch (article Yorousnahme.) the first

measure (A) contains the simple notes; the second (IS)

shows the anticipation in quavers; and the third (C) re-

peats the samcanticipation in syncopated notes.

Many other chords of suspension may be formed, by

combining all the preceding in different ways.

ART. 101. 3. Discords of Stncopatios-.

The discords of syncopation only differ

from those of suspension by constituting a

part of the radical harmony, and by not being

merely appoggiaturns. The diatonic se-

quence of sevenths, is one of the principal
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passages in which these discords are used

;

thus,

-$mmm
The German authors, previous to the writings of Kirn

berger (1774,) seem to have classed the discords of sus.
pension with those of syncopation

; but his arrangement
of chords, into essentia] and accidental, establishes that
difference between them, which is adopted in this work.
Heck places the discords of syncopation with those of
suspension

;
and Heck was well versed in the musical

literature of Germany.
ART. 102. 4. BrsconjtK or Addition.

When any discoid, which has not been
heard in the preceding harmony, is united to
the perfect triad it is termed a Discord of
Addition.
The discords of addition are the seventh, the ninth,

both on the dominant ; and the sixth on the subdominant,-
these are particularly useful in distinguishing those two
harmonies from that of the tonic.

1. Of the JhMed Seventh.
From article 88 to 94 of this grammar, the whole re-

lates to the dominant seventh, particularly Art. 88, where
thedifference between the added and transient seventh is
shown. The 89th article treats of its resolution, which
term is equally applied to the descent of the seventh,
whether used by transition, syncopation, or addition

2. Ofthe Added Sixth.
As the dominant harmony is distinguished from that of

the tonic by Us added seventh, so the subdominant is dis-

MUS1CAL GRAMMAR.
III. HAIiMONY.

tinguished from the tonic, and. from the dominant, by ils

added sixth, wherever the melody of a single part (as at
A,) or the harmony of the whole (as at B,) requires it,

the subdominant may have its own sixth (or supertonic of
the scale) added to its triad.

Sixth added for- the Melody. Si jttli added for the Harmony.
The fifth unci sixih on the subdominant may be pre-

pared by the submediant, or by the dominant^ as radical
bases ; thus,

By the Tonic Submediant. Dominant.

This discord m:.y resolve two different ways, viz. into
the tonic (on its second inversion,) or into the dominant
harmony ; thus,

Added Sixth, Tonic— Dominant.

r. s±^n^?m
)m=i mm

m. HARMONY.
The inversions of this Harmony are seldom used.
When this Harmony appe:u\s in the form of a seven*

on th£ Supertonic it frequently constitutes part of tH
diatonic sequence of sevenths, and as such, may be aj

ounted radical, like the diminished triad ofKiriYoerffe
1

.

thus.

ttameau estimates the root of this Harmony by its re

solution, D when followed by G, and F when followe*

by C. Heck considers it as a compound of both the Ha?
monies of D and F. Dr. Boyce (in his mss.) and witt 1

"im the author of this grammar (Dr. Calcott) thinks tha

the root is decided by the scale of the key in which itij

found ; thus,
D, in A Minor. ^F, in C Major.

Of the Added Ninth.
When to the chord of the dominant seveuth, the nintc

is al-o joined, a chord of five sounds is formed. It rise!

from the ro<>t by regular thirds, in the following manner,
In C Major. In A Minor.

-$--— =&i
-H-i

This harmony being generally used in four pans, lh« I
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ical base is commonly omitted, for the leading; note is

ays sufficiently powerful to guide tht ear tu its prop<-

t.

i*he added ninth of the dominant is really the sub me-
nt of the scale, or sixth from the tonic ; it is const-

-

mlly major in the major mo<Je, and minor in the minor
Je. Thus, although there is but one ad<led seventh,
re are two added ninths.

'he omission of the* root forms a chord of the seventh
he leading note, which may be known from the other
enths (either of the sequence, or of suspension) by
resolution into the tonic. It may be sometimes pre-
ed, but is generally used without preparation.

Prepared. Unprepared.

5Sriiri^i-^
HEF US 3~£z —3.

one of the inversions of this seventh are employed
lie major scale, but all are used in that of the minor.
a chord is considered as a combination of the domi-
t Jind subdominant harmonies, since it contains the B
J/of the former, and the A and F of the latter, while
resolution of D and F falls on the same note.

Dominant. Subdominant. Union of both.

-&£zwmmm%%ss
: is observable, that the above combination of sounds
ides every note of the scale, excepting the three
s of the triad on the tonic, and that it also decides
mode ot the scale, since the sixth or submediant is

of the chord of the subdominant, which is major or
>r according to the key.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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The same chord in the minor mode, consists of three
.nuior thirds; and its extreme notes are the sharp sev-
enth and minor sixth of the scale. It is of such great im-
portance in modern music, that it is termed the dimin-
ished seventh or equivocal chord. In the resolution of
its parts, it conforms to that of the major chord in the
last example.

-ts~
-S-:='^=:cr33^±=BrHrr^Zr5z31 nant harmony fol-*!—Ez±fc==rJt*il=:5rJj lowed by that of

the tonic; thus,

45
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of these radical cadences, there are four in general use
;

the Perfect, Imperfect, False, and Mixt ; to these may
be a-lded the Plagal or Church Cadence, which is only a
variation of the impeffect, and the Authentic, which is

only the ancient term for the Perfect.

ART. 104. I. Pkhfect Cikencb.
The Perfect Cadence consists of the domi-

Tbis harmony has a great -tdvantage over the former,
since it decides the key ; for the harmony of B with a
seventh may be in A minor, or in C major.

ilifii* ISP
ifsnis

ji C Major.

8-
o-

In A Minor.

mil!

But the seventh of ti sharp can only be found in the
key of A minor.

All these chords are liable to have any of their sounds
suspended on the following tonic harmony; and hence
arise many figured bases, too numerous to be inserted
within the limits of the present work.

ART. 103. Cadence.

A Cadence in harmony consists of two dis-

tinct chords (the last of which is generrlly ac-

cented,) and is used to terminate the sections
and periods of musical rhythm.

I. Of Radical Cadence.
When the bases of both chords are the roots of their

respective triads, the cadence is termed Radical; and

The first or leading
harmony is always ma-
jor.

ART. 105. II. Imperfect Cadence.
The Imperfect Cadence consists of the

tonic, fojlowed by the dominant without its

added seventh, and is the former reversed.
In C Major. In A Minor.

The second, or final

harmony is always major.

ART. 106.

III. False Cadence.

The False Ca-
dence consists ofthe

dominant followed ,-

by the submediant
(in diatonic grada-
tion) taken in the

'

place of the tonic;

thus,

if

=*T-» » i

In C Major. In A Minor,

wmm
In the major mode, this cadence forms the interval of;
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tone ; in the minor mode only a semitone ; and it is used
instead of t!.e perfect cadence from which it is derived.

AUT. 107. IV. MlXT CiDEME. .

The Mist Cadence is the direct gradation
of the subdoimnant to „In 9 MaJ°r' '" A Minor-

the dominant, and is

used instead of the im-

perfect cadence from
which it is derived.

mmm
mmm

ART. 108. Plagal Cadence.

The Plagaj Cadence
,
~ l\c Ma*

only diifcrs from the
[

imperfect as to its

place in the scale, be-

ing the progression of

the subdominant to

the tonic; thus,
This is used as a final cadence in church music, partic-

ularly in the Hallelujah Chorus, Messiah, and in the

Coronation Anthem, Z;idock the Priest. The final chord
of this is always major. Hence arises the necessity ot

var\ ing the third of the last harmony in the minor mode,
and of changing it to the major third. Formerly it mm?

usual to terminate every piece of music with the major

third, whatever might be the cadence.

The Authentic Cadence is the same as the Perfect Ca-
dence, and is onlj so termed in contradistinction to the

Plagal.

IT. Op MKD7AC Cadetcce.

When th e leading harmony of any cadence is not radi-

cal, but inverted, ihc c&iJtri e is termed Medial, and is

used to express an incomplete close.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR,
III. HARMONY.

1. Cadence of the Leading J\*ote-—This is the first in-

version of the dominant, and is used instead of the per-
fect cadence.

msim
2. Cadence of the Sharp Sixth.—This is the second in-

version of the dominant, and is sometimes used as a final

cadence on the tome, as in Non Nobis Doiniue ; but more
generally on the sixth of ihe descending scale, when it

Commonly bears a suspended seventh.

3. Cadence of the Major o;

first inversion

of t'le mixt ca-

dence, and is

chiefly user! in

the minormode
It is liable also

to the antece-

dent suspen-

sion of the 7th.

Minor Sixth.—This is the

III. HARMONY.

These cadences may
also become protracted by-

using other harmonies on
the dominant. Thus is

formed what Dr. Pepusch
"*

calls the Grand Cadence.

To these may be added those deceptive cadem
which, by var) ii-g the final chord, avoid the final closi

,«' ft.

LIIliilS
ART JOP. Sequences.

Any similar succession of chords in
\

same scale, ascending ordescendingdiaton
ally, is termed a Sequence.
The great distinction between a sequence and a mq,

lation, consists in the scale or key remaining onahe
in the sequence, and being changed in the modulation

All sequences are particularly d'stingnisheil 1 y
irregularity of making' the lending note a temporary n
to avoid modulation out of the original scale.

1. Of Dominant Sequettces,

The principal descending sequence is that of seven!

an example of which has been already given (Art. 1G

derived from the progression of rising fourths and fall

fifths in the dominant motion. Dr.Burney calls this

qnence a chain of sevenths. The term sequence 1

probably first employed by Pasquali. It is found inj

mtau in the more extensive sense of Progression.
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2. Of Mediant Sequences,

"he principal ascending sequence i-* that known by a
Howed by a 6 on a gradual progression of the diatonic
le. It is derived from the mediant progression.

n this and the following examples, the directs show
radical base.

srs? a— i __s_ r~-©zr:tz:zrr::T

-+1r-^--

y£-%Z-zz™:izzzzzzzl

Exainple continued.

« 6 5 8 5 6

spg::g:
--, -tr_e- r-MC.&

liB
_lus sequence, like that of sevenths, admits of the
ling note, as a temporary root ; and it seems to have
fn tor the sake of elucidating these passages, that
'nberger and Kollmann have admitted the diminished
,d among the consonant harmonies.

3. OfInverted Sequences.

'he principal Inverted Sequences are those derived
n the sequence of sevenths

i and of these, the most
al

I
is that of a 7 followed by a 6 on the gradual de-

nding progression of the seal*.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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5 6 7 6 7 6
-fir

g?:--z^:z^r:-:B-r:Tr~D:r;zi

Krampfe continued.

\
** "r S

" "7 6 "7
li

B

-4r~
This may also be considered as a simple sequence of

sixths, with suspensions or sevenths,- and in like manner
the ascending sequence of fifth and sixth may be ex-
plained by anticipation (Art. 100.)

It is not unusual in the first inversion of the sequence
o! sevenths (that of the fifth and sixth,) to leave the har-
r.'ony as .1 simple triad, in the following manner.

ijtrsfcHiMigiln -o.
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4. Gf Simple Sequences.

A descending scale may also be accompanied hv a sim-
ple sequence of sixths alone. 'I he theory of this pro-
gression is involved in some difficulty

; but the uniform
practice of authors, both ancient and modem, has <stab-
lis'ied its use.

mma
The same series may take place ascending, and the ef.

feci is nearly that of the medial sequence of 5 and 6, as
the preceding series of the descending scale resemble
the inverted sequence of 7 and 6.

nm
5. Compound Sequences.

Compound Sequences are those which by employing

the chords ot suspension, change 1 heir harmonies on the

alternate base. Of these there are various kind* : on«
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of the principal is that of descending thirds with alternate
ninths ; thus, —I-

6. Irregular &t>ryitences.

It is not unusual to find an ascending scale accompani-
ed w ilh 7 and 6, with 9 and 8, or with their compounds

j and ^ which form irregular sequences ; thus,

These chords belong regularly to a descc nd ng series.

—In these sequences the unaccented harmony must be
divided in halt, after the resolution of the discord, to pre-
pare the following one.

or LICENSES.

ART. 110. 1. Pedal Harmonies.

When the dominant harmony is taken un-
prepared upon the tonic base as a holding
note whether preceded by the tonic, or by the
eubdominant harmony, the passage is termed

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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a tonic pedal note or organ point; thus,

r^t::S=i-^QZi=fc^zTrgzfeii:zn=T

m~±E£m
In the chord of 4 the dominant note itself is generally

omitted, and the chord appears (independent of the
holding base) like that of the sharp sixth on the super-
tonic.

When also any chords or sequences are taken upon the
dominant base tjs a holding note, -a similar passage is

formed j and the base then also becomes a dominant
pedal note or organ point.

_
Not only the simple dominant,but its compound deriva-

tive, the added ninth may be taken on a tonic pedal.

—

Hence arises the chord of the sixth and seventh, or the
thirteenth of Marpung. This is used in the minor mode
"II the tonic, and sometimes, by extreme license, on the
dominant.

.r^*p=SE3Eg'ES:EiB

Sc
IP—f—g—

ART. lir. 2. Exthkme Sharp Sixth.

When upon the first inversion of the mixt
cadence, the sixth of the submediant (or fourth

„ French Sixth.

III. HARMONY
of the scale) is accidentally sharpened, th«<

chord of the extreme sharp sixth is formed;
thus,

This harmony, when accompani-
ed simply by the third, has bi en j

'

termed the Italian sixth. By this

alteration of the fourth, the species
ofcadence is changed from thefirst

inversion of the mist to the second
inversion of the perfect ; and is considered as a license,
because the root bears a fiat fifth, while at the same limei
the third continues maj. r. The radical base, therefore,
of the extreme sharp sitxh is the supertonic of the key

j
t

the fifth is allowed to be defective that the original minor
mode may be totally destroyed.

When to the simple combina-
tion of the Italian sixth the root

itself is annexed, a chord of third,

fourth, and sixth is formed ; and
as this harmony is only found in <
the theory of Kameau, it may be
properly termed the French
Sixth.

Root B.
A harmony still more remote, but extreme v ivwerv

tul, is formed upon this chord by inserting: the added
ninth on the root, as a supposed * German Sixth.

|

dominant to the real one. This
occurs with great effect in the wri-

tings of Gritim, he. and therefore

may be called the Germ in Sixth.

It requires, however, a continua-<
lion of its third and fifth on the
dominant base (as a new fourth and
sixth,) to prevent the consecutive
fifths.

» ip i

mil
RootB.

,



III. HARMONY.
The music of France, Italy, and Germany, cannot be

illustrated. in u smaller compass than by the use of these
thiee chords. The feebleness of the French sixth, coni-
pared with ihe elegance of the Italian, and the strength
lit the German, leaves no doubt of their superior excel-
lence. The admirable genius of Graun knew when to
employ the Italian sweetness, and when to change it for
German force.

AUT. 112. Pahtial Modflattoit.
Whenever the dominant and tonic of a new

key are employed without the subdominant
harmony, such change constitutes a Partial
Modulation.
One change

»f this kind a-

fises when the I? —e>4£=-- - +Q-Mmleventh of the
nnjor mode is <
lattened, and
hemod ulation

'eturns again
hro* the It-ad-

H£ note of the tonic, as in the above example.

Ano'her change towards the dominant is also frequent-
Y used ; thus,

HIP;
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Qfllie Rule of the Octave.

It may appear 6'ngular to class this celebrated progres-
sion among musical licenses, but as the descending scale
equally includes a partial modu'ation, and rejects the
original subdominant harmony, so essential to'the con
stituent part6 of the key, the propriety of the classifica-
tion appears obvious.
When a diatonic scale in the base is accompanied with

harmony ascording to this rule, the roots and their inver-
sions are thus intermixed

:

a isQ. <-> "B

MMwmm
[

-—g 3L_
•M—=» <r

The descending scale makes a partial modulation into
the dominant

; thus, I

Many other changes occur to the relative minor (or
ihnicdiant,) to the mediant, to the supertonic, &e. some
i which is peculiar to the last centary.

The Directs mark the Hoots of the Chord. tjfi.

In the minor mode, tlie reversion of the mixt cadence
takes place, which, in modern music, is generally varied

G

by the ItaJian sixth.

III. HARMONY.
49

The remainder of the scale coincides with that ot Ihe
major scale. Although this scale is given in the above
form by most theoretical writers, yet, in practical music,
such is the prevalence of partial modulation, varied se-
quences. &c. that the rule is not often found complete.

AIM'. 113. Chromatic MonrLATiois.

When the chromatic semitones are intro-

duced betwen the notes of the diatonic scale,

Chromatic Modulation is formed, in which the
key is continually, altho' partially, changing.

As the diatonic sequence of sevenths is used to avoid
modulation, so a chromalic sequence of sevenths consists
of dominant 1-- alone and the scale changes at every chord

In a similar manner
may be formed an as-

cending chromatic se-

quence, derived from
thst of 5 and 6 j thus,

This also makes a par-

tial change at every oth
er harmony.

;lniiii
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In modern music, a species of chromatic transition is

employed, in which the semitones occur not as parts of

the radical harmony, butasappoggiaturas, after note*, or

acciacaturas. The following examples, from the celebra-

ted opera of Mozart, the zauberflole, are instances of
chromatic appoggiaturas.

pgl^ilii^m
The acciucatura or half beat, is also used with great ef-

fect in a terzett from the same piece.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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may be altered by the diesis, the two following modula-
tions arise from the same chord.

Hoot B flat, key E Minor. Root C-#., key F-#- Minor.

The half beat (or acciacatura) may also in some in-

stances be found on the semitone above, taken as a flat.

ART. 114. ENHARMONIC MODULATTOW.

The last and most difficult branch of har-
mony, is that which arises from the sudden
change of key made by the enharmonic diesis:

for when any one of the sounds of the equivo-
cal chord is called by a new name, and
placed on a new degree, the root,.scale, and
signature all change at once.

n Root E, key ofA Minor. /J*001 G » key nfc Minor.

As this harmony consists of lour sounds, each of which

Theharmeuy of the exl rente flat seventh, has attracted
the notice of all the theorists who have written on the
subject of chords in modern times ; and its complete dis-

cussion would fill an ample treatise.

As the chromatic octave upon keyed instruments con.
sists of twelve different sounds (exclusive of the diatonic
eighth or replicate of the first,) there are but three dif-

ferent chords, in respect of the keys themselves on the
key board These in their simplest forms, are the added
ninths of D, A and E, dominants of their respective mi-
nors. Each of these chords by the use of the diesis, may
change into three other harmonies ; and thus an immedi-
ate step to any one of the twelve minor modes may be
gained.

R oot D. Root A. Hoot E.

1^11111=1
These chords may also, under certain limitations, sue

ceed each other chromatically, descending or ascending1

;

thus,
Root R. Root E. Root A.

~T>1

*$mmw
The last and moat unusual species of enharmonic mod

illation is that which changes the dominant seventh intu

the German sixth. A remarkable instance occurs in

Handel's Solomon, «t the chorus " Draw the tear from

pV. RHYTHM.}
hopeless love ;" thus,

"Full of death and wild despair."

h' *<
b » b - s

S^rg|:ffEgilEl
(j 7 7 6 S

b-
, t| *.T.1_«__

ll:?lfefii§ii
Rosseau, Art. Enhannomque, does not mention this,

modulation ; although it is extremely worthy of notice,

being formed upon a chord so apparently perfect as the

dominant seventh.

PART IV. RHYTHM.

ART. 115. Rirrra*.

The disposition of Melody or Harmony",

in respect of Time or Measure, is termed
Rhythm.
Those branches of Rhythm which are necrsnary to be

considered in the present work, ore. I. Accent, II The:
Musical Foot, III. Tbr Musical Caestire, IV. The Phrase,
V. The Section, and VI The Period.

/ OfJccent.
Accent has been already described (Art 2J) as pari o(

notation :• but it must now be examined more accurately*



IV. RHYTHM.
Since upon (hie peculiar arrangement ofsound.all Rhythm
MPcndi.
The necessity of dividing the notes of music into equal

portions of time called measures (Art. 13,) may be shown
by considering the subsequent series of notes.

¥ £§£p
The above cannot be pet-formed, as melody without

making certain paint* of division, on which pressure
must be laid. It may for instance be accented two ways
in equal time ; thus,

Trochaic Rhythm. Orthiu. Iambic Rhythm.

iilSB
The following passages are distinguished by the dif-

ferent harmonies they bear, in each variation of the
Rhythm, as well as bv the points of the melody.

1. Dactylic Rhylliro.

iiiliJiflli

iillifgig
2. AnupBMtie Rhythm.

(Mffig
i^^iliriiii:
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3. Ampliibrachic Rhythm.

e-j
ART. 116. Simple Commoit Measure.

The Simple Measures of equal time con-
sist of two parts, and are subdivided into four
times: the parts are minims in common time,
and crotchets in two crotchet's time; and the
times are crotchets in common time, and qua-
vers in two crotchets time; thus,

COMMON TIME.
The P«ru. The Timei.

TWO CROTCHETS TIME.
The Paru. The TimetSEEIElEU

ART. 117. Simple Thiplf. Measoiiih.

The simple measures of Unequal (or Tri-
ple) Time also consists of two parts, one
double the length of the other; but the times
are only three: hence arises a varied expres-
sion, ae«ordiDg te the value ef the notes in

S\
RHYTHM.

3»
n the further division of simple measures the sccfnls

are known by the groups, which are regulated by the
times of the measure, as before noticed (Art. 116;)
thus,

In triple measure, the same arrangement of groups is

n general use ; thus,

fe±b=±
14A thouiaml pleasures reign — — — —

These inferior accents which belong to the times of the
measure, do not, by any means, destroy that great and
predominant accent thatbelongs to the first note which
follows the bar, and which is accompanied by the Thesis
or depression of the hand in beatiDg time. The Arsis,
or elevation of the band, always follows on the weak
part of the measure.

ART. 118. Compound Meastties.

The Accents of Compound Measures are
exactly similar to those of simple measures,
which arc only their halves, and which differ
chiefly in their notation, and their appear-
ance to the eye; thus,

p :
^JE: B5JEE 3S:



IV. R1JTTHM.
The Germans, and also the French, consider the

measure of tour crotchets as a species different, not only

from that of three, but even from that of two crotchets $

a distinction which arises from the nature of accent, and

which is thought of importance by those authors. Tt is

considered by some of them as a simple measure ; but it

really seems merely to differ from that of two crotchets,

by the umiasioo of the alternate bar.

In compound time, the difference between six crotchet

and three minim measure, or between six quaver and
three crotchet measure [both of which contain an equal

portion of time between the bars,] is only known by the

accent. The groups, indeed, regulate the accent to the

eye, and show the compound time of six quaver measure
by their equal division. Thus in the following example
the simple measures contain the quavers grouped by sixes

which have one strong accent on the first, and two infe-

rior ones on the third and fifth notes; thus,

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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marked at the clef; thus',

-szstiiteK ggs^Sl
S W 6 W S

In compound time the accents are as under ;

The compound Triples of nine crotchets, or nine qua-
vers lahe tlieir accents from the simple measures whence
they «re derived.

ART. 119. Mixt Measures.

Mixt Measures take their accents from
(heir measure notes; and the groups (if any)

decide tke nkeralisn made in the time

Ai~4A
Although this melody is written in two crotchets, the

accompaniment is in nix quavers.—There is some doubt
whether it should be performed as written, or as if it

were compound ; that is, one dotted crotchet, one
crotchet find one quaver, in the first measure. It, how-
ever, any variation in the subordinate parts of these mixed
measures should be requisite , they must be changed to

their relative compounds; thus 2-4 will become 6-8, 3-4

will become 9-8, and common time will become 12-8.

The Following passages^^_Z j
LFE^^gzEJ

from Koch will show the& -- - -

necessity of using the
compound, instead of the j3
mixt measure in t™<-<-»

crotchet time.

The same variation takes place when the compound is

taken, instead of the mixt, in three crotchet time, as in

the following passages.

In a similar manner Handel uses the compound of

twelve quavers for the accompaniment of " Mirth admit
me of thy crew," in O (L'AUegro.) while the vocal pari
and the base arc Written in simple common time.

IV. KHYTftM.
ART. 130. EuruAsis.

By Emphasis is meant a stronger and Ail- 1

'

!er sound of voice than that of Accent, by
which we distinguish pome note or notes oat

which we design to lay a particular stress,

and to show how they affect the rest of the,:

passage.

The Emphasis is distinguished from the accent (as be-
fore observed, Art. 25) by its occurring on the weak; '

parts of the measure ; by the different grouping of the
quavers, semiquavers, &c. and by the emphatic marts of 1

!

Hi. &c. (Art. 26.) placed over die notes. In performing
the Piano Porte, a great difference seems to exist be-!

tweeti them ; since accent aiwaj s requires pressure i

mediatel) after the note is struck, and emphasis require
force at the very time of sinking- the note. Thus accent
may be employed in the most piano passages ; but em- <

phasis always supposes a certain degree of forte.

To the same species of effect which is derived from
emphasis, may be referred the Tempo d'lmbroglio (del-

>

In Contusion*:) of modern music, in which the muaic, i

although written in one kind of measure, is really per-
i

formed in another. Among ihe simplest instances of this
|

.latiirc, is that change of time used by Correlli, Handel,
j

ike. Sec. which forms one single measure of three minims,
from two measures of thre.- crotchets each, ai in the f'ol-

,

lowing example from the Pattsione of Uraun.

A mora singular example may be found in the final

Chorus of the Pilgrim of Haste ; in winch the lima
though apparently three crotchets, produces the effect

m^m
:



IV. RHYTHM.
»Ftwo erolcbetsin a measure.ro wolcliets in a measure.

|

4 -» -m -a*- a v -K"*~ «
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presented by the opposite rhythm.

4 -» ._—
I I II -.(

_
In the last movement of Haydn's Instrumental Pan.

lioiu-, Op. 45, generally known by the name of the seven
ast words, several passages occur, in which, as in the
ireceding example, the time changes from three to two
fmtchets. In the final section the time changes to four
irotchets, fcc. An that movement is termed il Teremoto,
>r the Earthquake, this confusion is particularly appro-
priate.

//. Ofthe Musical Faot.

ART. 121. Simpie Feet.

A imall portion of melody, with one prin-
:ipal accent, including; the value of one
neanure, is termed a Musical Foot.
The knowledge of this rhythmical subdivision of mel.
dy is of great importance in practical music ; as the
inger must not take breath, nor the performer on keyed
ntruments separate the notes in the middle of a foot.
It has been usual u ith some authors to apply the names

f the ancient poetical feet to corresponding musical
assages; but thedifference between ancient and modern
uantity and accent, leaves a doubt concerning- the pro.
riety of uiing the terms of flrecian Khythm. An Eng.
Bh Trochee, as actor, hateful, &c. may he represented
-lusical notation several ways as in the following exam-

4n English Iambus, as reject, SbsSrve, ko. may be re.

Hie other twodissyilabicteet of the ancieflts viz the
Spondee, both syllables long, as pale moon, and the
l-yrrhic, both short, as level, mav in respect of the mea,.
lire (w Inch is guided by ihe acceni) be always considered
as trochaic m the English language, with some small occa-
sional change hi the value of the notes. The difference
between the two disei llabic feel is well exemplified by
the word desert, which when set to music as a trochee
(desert,) signifies a lonely place. Thus in the Messiah
"Comfort ye my people."

siiiii!iiEi
"Make straight in me ilotrt."

The same word set to music as an Iambus (desert,)
signifies merit. Thus in Hamlet's Judas Maccabeus.

53
iv. rhythm.

2. The anapzist may be represented bv the words
contravene, acquiesce, Sic. and in notes thus,

3. The amphibrach may be represented by the words
salvation, delightful, domestic, &c. and in notes thus,

_. ?..
W,lk

, ,
h<""" I" <to- «n be orouuM.

Ineeflcci of diese feel, in respect of deciding die key-
by means of the accent, has been before exemplified
(Art »7.) Another instance of harmony and rhvthoi
being united to determine the key in contradi«u.n'«ion
to the signature, may be seen Art. 80.
The English feet of three syllables may be divided into

three classes answering the Dacyl, the Anapsst, and the
Amphibrach of the ancients.

1. The dactyl may be
represented by the v/oi.,.-.

labourer, possible, &c. and
in notes thus; msg

ART. 122. Compound Feet.

As a musical foot is equal in value to a
measure, although it differs in accent, on ac-
count of the place of the bar, so in the com-
pound measures the feet are double, and may
be resolved into two by dividing the measure.
The following example from llavdn, Op. 40, Sonata 3

might be resolved into single feel of two crotchets in I
measure.

The same may occur in the iambic measure, as in tha
following example. v

3
An example of the foot in six quaver time divided hy

the bar n found u, Haydn, symphony 3d, Salomon's



Concerts.
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*-"\... i j i _: i_ f-„*
^ he difference between compound and simple feet,

may be further exemplified by the following extract fr< m
the messiah, in addition to the remarks already given.

gii
Strength, lift it up, be not afraid."

SifilSilli
know that my Redeemer."

The second measure of both examples is divided in the

same manner ; but the accent, and consequently the feet,

are entirely different.

III. Of tlie Musical Ccesure.

The term ensure is used in this grammar in the signi-

fication annexed to it by Koch.

ART. 123. Caesohe.

The ensure is the rhythmic termination of

qny passage which consists of more than one

musical foot. Or, it is the last accent of a

phrase, section, or period, and is distinguished

in all the simple measures by the place of the

bar.
The utility of this distinction will appear, by consider-

ing the two methods in which the music might be com-

posed to the In:"*.

" Conquest is not to bestow.

In uie.owiv, tn in the Uow." Dr. Arn&'s Juihfc*

IV. RHYTHM.
t

IV. KHYTHSI,

^^3
If these measures were not divided as they are, the

erasure, which uowis properly placed 6na strong part („,)

Tfould fall on a weak part (f,) contrary to the nature of

accent.

The erasure in ancient music most frequently occurs in

the middle of the compound measure, and thus appears

(o a modern view irregular and incorrect. The excep-

tions to the musical erasure falling upon the last syllable

of the line in poetry, are few, but very important. From
the nature of harmony, it sometimes occurs that the

'hree last syllables may belong to a melody derived from

the same chord ; in that case, the ensure is thrown back,

as in the following example

ij £ -

" So ihal) tin' inti- end harp av ake,

And sprightly voice sweeUlescaiilrun."

Here the cohort- falls on the third rrotchet to the sylla-

bles, descant run, instead of being placed on the last syl-

lable, run.

It appears that the erasure, or rhythmic termination, ; s

not always the lawt note of the passage. The melody i«

often prolonged after the erasure, by varying the Ionic

rrWmony ; thus,

UsdI i-H |

The whole chord of the disnoinant is also often retain-

ed upon the cssure, as in the fallowing example from

Moau'tt'i duett in C, Op. 14, p. 11.

^Hlfe'I
The air by Handel in the occasional oratorio, of whicl:-

the subject is here given, will be found an excellent!

study for the correct position of the erasure.

llililNi^^ilfii
Prophelic Visions eharni mine eve,'"

In the following instance, Maude I has not been so careI

ful, since the erasure comes in the wrong place, and th<*

bars are consequently erroneous. It should begin liko

the first example of this article, with the half measure.

iHiliii^S
Strange reverse of human fate."

In the old arrangement of compound common time, ij

was usual to change the place ot the ensure ; sometime!

forming the cadence at the beginning of a measure, am
afterwards repeating the same erasure in the middle of i

measure. Thf- airs of P^rgolesi, .Ion>eli, Stc. are re

markable for this rhythmic variation. See a particular)

instance in the admirahle song by Hasse, Pallidn il sole.

First part. Swoml prtrt.

-Ij -77"1"~""*V~"r"~~^ *-**

II
^In the tune called Poioncise or Polacca, a consulerabli

exception to the rule of the crasuiv occurs, as it falls therf

the weak part of the measure ; thus,

ifeiiiiipf•pfsz;
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An instance also of equivccul ensure might occur in

he following common melody which is properly barred

S^Piiie^l
This might be barred difierenJy, for the i*z<- uf

hrowing the e»ure on the last svlkihlr of the second
ne contrary to the accent of all the other feet.

IF. Of the Phrase.

ART. 124. Phrase.

1 A Phrase (EinschniU) is a short melody,
k'hich contains no perfect nor satisfactory
busical idea.

A RT. 125. Simple Tim Phiiasxs.

1
The Phrase is generally formed of two

busical feet of simple time, and therefore
ontains the value of two measures; thus,

±m-r-——£ *m^M
Koch has used the mark of a triangle ( k) to express

le phrase, and places it over the final note. In musical
unctuation this sign seems analogous to that of the
)mrna ( , ) in language.

ART. 126. CottMEjrD Tim Puhjlsbs.

In the compound time of the older writers
phrase sometimes consists of a single roeas-

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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ure; thus,
"O had IJubal's Lyre."

IV. RHYTHM.
mas-,

,

- jfcfc t,
•'OhadlJ^Lrr^N^

f». -Q-^ , jFFm • -p|t) jE

i: braj..-. fhra*e. '. .

"^"
•

Reipel ffiwdesf musical phrases into two species, viz
Pi-rftct, wjier. concluded by the tonic harmony; and Im
peitect, when concluded by the dominant.

Imjvrf.:ct Phrase. [^ Perfect Phmse. |^

The phrase Is subject to all the varieties of accent
that distinguish the feet of which it is formed ; and the
two measures of the Regular Phrase should always be
complete.

When the same phrase Is repeated per tenor, that is

a note higher or lower, asligh' variation may occur.

The too frequent repetition of the same passige in
various keys, particularly on the chromatic modulation
ascending, as found in Correlli, Dr. Green, &c. is termed
by the Italians Rosalia.

Koch makes three remarks upon the harmonical con.
atruction of the phrase, which apply to what has been al-
ready observed to Reipel. First, that the phrase fre-
quently tormiaates with the subdominant harmony.

Secondly, that as the phrase is an incomplete passage
th csesure may be made on the discord, particularly thS
dominant seventh.

i=gig^|i!i
Thirdly, that the exsure also may take place on the

inversion of a chord.

L— I

—

g IHPH
ART. 127. iBBxeoiia Paiuss.

Whenever, by repeating one of the feet, or
by any other variation of the melody, three'
measures are employed instead of two, the
phrase is termed ExteBded or Irregular.

HP
A beautiful example of two extended phrases, the lat-

ter of which contains a measure of double time,/Alt
119) is found in Handel. '

mJCTk L.- " s:!:?^
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The contracted section resembles the extended phrase

in the number of its measures, botli consisting- of three
feet;' but the pbrase is always an imperfect melody,
whereas the seetion always terminates with a cadence.
A phrase is often extended by continuing the harmony
ot its first measure, as in the following example.

IN.

i^EHHiiiss
A phrase also becomes irregular when a measure

foreign to its subject is introduced by way of prelude
;

thus,
-Q--# r : 1

—-i—fTV!-Twi*

^! =aFf^es^imm
fn some passages, the variation of the ociure note, by

an appogiatura, or by other meano, 'will give to the con-
tracted section the effect of an extended phrase. The
following e*ample from Haydn's Creation is of that na-
ture, and is therefore equivecal ; at its melody indicates
an extended phrase, and its harmony a contracted section

» next passage is, however, more complete, ant!

re; • terminates the section.

Hence appears the propriety ef terming the first a

extended phrase.

In choral music of the ancient school, the contract
phrase seems to be, in many cases equivalent with tl

-^mponnd foot- Tims in the sublime chorus of Handel's,
j

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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tfessiah, " For unto us a child is born," the first phrase
is little more than a compound foot.

-f># :

^i|g§glgll
ART. 128.

Pu&ueh ov Attsmbntatioh AND DrMT*UTI03r.

In Fugues of Augmentation, feet become
phrases, phrases become sections, and sec-

tions become periods. In Fugues by Dimi-
nution, on the contrary, periods become sec-

tions, sections become phrases, and phrases
become feet.

Phiases become feet as in the following example.
Subject in Phrmtes.

C=ŜffllS
Answer in Feet.

B^Slfegi
The answer I)} diminution chanties crotchets into

quavers, quavers into demisemiquavers, &c.

ART. 129. Interwoven Puhases.

In figurate counterpoint, anciently termed
Descant, where imitations, fugues, and can-

ins are employed, the phrases, as they occur,

are interwoven in different parts.

IV. nHYTHM.

SSIilglS
r-l

Thus the extended phrase to the words " Sliail be re-
vealed," is interwoven in the various parts. The union
of phrases towards the end of a fuge, &c. is sometime*
even closer than a foot, being at the distance of a crotchet
only. Many examples of this style may be found in the
madrigals of Wilbye, W eelks, &c. In Italy this is calledj

I,o Slretta di-lla Fuga, the Knot of the Fugue. The ac-
cent of the words, however, will not alwajs permit them
lo agree with so close a union of the music, a$ the altera-

tion in the following example will shevw :

llflgiiiiil
A similar pasiiige is introduced with great elite 1 at the

- nd of '* The f] celts shall leave," where the violins re-
echo the same nwtes (in the oci-*ve above) as air snngih;
the preceding time to the words " Die, presumptuous

i^telgS
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In those pieces of music termed canons, in which tiie

»me melody is continual y heard in 'lie different parts,
be phrases are of course, united throughout the whnlt-
opposition Or' this kind of music, the finest specimei
xtant is the celebrated Non Nobis Domine, by Dr Bird,
diich will ever remain a lasting ornament to the taste
nd science of the country in which it was produced.—
The phrases of this canon are as fol ow :

-Non oobif. Domine, non Nobis, Sed nomini Tu-

H_Ofc- ^
, ,

k k

» da glo-riam, Stal nomini Tuo da glo-riam.

V Ofthe Section

ART. 130, Regular Xectiow.

A Section (Absiitz) is a portion of melody,
>rmed by two regular phrases, the last of
'hich is terminated by a cadence.
The section takes name of Tonic or Dominant, »ccor<]
K to its fir.al harmony; as in the following exampli-
om Haydn's Creation " The heavens are telling."

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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Koch has also adopted ihe mark of a square (q) to ex.
press the section, and places it, like the triangle of the
phrase, over the final note. This sign seems analagous
to that ot the semicolon ( ; ) in language.

In the Arioso or Legato style of music, it is usual to
find sections which are not subdivided into phrase»,as in
the following example.

SSIggSpJp

Dominant Section.

* omc Section. q

In the musir of the old,-r school the section if en con
»s of two measures only, as in the example « Oh had 1
bit's Lyre," Art. 126.

Koch also makes three remarks upon the section (ab-
saz) as relating to its punctuation, to its rhvtl.m, and to
its harmony. First, Its conclusion, or the form and har-
monic*' disposition of the cadence, termed by Koch i's
Interpunctal Nature. Upon thisdependtheciassificatinn
into tonic, dominant, or even subdominint seel inns, ihe
variation of the c-esure note. &c. Secondly, Its extent
in the number of measures, and in the similarity of feet
t rmed its Rhythmical Nature. By this Ihe regular sec-
tion or rhythm (Vierir) ol four measures, is distinguished
from the irregular se~fion,\»hether extended or contract-
ed, &c &c Thirdly, The extent and varialion of its
component harmonies; or the degree of its perfection, as
to being dependent or independent of the adjoining sec
tions, termed its Logical Nature.

ART. 131. Irrbqulaa Sectiobt.

Irregular sections are of two classes, viz.
contracted, of less than four feet, and extend-
ed, of more than four feet.

ART. 132. CouTRACTEn Section.

The contracted section differs from the ex-
tended phrase by its terminating with a
cadence, and generally consists of three feet.

H
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ART. 133. Extended Section*.

The extended section may consist of five,

six, seven or more feet; and the sections are
distinguished from each other by the similar-
ity of time or modulation in their respective
feet.

y

The extended section of five feet is formed bv variott6
methods The following example from Koch, augments
the two first nores of the rrgu'ar seclion.

The section of six fVet consists either of two extended
phrases of three fe^ t each ; thus,

(Mozart's Duett.)

I he limits of the present work will not admit any fur-
ther examples, ol more extensive sections.

ART. 134. Interwoven Suctions.
When the regular section is so united to the

following one, that upon the cansure note of
the first the second commences, the section is
not only contracted, but interwoven.
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Thus the following section, which is regular in the
former part of the page is interwoven in this t-xample.

When the subject of a fugue constitutes a section, the

answers are interwoven at the caesure of the melody.

—

Thus in the Overture to Esther.

sgisiili
The second section commences in the middle of the

fifth measure, on the caesure note.

In the ancient style of music, great effects are pro-

duced by inters enving phrases, sections, he. and also by
intermixing subjects of different rhythms.

Thus in the final chorus of Steph;ini*s JMotett, the o-

rig'mal plain song, "Qui diligit," is introduced with un-
expected effect in the base, while the other parts are
singing the descant, " Eflangpre telum "

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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From this union ot the parts arises the custom before
mentioned (Art. 123,) of placing the exsure. in the mid-
dle instead of the beginning of >he measure. It is usual
to protract the harmony of art interwoven section, so that

it shall appear regular in in the number of measures.—
Such is the following section in the last chorus of Graun's
Fassione.

-In the choruses of Handel, these effects continually oc-

cur. A remarkable instance may be seen in that of
• Wretched lovers" (in. Acis and Galatea) at the words
"Behold the monster Polyheme"

In compound time, the interwoven sections commence
at the half measure, and consist only of a measure and a

ball'. The following example is taken from the duett in

the sane motett of Stephani, Qui diligit.

^EE
±fer
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In this instance the prolongation of the tonic harmony

in the 6rst measure, makes the section appear regular,
although it is really interwoven

In vocal music, the harmony of a section is also pro-
traced for the sake of expressing the words, as in the
glee of the " Red Cross of the Knight," bj Dr. Oalcolt

;

the firs1 section of which, if regular, would have been
expressed thus,

§§s
Blow , warder, blow thy sounding horn.1

'

But to give greater effect to the words, "Blow, ward-
er, blow," the two first notes are augmented to minims

;

and the section, as written in common time, appears con-
tracted, alrapugh it is really extended ; thus,

inipi^ii
*Blow, worfcjj, blow thy sounding liorn.'^

* IV. RHYTHM.
ART 135. Codetta.

A short phrase, or any other passage, whicfr
does not constitute part of a regular section

i

but serves to connect one section or period tc<

another, is termed a Codelta.
The term is used by Sabbatini, the successor of VaJ;

Iwtti at Padua, in his Tiaitato sopra a fughe, in amoral
limited sense.

In the duelt of Mozart, referred to, (Art. 133.) the fol<

lowing phrase tvnites the minor period to the original

theme.

The extempore divisions made at a close by singers t.

solo performers, and termed cadenze, or cadences »<'

libitum, are all a species of codetta. In the repetition o
a strain, the passages marked first time, and second time
generally contain each a short codetta ; one to lead bacV
to Hie commencement, the other to lead forward to itr

continuation.

SHHiiPii]
In this example, the short aUacco of each time is not

as in general, a separate codetta, but very ingenious!' 1

makes a part of the original subject.

In the Da Cipo airs of Handel, &c. a codetta is gen
eraffy inverted to lead buck to the theme. Thus in "

(

the pleasure ofthe plains

limits
The most successful composer in this styh' is Graun y

who in his celebrated Te Deum, has used the codeifc
:
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jt the end oF severa' movements, to unite them to the
ext. Thus, after Hie final cadence of the air, "Til, ad
bei-andurn," ihe following codetta is inserted in ditfer-

nt modulations; thus,

mmmg '*B4
-xf-
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Willi what great effect this p
>wing theme (lie ad. -L,
>ining example will ?!S5j^tti
enioiistrate. S^V*I

ge leads into the fol-

VI. Of Ike Period.

ART. I 56. P EB ,on.
A Period consists of one or more sections,

ccasionally interspersed with independent
Jet, phrases, or codettas.

Thus the air, God nave the King (Art. 44,) consists of
vo periods

;
the first period contains one extended see-

on (Art. 133,) and the last two regular sections.

AHT. 137 Strains.
When one or more periods are terminated

J a double bar (Art. go,) they are termed
trains.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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The period always ends with a radical cadence, like
ihe seci ion (some few instances excepted,) and answers
to the full stop (.) in language.

ART. 138. Tokic Pinion.

Those periods which terminate with the
perfect cadence, are, from their last harmo-
ny termed Tonic Periods.

The following example of a tonic period, is taken from
Ihe third Sonata of Pleyel, dedicated to the Queen.

liisil
This whole period consists of four regular sections,

and is distribu ed into eight regular phrases The third
section is a r< petition of the first by the violin, while
the Piano Forte takes the accompaniment The fourth
section is similar to the second in respect to its leading
phrase, hy terminating wilh the perfect cadence.—The
iransten notes are omitted, and none but the chiefsounds
of the harmony retained.

As the sonatas of Kozeluch are particularly distin-
guished by the regularity and clearness of their rhythm,
another instance of a tonic period may be taken from his
opera 21, sonata 2, in A major'

1

- ^lllg^glfP-H-f-st-r
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The second section consists of one regular phrase
repeated ; thus,

isti
The third section (with the omission of the passing

notes) concludes the period; thus,

iiiils=Siiiiyi§
Many more examples might be given from the works

of the Bach's, Vanhall, Haydn, Mozart, Stc. &c. since the
variety of periods, in respect to their component parts,
is as great in music as in any other language.

ART. 139. Dominast Period.

When a period concludes with an imper-
fect cadence (Art. 105,) it is termed a Domi-
nant Period.

An example of this period may be found in Kozeluch,
op. 23, sonata 1.

ISiliii, — ,-,,— , -,

The second section beim*- interwoven with the third is
contracted and consists of three measures only. (See
Art. 132.)

'

pillililiiilll
The third section is formed of two extended phrasae'
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with one measure repeated, and concludes on the domi
nant; thus.

It is to be understood that the terms tonic and domi-
nant, relate only to the nature of the cadence, not to the
modulation of the period. It not nnfrequently happens
that a period, after modulating" from the original tonic to

its own dominant, may terminate with an imperfect, or
even with a mixt cadence in the new key. The final

chord, in this case, will be the supertonic of the original

scale and made a new- dominant.

As the knowledge of feet and phrases is very import
ant, to prevent the bad delivery (Votrag) of vocal, or

instrumental pk-ces ; so also the distinction of sections

and periods, gives the performer an opportunity of
lengthening or contracting his performance at pleasure.

The following hints may be useful till a more extensive

analysis of rhythm can be given.

1. Every section and period may be repeated, provi-

ded that the codetta (if any) leads back to the original

note.

2. Every repetition of a section or period may be
omitted, due care being taken to perform the last codetta
(if any) instead of the first.

3. Those sections and periods which contain solos for

the violin, flute, &c. when not practised with the accom-
paniment, should be omitted; and the two sets of sonatas

oy Kozeluch, op. 21 and 33, will admit of those omissions
Vitb great propriety.

MUSICAL GRAMMAR.
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4. In all omissions of periods, great attention must be
paid to make the harmonical conclusion of the period
agree with the harmonica) commencement of the next,
and to join the passages by their attendant keys.

5. The difficult modulation of the opening the second
strain of a sonata, may be sometimes omitted for the sake
of gaining time; but every person who wishes to excel
in science or execution,. will practise those passages
much oftenerthan any other in the movement.

ART. 140. Interwoven Period.

As the periods of modern music are distin-

guished by the accuracy of their phraseology
(being for the most part regular;) so those of
the old school are generally interwoven, and
the caesure note of one period becomes the

first nole of the next.

The fugues of Sebastian Bach are highly celebrated
throughout Europe, for union of periods and closeness
of harmony. The first fugue of his twenty-tbur pieces,
entitled Das Wohltemperirte Klavier, is formed on the
following subject.

IV. RHYTHM.
The fifth in C major, on the beginning of the twenty*

fourth measure ; whence the sixth and last four measures
conclude on the tonic pedal.

The third fugue by Handel (op. 3.) of two subjects in
B flat major, contains a greater number of interwoven
periods.

^frmm
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The first period terminates in G major, on the middle
of the tenth measure.
The second in A minor, on the beginning of the four-

teenth measure.
The third in D minor, on the middle of the nineteenth

measure.
The fourth in G major, on the middle of the twenty-

first measure.

The first dominant period of two contracted sections
ends on the caesure note of the seventh measure.
The second on the fifteenth measure.
The third on the middle of the thirty-first.

The fourth on the middle of the thirty-fifth.

The fifth (atonic period in D minor) on the caesure
note of the forty-fourth, &c.
Another instance of a fugue on two subjects, much

longer than this of Handel, is that of Dominico Scarlatti,

vol.2, p. 62, on the following theme.

PPfP'
All the fugues in Handel*s choruses, in his overtures,

in his lessons, in his violin sonatas or trios, in the sym-
phonies of the chandos anthems, &e. &c. are master-
pieces of learning and effect.

Among all the various methods ofinterweaving periods
of the fugue, none has more effect than that of making
the tonic harmony of the final cadence a new dominant.
This may be performed diatonically, by flattening the
third of the leading chord (Art. 108. 11. Deceptive Ca-,

dence,) or chromatically by the ascending modulation
given in Alt. 113,
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.Diatom tally.
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The same effected ChroomticaUy.
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ART. 141. Coda.

The concluding passage of many move-
lents, when it occurs after a protracted per-
3Ct cadence, is termed the Coda, or final

eriod.
In modern music the coda is generally preceded by a
mg shake on one of the notes of the dominant harmony
The length of the coda may be various; in some pieces
contains several sections, in others merely a single
"lrase. The following short coda from Haydn's op. 40,
ill serve as an example.

-#-
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In this passage the two first measures of the coda

ight be omitted without injuring the harmony.
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When the coda consists wholly of the tonic harmonv,
the open or right pedal of the grand piano forte, which
raises the dampers, may be employed with good effect
Instances occur in Kozeluch, op. 40, sonata l.in F major'
p. 11, and in op. 41, sonata 1, in B flat major, p. 9, where
he uses the term Apeito (open) lor this purpose. In
foreign printing, the abbreviation C. S. Con Sordi, with
dampers (or mutes,) S. S. Senza Sordini, without dam-
pers are used tor the same purpose.

In ancient music, the coda generally occurs on the
tonic pedal; and in minor movements it is used as lead-
ing to the plagal cadence (Art. 108.)

There is a style of coda peculiar to Italian bravuria
airs. (See the conclusion of the chorus in Haydn's crea-
tion, The Heavens are telling ) In rondeaus. &c. the
cxla is placed as a separate strain, with the term itself
annexed.

But to show what great effects are derived from this
addition after the last perfect cadence of the movements
lias been heard, the Hallelujah Chorus may be atlduced
The !ast section before the coda closes the period, with
the perfect or authentic cadence ; thus,

« S^i
This is followed by a coda on the chords of subdom

nant and tonic, concluding with the plagal cadence.
/-ft-fr-r-f -d -h, 1-?-— ->.-ii-
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Such were the simple but sublime noles which oc.
cured to the genius of this trulv great composer ; rind the
chorus in winch they occur will ever remain a striking
memorial of the immortal talents of Handel.

Ehd of the Grammar.

a ® c-

APPEMDIX TO THE GRAMMAR.
ART. 142. Taste.

Taste may be defined " The power of re-
ceiving pleasure from the beauties of nature
and of art."

There are few subjects on which men talk more looselv
and indiscriminately than on taste ; and few which it ismere dimcult to explain with precision.
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Taste has borrowed its name from that sense by which

we receive and distinguish the pleasures of food, having",

in several languages, given ris% to the word taste, in the

metaphorical "meaning- under which we now consider it.

Taste is a faculty common in some degree to all men.
Nothing that belongs to human nature is more universal

than the relish of beauty of some kind or other ; of what
is orderly proportioned, grand, harmonious, new, or

sprightly.

Although none be wholly devoid of this faculty, yet

the degrees in which it is possessed are widely different.

In some men the feeble glimmerings of taste appear;
the beauties which they relislvare of the coarsest kind;

ami of these they have but a weak and confused impres-

sion ; while in others taste rises to an acute discernment

of the most refined beauties- This is owing in part to

nature, but it is owi'g to education and culture much
more.

Exercise is the chief source of improvement in all our

faculties. This holds both in ourhodily and mental pow-
ers. Placing internal taste therefore on the footing of

of ,a simple sense, it cannot be doubted that frequent

exercise and curious attention to its proper objects, must
greatly heighten its power. Of this we have one clear

proof in that part of taste called an ear for music. Expe-
rience every day shows that nothing is more improvable.

Only the simplest compositions are relished at first ; use

and practice extend our pleasure ; teach us to relish finer

melody, and by degrees enable us to enter into the in-

tricate and compounded pleasures of harmony.

In music, as in other sciences, attention to the most
approved models, study of the best authors, comparisons

of lower and higher degrees of the same beauties, ope-

rate towards the refinement of musical taste. When one
is only beginning his acquaintance with works of genius,

the sentiment which attends them is obscure and con-

fused. He cannot point out the several excellencies or

blemishes of a performance which he peruses; he is at a

loss on what to rest his judgment ; all that can be expect-
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ed is, that he should tell whether he be pleased or not.

But allow him more experience in works of Ibis kind,

and his taste becomes by degrees more exam and enlight-

ened. He begins to set- not only the character of the
whole, but the beauties and defects of each part ; and is

able to describe the peculiar qualities which he praises

or blames. The mist dissipates which seemed formerly
to hang over the object ; and he can at length pronounce
firmly, and without hesitation concerning it.

The characters of taste, wren brought to its most per-
fect slate, are reducible to (wo. deliraci' and correctness.

Delicacy of taste respects principally 'he perfection of
that natural sensibility on which taste is founded. It im-
plies those finer organs or powers, which enable us to
discover beauties that lie hid from a vulgar eve. One
may have strong sensibility, and yet be deficient in deli-

cate taste. He may be deeply impressed with such beau-
ties as he perceives; but he perceives only what is in

some degree coarse, what is bold and palpaMr ; while
chaster and simple ornaments escape his notice. In this

state, taste generally exists among rude and unrefined
nations. But a person of delicate ta^te both feels strong-
ly, and feels accurately. He sees distinctions and differ-

ences where others see none; the most latent beauty
does not escape him, and is sensible of the smallest blem-
ish. Delicacy of taste is judged of by the same marks
that we use in judging of. the delicacy of an external
sense. As the goodness of the palate is not tried by
strong flavours, but by a mixture of ingredients, where,
notwithstanding the confusion, we remain sensible of
each ; in like manner deliracy of internal taste appears,
by a quick and lively sensibility to its finest, most com-
pounded, or most latent objects.

Correctness of taste respects chiefly the improvement
which that faculty receives through its connexion with

the understanding. A man of correct taste is one who is

never imposed upon by. counterfeit beauties; who carrier

always in bis mind that standard of good sense which he
employs in judging every thing. He estimates with pro-

priety the comparative merit ofthe several beauties whicl>
be meets with in any work of genius ; he refers them u
their proper classes ; assigns the principles a> i'tir as ihcjl

can be traced, whence their power of pleasing flows; ant

is pleased himself precisely in that degree in which hi

ought, and no more.

It must be acknowledged, that no principle ofthe hu
man mind is, in its operations, more fluctuating and ca
pneious than taste. Its variation* have been Bo grent ant

frequent as to create a suspicion with some, of its beinj

merely arbitrary
;
grounded on no foundation, ascertain

aide by no standard, but wholly dependent on changing
fancy ; the consequence of which would be-, that all sru

dies or regular inquiries concerning the objects of tastt

were vain.

Is there any thing in music thai can be called astandatt'
ot taste, by appealing to which we may distinguish be
ween a good and a bid taste ? Or, is there, in truth, n<

such distinction: and are we to hold that, according

H

the proverb, there is no disputing of tastes ; but iha

whatever pleases is right, for tfist reason that it doeii

please ? This is the question, »nd a very nice and sub tit

one it is, which we are now to discuss.

I begin by observing, thnt if there he no such thing as :

standard of taste, Lliis consequence must follow, that a|i

tastes are equal ty good ; a position, which, though it mai
pass unnoticed in slight matters, yet when we apply it t<

the extremes, its absurdity becomes glaring. For i

there any one who will seriously maintain that the taste o
a Hottentot or a Laplander is as delicate and as correct fo

music as that of a Correlli or a Haydn ? or th»t he can bi

charged with no defect or incapacity who thinks a com
mon music-writer, as excellently well calculated to com
pose oratorios as a Handel ? As it would be downright fy

extravagance to talk in this manner, we are led unavoidi tti

ablv to this conclusion, th.it there is some foundation (bi 01

the preference of one man's taste to that of another ; or

that there is a good and a bad, a right and a vtreng info

taste as in other things
t



liiit then to explain this matter more thoroughly, I

liu'st observe farther, that the tastes of men may differ

ery considerably as to their objects, and yet none of
hem be wrong Though all diner, yet all pilch upon
ome one beauty, which peculiarly suits their turn of
nind ( and there-fore no one has a title to condemn the
est. Taste therefore admits of a diversity of objects in

sufficient consistency with goodness or justness of taste

, His taste must be esteemed just and true, which coir
pides with the general sentiments of men In this stand-

ard we must rest. To the sense of mankind the ultimate
ippeal must ever lie, in all works ot taste.

But have we then, it will be said, no other criterion of
vhat is beautiful in music, than the approbation of the
Majority? Musi we collect the voices of others, before we
brm any judgment for ourselves of what deserves ap-
>lati8e in music, poetry, or eloquence? By no means

;

here are principles of reason and sound judgment which
:an be applied to matters of taste, as well as to the sub-
ects of science and philosophy. He who admires or
:ensuros any work of genius, is always ready, if his taste
>e in any degree improved, to assign some reasons for
lis decision. He appeals to principles, and points out
he grounds on which he proceeds. Taste is a sort of
:ompoundpuwer,in which the light of the understanding
ilways mingles more or less with the feelings of senti-
nent.

When we refer to the concurring sentiments of men
s the ultimate test of what is to be accounted beautiful
n music, this is to be always understood of men placed
ri such situations as are favourable to the proper exer-
ions oftaste. Every one must perceive that among rude
nd uncivilized nations, and during the age of ignonmce
nd darkness, afty loose notions that are entertained con-
erning such subjects, carry no authority. In those
tates of society taste has no materials upon which to op.
rate It is either totally suppressed, or appears in its
jwest nd most imperfect form.
In the course of time, the genuine taste of human na-

are never fails to disclose itself, and
t
to gain the ascend-
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ant over any fantastic and corrupted modes of taste whicl:
may chance to have been intioduced. 1 best- may have
currency tor a while, and mislead superficial judges ; but
' eing subjected to examination, by degrees they pass a
way ; while that alone remains which is founded or
sound reason, and the native feelings of men-.

I by no means pretend, that there is any standard of
(arte, to which in every particular instance, we can re-
sort for clear and immediate determination Where, in-
deed, is such a standard to be found for deciding any of
those great cont roversies in reason and philosophy which
perpetually divide mankind ? In the present case there
was no occasion for any such strict and absolute provision
to be made. In order to judge of what is morally good
or evil, of what n an ought, or ought not in duty to do.
it was fit that the means of clear and precise determina-
tion should be afforded us. Hut to ascertain in every
case with the utmost exactness what is beautiful or ele-
gant, was not at all necessary to the happiness of man.

—

And therefore some diversity of feeling was here allowed
to take place ; and room was left to discussion and debate
concerning the degree of approbation to which any work
of genius is entitled.

The conclusion, which it is sufficient for us to rest up-
on, is, that taste in music, as in other things, is far from
being an arbitrary principle, which is subject to the fan-
cy of every individual, and which admits of no criterion
for determining whether it be false or true. Its founda-
tion is the same in all human minds. It is built upon sen-
timents and perceptions which belong to our nature;
and which, in general, operate with the same uniformity
as our other intellectual principles. When these senti-
ments are perverted by ignorance and prejudice, they
<re capable of being rectified by reason. Their sound
ind natural stale is ultimately determined, by comparing
hem with the gem ml taste of mankind. Let men de-
claim as much as they please concerning the caprice and
uncertainty of taste. It is found by experience, lha'
there are beauties in music, which, if they be displayed
in a proper light, have power to command general and

|

lasting admiration. In every composition, what interests

the imagination, and touches the heart, pleases all ages
and nations There is a certain string, to which, when
properly struck, the human heart is made to answer.

From Dr. Blair.

ART 143. Ahticclatios, and Delivery.

Articulation is that distinctness and accu-
racy of expression, which clearly conveys
every syllable and sound to the understanding.

Articulation is one of the most important words in the
musician's vocabulary. It applies equally to vocal and
instrumental performance, and forms the foundation of
pathos and grace.
As this article is upon the subject of vocal music, I

shall follow Dr. Blair, on pronunciation, or delivery.

As in eloquence, so in music, mueh depends upon a
right delivery of it. Nothing is of greater importance in

music than a graceful and just delivery of it. To super-
ficial thinkers the management of the voice and gesture
in public singing, may appear to relate to decoration only,
and to be one of the inferior arts of catching an audience.
But this is tar from being the case. It is intimately con-
nected, with what is, or ought to be, the end of all public
singing, persuasion ; and therefore deserves the study of
the most grave, and serious performers as much as ot*

th se, whose only aim it istoplease.

For, let it be considered, whenever we address our-
selves to others by singing, our intention cer'amly is to
make somt impression on those to whom we sing; it is

to convey to them-our own ideas and emotions Now the
tone of our voice, our looks and gestures, interpret our
ideas and emotions no less than words do ; nay, the im-
pression they make on others, is frequently much strong-
er than any that words can make. We often see that
an expressive look, or a passionate cry, unaccompanied
by words, conveys to others more forcible ideas, and
rouses within them stronger passions, than can he com-
municated by the most eloquent discourse. The signify
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in common performance, it will hold also in public sing,
ing. But remember, that in public as well as in common
performance, it is possible to offend by singing too loud.
1 his extreme hurts the ear, by making the voice comeupon it in rumbling indistinct masses ; besides it irivea
the singer the disagreeable appearance of one who en.

of souud"
'° C°mpel aSSel"' by mere vehemence and forco

2. JlrticiUntim.

In the next place, to being well heard and clearly un.
derstood, distinctness of articulation contributes more,
perhaps, than mere loudness of sound. The quantity of
sound necessary to fill even a large space, is smaller than
is commonly imagined

; and with distinct articulation, aman of a weak voice will make it reach farther, than the!
strongest voice can reach without it. To this, therefore,

'

every public singer ought to pay great attention. He
must give every sound which he utters its due propor-
tion, and make every note and syllable, and even e*err
letter in the word which he pronounces, be heard dis.
tinctly, without baw ling, whispering, or suppressing anx
of the propersounds,

5. Moderation.

In the third place, in order to articulate distinctly,
moderation is requisite with regard to the speed of per- ,

tormance Precipitancy of singing, confounds all artic.
illation, and all meaning. I need scarcely observe, that I

there may be also an extreme on the opposite side. It is
obvious that a lifeless, drawling performance, which a|.
lows the minds ofthe hearers to be always outrnmiingthe '

singer, musl render every piece insipid and fatiguing.—
But the extreme ofsinging too fast is much more common,
and requrcs the more to be guarded against, because
when it has grown up into a habit, tew errors are mor«
difficult to be corrected.



*"o etng with a proper degtee of slowness, and with full
ind clear articulation, is the first thing to be studied by
ill who begin to sing in public j and cannot be too much
recommended to them. Such a performance gives
weight and dignity to their music. It is a great assistance
10 the voice, by the pauses and rests which it allows it

more easily to make; and it enables the singer to swell
til his sounds both with more force, and with more music.
it assists him aso in preserving a due command of him-
ieM; whereas a rapid and hurried manner is apt to ex-
site that flutter of spirits, which is the greatest enemy to
ill right execution in the way of delivery.

4. Propriety of Pronunciation.
After these fundamental attentions to the pitch and

management of the voice, to distinct articulation, and to
l proper degree of slowness of performance, what a
Jublic singer must, in the fourth place study, is, propri-
sty of pronunciation; or the giving to every word which
le utters, that pronunciation which the most polite usage
)t the language appropriates to it ; in opposition to broad,
'ulgar, or provincial pronunciation. Tins is requisite,
,0
j
h 'or s

'"f5"
lng intelligibly, and lor singing with grace

ind beauty. Instructions concerning this article can be
pven by the living voice only. But there is one obser-
'ation which it may not be improper here to make. In
he English language every word that consists of more
yllables than one, has one accented syllable. The ac-
:ent sometimes rests on the vowel, sometimes on the
:onsonant. Seldom, or never, is there more than one
ccented syllable in any English word, however long.

5. Intonation, or Tones.
Unless a tune, containing several parts, is pitched on

ta proper key, that all the voices may perform their
'arts clear and strong, neither too high, noryet too low,
t never can give any delight to the performers or audi,
nee

i
;

this cannot regularly be done without some inslrn-
aent for the purpose of giving a sound from which the
ante or key note must be derived in concert mionation
low much of the propriety, the force and grace of music
Mist depend on this, will appear from this single consid-
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eration
; that to almost every passage we perform, more

especially to every strong emotion, nature hath adapt, d
some peculiar key. Sympathy is one of the most power-
till principles by which persuasive music works its effect,
file singer endeavours to transfuse into his hearers his
own sentiments and emotions, which he can never be
successful in doing unless he delivers them in such a
manner as to convince his hearers that he feels them.
The greatest and most material instruction which can

be given for this purpose is, to form the tones of public
singing as clear as possible and upon the tones of sensi-
ble and animating performance.
On some occasions, solemn public singing requires the

tones of the voice to be exalted beyond the strain ol
common delivery. In set pieces, anthems, &c. the eleva-
lion of the siyle, and the harmony of the passages,
prompt, almost necessarily, a modulation of voice more
rounded and majestic thancommon psalm-singingadmits.
But though this mode of delivery runs considerably be-
yond ordinary performance, yet still it must have for its
basis, the natural tones of grave and dignified delivery.
I must observe at the same time, that the constant indul-
gence of this elevated manner, is not favourable either
to good composition, or good delivery ; and is in hazard
ol betraying public singers into that monotony of tone
and cadence which is so often complained of. Whereas,
he who forms the general run of his delivery upon a
singing manner is not likely ever to become disagreeable
through monotony. He will have the same natural vari-
ety in his tones, which a person has in conversation.—
Indeed the perfection of delivery requires both these
different manners.that of singingwitb liveliness and ease,
and that of elevation with stateliness and dignity, to be
possessed by one man ; and to be employed bv him, ac.
cording as the different parts of his piece requir. either
the one or the other. T'lis is a perfection which not
many attain ; the greatest part of public singers allowing
their delivery to be formed altogether accidentally

;

according as some turn of voice appears to them most
beautiful, or some artificial model has caught their fancy

;

6"t>

and acquiring, by this means, a habit of singing which
they can never van . But the capital diretlion which
ought never to be forgotten, is, to copy the proper tones
for expressing every sentiment from those which nature
dictates to us, in performing with others ; to sing always
with her voice ; and not to form to ourselves a fantastic
public manner, from an absurd funcy of its being more
beautiful than a natural one.

6. Gesture.
It now remains to treat of Gesture, or what is called

action in public perforpiauee. Some nations animate
their music in common singing, with many more motions
of the body than others do. The Frilicil and the Ital-

ians are, in this respect, much more sprightly than the
English. But there is no nation, hardly any person so
phlegmatic, as not to accompany their music with some
actions and gesticulations (this more particularly alluues
to solo performaoces than choral,) on all occasions, when
they are much in earnest. It is therefore unnatural in

a public singer or leader ; it is inconsistent with that ear-
nestness and seriousness which he ought to show in all

affairs of moment, to remain quite unmoved in his out-
ward appearance ; and to let the music drop from his
mouth, without any expression or meaning, or warmth in

his gesture.

The fundamental rule as to propriety of action is to at-
tend to the looks and gestures, in which earnestness, in-

dignation, compassion, or any other emotion discovers it-

self to most advantage in the common intercourse ofmen;
and let these be your model. A public singer must take
that manner which is most natural to himself. For it is

ere just as in tones, rt is not the business of a singer to
form to himself a certain set of motions and gestures,
which he thinks most becoming and agreeable, and to
practice these in public without their having any corres-
pondence to the manner which is natural to him in pri-
vate. His gestures, slid motions ought all to carry that
kind of expression which nature has dictated to him and
unless this be the case, it is impossible, by means of an'r.-

study, ta avoid their appearing stiff and formal.
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However, although nature must be the ground-work,
I admit that there is room in this matter for some study
and art. For many persons are naturally ungraceful in

their motions which they make j and this ungracefulness
might, in part at least, be reformed by application and
eare. The study of action in public singing, consists
chiefly in guarding against awkward and disagreeable
motions, and in learning to perform such as are natural
to the singer, in the most becoming manner. For this
end it has been advised by writers on this subject to
practice before a mirror, where pne may see and judge of
bis own gestures.

When singing in public, one should study to preserve
as much dignity as possible in the attitude of the body.
An erect posture is generally to be chosen ; standing firm
so as to bave the fullest and freest command of all his
motions ; any inclination which is used, should be for-
wards towards the hearers, which is a natural expression
of earnestness. As for the countenance, the chief rule
is that it should correspond with the nature of the pas-
sage, and when no particular emotion is expressed, a
serious and manly look is always the best. The eyes
should never be fixed close on any one object, but move
easily round the audience. In the motions made with
the hands consist the chief part of gesture in singing.

—

The ancients condemned all motions performed by the
left hand alone; but lam not sensible that these are
always offensive, though it is natural tor the right hand to
be more frequently employed. Warm emotions demand
the motion of both hands corresponding together. But
whether one gesticulates with one or both hands, it is an
important rule, that all his motions be free and easy-

—

Narrow and straightened movements are generally un-
graceful ; for which reason, motions made with the hands
are directed to proceed from the shoulder, rather than
from the elbow. Perpendicular movements too with the
hands, that is in the straight line up and down, which
Shakspeare in Hamlet calls 'sawing the air wiih the
hand' are seldom good. Oblique motions are in general
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the most graceful. Too sudden and nimble motions
should be likewise avoided. Earnestness can be fully

expressed without them. Shakspeare's directions on this

head are full of good sense; * use all gently,* says he,
* and in the very torrent and tempest of passion, acquire
a temperance that may give it smoothness.'

I cannot conclude without an earnest admonition to
guard against all affectation, which is the certain ruin of
good delivery. Let your manner, whatever it is, be your
own; neither imitated from another, nor assumed upon
some imaginary model, which is unnatural to you.

—

Whatever is native, even though accompanied with sev-
eral defects, yet is likely tu please ; because it shows us
a man ; because it has the appearance of coming from the
heart. Whereas a delivery, alienJed with several ac-
quired graces and beauties, if it be not easy and free, if it

betray the marks of art and affectation, never fails to dis-

gust. To attain any extremely correct, and perfectly
graceful delivery, is what few can expect ; so many natu-
ral talents being requisite to concur in forming it. But
to attain, what as to the effect is very little inferior, a
forcible and persuasive manner, is within the power of
most persons

;
if they will only unlearn false and corrupt

habits ; if they will allow themselves to follow nature, and
will sing in public as they do in private, when they sing
in earnest and from the heart. If one has naturally any
gross defects in his voice or gestures, he begins at the
wrong end, if he attempts at reforming them when he is

to sing in public. He should begin rectifying them in
bis private manner of singing; and then carry to the pub-
lic the right manner he has formed. For when a singer
is engaged in a public performance, he should not be
then employing his attention about his manner, or think-
ink of his tones and his gestures. If he be so employed
study and affectation will appear. He ought then tti be
quite in earnest; wholly occupied with his subject and
his sentiments; lenving nature, and previously formed
habits, to prompt and suggest his manner of delivery.

From Dr, Blair,

ART. 144. Sacked Montr.

Sacred Music tends to elevate the mind
above earthly objects, and to inspire divine,

meditations, and devotion.

Divine Music must be allowed by all who practise it
to be an emanation from the Deity. It is admirably cal*
culated to raise the mind above the sublunary enjoy-
ments of this life in gratitude to our beneficent Bene-
factor and Creator. When I consider upon the divine
nature and power of music on the affections, I am
wrapped up in admiration, love, and praise ; and cannot
but adore the Almighty Giver of .so good and glorious a
gilt, and that it has pleased him to bestow upon me ana
my fellow beings faculties to sing his praise. It is in the 1

performance of sacred music that we assimilate ourselves
to the angelic choirs of glory more nearly than any other
employment on earth besides. Most of the a'tsand em-
ployments of this life will accompany us no farther than
the grave; but this will continue an employment with the
redeemed of God, whileeternal ages roll. It had its origin
in God, and from God it was communicated to angels and
men. Long before this world's foundations were laid, an-
gels and archangels sang and played their grateful praises
to the eternal Jehovah, encircling histhrone, and inftV

nitely exulting. When God had created this lower world,
and all its appendages, the angelic hosts, the serapbims
above, like bright morning stars shining with the most
serene brilliancy, sang together; and the archangels, the
chief cherubims of heaven and sons of God,shouied for

joy to behold the new creation so well accomplished.
Since then the cherubims and serapbims ofheaven sing

their ceaseless lays to their creator, and consider music as
one of the most noble and grand vehicles for conveying
their love and gratitude to him, shall man, mortal man
presume to look with haughty scorn, derision and con*
tempt upon that science, which dignifies those exalted
beings above ? Ungrateful to God, and unmindful of his

transcendent privilege must he be, that is possessed of
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the voice of melody, who delights not to celebrate the

praises of the Must High by singing hymns and anthems
to his name.
When amazing- pity had seized the compassionate

bosom of our Redeemer; when it had prevailed upon him
to resign his royal diadem of glory and robes of effulgent

light into the hands of his eternal Father with filial sub-

mission and humility ; when he condescended to leave
1

the throngs of adoring angels who clustered around the

j

throne of God, and when he voluntarily left the realms of
bliss that he might veil his divinity in humble clay, and

\

become the suflvrer for all sin against an incensed God
to appease his flaming wrath for a wretched world ofmen,

[

I say, well might shining legions of angels descend thro*
the portals of the skies at his Nativity at so amazing con-
jdescension, and proclaim the joyful news to man, that a

Gud on earth was born, and sing, while hovering over
the Redeemer's humble manger, and around the vigilant

shepherds, "Glory to God in the highest
; peace on earth

and good will towards men. Before his unparalleled
sufferings, while in humble state he rode upon the foal

of an ass toward Jerusalem, well might his followers strew
the way with their clothes and branches of palm trees,
and shout, Hosanna; blessed is he that cometh in the
name of the Lord ; Hosanna in the highest ! After he
had administered his memorable supper to his disciples,

he sang with them a hymn as the last consolation to them,
till he should have passed through the gloomy vale of
death and all its horrors. Soon after his agonizing pas-
sion, while the internal powers roared their loud accla-

mations through the glooms of hell and black despair,
triumphing at the bloody, horrid deed, he brake the
bawls of death and the grave, rose triumphant, and was
escorted by myriads of hymning sngels to the bosom of
his Father Gud, from whose paternal hands he again re-
ceived his diadem of glory, and robes of eternal efful-

gence, there to be our Advocate, Mediator, and Re-
deemer, until he shall once more descend from heaven,
not as before in his humility, but, with all the grandeur
and majesty of heaven with the about of the archangel to

judge the world, and till then, and eternally after, the
choirs of glory will ever worship him with songs of end-
less praises, and sing Hallelujah ; for the Lord God
omnipotent reigneth ; and he shall reign forever and ever
King of Kings, and Lord of Lords. Hallelujah ;

** wor-
thy is the Lamb that was slain," (shall the saints of glory
forever sing) "and hath redeemed us to God by his

blood, to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and
strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing. Blessing
and honor, glory and power be unto him that silleth upon
the throne, and unto the Lamb forever and ever. Amen "

No art in nature is better calculated to interest the
feelings ami command the passions of the soul, than
sacred music when well performed : it raises within the
soul a kind of seraphic pathos, and almost transports the
mind to the paradise of God, far, far beyond the contami-
nations of this gross sphere of nature, to a sphere of
elevated glory. Were the soul to expand her wings,
and take her flight to the realms of bliss, what would she
behold among those celestial choirs less than ten thousand
thousand saints and angels clad in robes of purest white
and interstreaked with shining gold, and exulting in the
all-glorious praises of God ? What would be her raptures
to hear the chief cherubims of Heaven sweeping the
cerulian strings of their golden lyres symphoniously, and
then the whole chorus of heaven, both vocal and instru-

mental to fall in with them in one full burst of heavenly
harmony ? She would not behold a single being in so
august a throng as millions indifferent in the praises of
God, nor hear one languid tone from the meanest sen ph's
tongue. If such be the harmony of heaven, let it raise

the flames of emulation in every bosom to imitate the
blest above,

" I cannot forbear," says an author, "making a few
strictures on the general practice of the religious world
with regard to the solemn ordinance of singing ; an or fi-

nance not of man's but God's appointment ; and therefore
most deservedly entitled to our most industrious care
and accurate attention. Surely it cannot be a matter of

i ndiiTeren«e, how it is done, or whether it be done at all

!

no ; let us as the sweet singer of Israel, strain every nerve

to exalt the praises of him whose transcendant worth
exceeds all the praises of all the hosts of heaven to all

eternity. We are not only commanded to sing praises,

but with understanding; by which is meant, 1 conceive,

that we should endeavour to attain the most perfect

knowledge of sacred music. But how unhappily is this

sacred precept transgressed in many places of worship;

where instead of taking any pains to learn and adapt the

tunes and hymns, so that the sound may be an instructive

echo to the sense, you hear the most awfully solemn in-

vocations applied to music, so very light and irolhy in

style and expression, that one would think they were
calculated for the meridian of the theatre, rather than the
praises of God in his own house At other times you
shall hear the most drawling and lifeless tunes affixed to

the most cheerful strains of praise. From one extreme
to the other the transition is easy ; and in avoiding the
tiresome drawl, we are apt to get into the allegro immo-
derato, or giddy gal op. Can this harmonize the soul or
promote melody within ? As well might the funeral dirge
exhilarate the nuptial solemnities, or the croaking howl
of the most solemn bird of night unison with the night-
ingale's transporting warble. Is this praising God ? no!
singing praises in the madly rapid manner that some dr>

is not praise, but riot ; unworthy any but the bacchanalian
reveller. It implies such a want of feeling as cannot be
where there is any true music in the soul."

Singers ought to stand during the performance of sat,

cred music in all worshiping assemblies; because this
position is most favorable to the voice, and adds much
dignity to this exalted part of divine worship. This
pvactice prevails in the most of churches : notwithstand-
ing, what is more common in some churches than to see
the performers promiscuously scattered throughout the
whole assembly regardless of that sublimity oi devotion
which becomes them ; instead of being properly enchoir-
ed ? The method of giving out the lines as is practised
in some churches, is very injurious to good music. Those
who have been long habituated to thi3 practice, are often
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inow much more devotional a well regulated choir ofsingers appears standing in !he courts of our God, and

g.accfu ly singing from their hymn-books held up hand-somely before their faces, than to wait to hear a line ortwo read by winch means the chain of harmony is very
frequently broken, ami the words very wrongfully re.pealed, and perhaps the impropriety of such continuation
will plainly appear to them. Let each singer perform
in church properly enchoired, and in the manner that itought to be done, and grand effects will be the unavoid-
able result ,f the music itself be good. By hearing goodmusic well performed, we may join with St. AugufthTLn

Ihis confessions, who thus confesses to Rod, "O how 1

1

wept at thy hymns and songs ! being vehemently moved iby the voices of thy sweet sounding church, those voices
'

(Jul pierce my ears, and thy truth distilled inlo my heart
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SETH EL¥,.

Germantevm, F. C. Pa. November 6, 182L

.3, in, for, &o.
A Una, or A 2, for two voices or instru

inputs.

A Tempo Ordinario, inordinary time. '

A Tempo, in time.
A Tre, or A 3, for three voices.A Tempo Ginato, in exact time.
Accord, to agree in pitch and tone.
.'l Bern: Pladto, at good pleasure.
Accent, a certain modulation of thesounds,

to express the passions, either by a voice
naturally, or artificially by i,„i,.f„„ents

Accompaniment, that part which is (or those
parts which are,) subservient to the:
principal part, or that only accompanies
the principal part.

Adagio, slow
, the second degree in the

movements.
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/Till l> T^ln clmi: n.,,1 C. -

-» >-l •Adagio e Pin, slow and soft.
Adagio e For, slow and loud.
. Idagio Mxstoso, slow and majestic.
Adagio Affeltuoso, slow and affecting.
Ad Libitum, at the performer's pleasure
Iffettuaso, tender and affecting, requiring
a solt and delicate st> le of performance!

Agitato, a broken.interrupted style of per-
formance, calculated to shake and sur-
prise the hearer.

*;, generally means what the ear realizes
from a melody or harmony. In aspecial
sense it is the leading, and the most
pleasing part of harmony.

Alia Breve, an Kalian terni for church mu
sic of lour or eight minims in a measure
to be performed quick : it is usual how-
ever at the present day, to insert a bar
alter every semibreve or two minims,

and the movement is denoted by a bar
drawn through the character. '

Alia Breve Moderate, moderately lively.Am Alt, the second note in alt, the ninth
above G, or treble clef note.

Alia Capclla, in church style.
Allegro or Alio, brisk, gay, quick. 4th de-
gree of the movements.

Allegro Moderato, moderately brisk, jravor
quick. " '

Allegro Mxstoso, lively and majestic.
Allegro, ma wm troppo, or Presto, lively but

not too quick.
Allegretto, not so quick as allegro.
Allemand, a sort of grave and solemn music

in common time.
Al Segno, turn back to this mark :S:.
Alt, a term applied to that part of thegreat

scale of sounds, which lies between r

above the treble clef, and G in altar. .,

si mo.
Alto, counter, or counter-tenor part.
Altissimo, is applied to all notes situated a.

bove F in alt ; that is. those notes which
are more than an octave above F on the
first line in the G or treble clef.

•?!,' **•"» 'he tenorof the grand chorus.
All, all the performers, tulti, chorus.
Allm, the same as alto.
Amoroso, lovingly, meltingly, tender, af.

feeling, &c. Seesftet'unso
Andante, implies a time somewhat alow,
anda performance distinct and soothing;
the third degree in the movements. '

Andante Allegro, lively and distinct : yet
slower than allegro.

Andante Larghrtlo, quite almv and distinct;
yet not so slow as larghetto.
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tndante Mastoso, somewhat slow, dignifi-

ed, and mujeci'ic.

fndante Jlffettiioso, slow, tender, soft, deli

date, and affecting,

tndtmte di .Mo/to, slow and melting1

.

tndante con motto Ajfeltuoso, with a melting
and tender style, and slow.

bulante Gmziozo, rather slow and very
gracefully.

Undantino, is somewhat quicker than an-
dante, but in otner respects it is the

|
same.

faihem, a portion of scripture set to music.
huiphono, the response one side of a choir
makes to another in the chant.

typoggiatw a, a note of embellishment.
Irain et Thesin, or Arsis et Thesis, a part,
point, or fugue, is said to move so when
one point falls in one part, and the same
point rises in another part. In beating
time, thesis, signifies the depression or
fall of the hand which always accompa-
nies the grammatical accent or first part
•f every measure; and thesis, the ele-
vation of the hand which alwaj s follows
on the weak part of the measure.

Issaying. is a flourishing before onebegins
to play, to try if the instrument be in
proper tune.

frco, or Col Arco, after having pinched the
string of the viohn,then resume the bow
as usual.

h-ivao Legato, tied, slured.
htimato, with life and animation.
'rticnlntion, this word is one of the most
important in the musician's vocabulary.
It applies both to vocal and tnBtrumental
performance

; to words and to notes

;

and includes that distinctness and accu-
racy of expression, which gives every

\

syllable and sound with truth and per-
spicuity, and forms the very foundation
of pathos and grace.

Assai, to augment the quickness or slow-
ness, as Allegro Aysai, veryquick, Largo
Assai, very slow.

Antistrophe, a repetition that one side of a
choir makes after another.

B
B, or Basso, base in general.

B. C. or Basso Continuo, the thorough base
for the organ, harpsichord, and spinnet

Base, Bass, Basso, or Bausus, the lowest
part in music, which is set at the bottom,
and is the ground work of all the rest.

Binary Measure, isa measure beat equallv
as common time. There are also binarj
triples.

Bassoon. Bass-Hautboy, a musical instru-

ment of the wind kind, and is very murli
in request in many churches, and makes
an exceeding good adddition to the har-

mony of a choir of singers where there
is no organ.

-B/m-FiW, amusical instrument ofthe siring
kind, and is in much repute in many
churches.

Beat, a transient grace note struck imme-
diately before the note it is intended to
ornament. Also, a motion made with
the hand or foot to regulate time.

Bis, a term signifying that the measures
over which it is placed should be per-
formed twice.

Bene Placito, at pleasure.
Breve, an ancient note, equal in duration

to two semibreves.
Brilliante, brisk, airy, gay and lively.
Brio, spirited.

Cadence, a close in music, similar in effect
to stops in reading. It alludes to the
end of a strain, as well as to the end of a
piece of music. See cadenza.

Cadenza, a pause or suspension at the end
of the air, to afford the performer an op-
portunity of introducing a graceful ex-
tempore close.

Canon, a vocal composition in two or more
parts,so constructed as to form a perpet-
ual ; that is, a canon is a fugue so bound
up or restrained, that the following part
or parts must precisely repeat the same
notes, with the same degrees rising and
falling, as were expressed by the leading
part

; and, because it is tied to so strict

a rule, it is called a Canon.
Cantabile, a term applied to movements in-

tended to be performed in a graceful,
elegant, and melodious style.

Cantata, a song in an opera style.

Canto, or Cant us, the treble, air, melody,
or highest vocal part.

Canto Firme, plain song.
Canzone, a song.
Capric'w, a loose irregular species of com-

position, in which the composer without
any other restraint than his own imagin-
ation, continually digresses from his sub-
ject, and runs wild amid the fervor of his
fancy.

Carillon, an air to be executed by small
he lis, or clocks.

Catch, a humorous vocal composition of
English invention, consisting of three or
more harmonic parts, in which the mel-
odies ate so opposed and interrupted bv
the contrivance of the composer, that in

the performance, the singers catch up
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each others sentences, and give to the
words a different sense from that of the
original uvamng.

Catena, a chain or connexion.
Catena di Trilli, a chain of shakes, or a
connected set of trills.

Choral, appertaining to a chorus ; sung by
a ci.oir, of a choir.

Choral Harmony, harmony in chorus, to be
performed by a choir.

Chromatic, that species of music which
moves by semitones.

Chora Grancfo, grand chorus.
Chorus, full, all the voices, tutti.

Chorister, a leader of a choir, a singer in,

cathedrals, a singing boy.
Chord, any sound with its third and perfect

fifth ; a string of a musical instrument.
Coda, the concluding passage of many
movements, and is generally preceded
by a long shake on one of the notes of
the dominant harmony. See Art. 141,

Col, with, as col viola, with the violin.

Con, with, as con doice, with sweetness;
conaffettuoso, with affection ; confuria,
with boldness ; con spirito, with spirit,

r'&c.&c.
Concord, an union of two or more sounds,
which, by their harmony, produce an ar

greeable effect upon the ear.

Connoissem, one who professes a knowl-
edge in the principles of composition or
performance.

Concert, instrumental, union, symphony.
Concerto, a piece of music for instruments.
Capella, a chapel or church, as alia capeUa,

in church style.

Contra, over against, against.

Contra Basso, double base.

Contra Tenor, the part assigned to th*
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highest voices of men ; the counter.
Crescentk, or Ores, a term signifying that
the notes of the passage over which it is
placed, are to be gradually swelled j in.
crease the sound.

Consonance, accord of sound, agreement
Consonant Triad, a union of three sounds
tormed by two dissimilar thirds, one ma-
jor, the other minor

Consonant Intervals, are those which are
most agreeable to the ear, as the oclave
Mih.fourth, both the thirds and both

the sixths.

D
Da. Capo, or D. C. end with the first strain.
Da Capo, are two Italian words, which
signify from the beginning, and are fre-
quently joined with al segno, winch
mean that the performer is to return and
commence the repeat at thesign: S:,»r

:

Dal Segno, Del Segno, orM Segno, or D S
or .J. S. from Hie sign.

Descant, the ait of composing in several
pans; a song or tune ; a treble.

Diapaso, an octaie or eighth.
Diupenle, a Win.
Diutessuron, a perfect fourth.
Diatonic, that species of music in which

both tones awl semitones ar,- used
Diatonic Scale, is the natural scale of mu-

sic which, by proceeding by degrees,
includes both tones and semitones and
is so called Because the greater number
v, intervals in the scale, viz. five out of
seven are tunes.

Decani and Cantoris, the two sides of a
choir

Diminuendo, or Dim, a term signifying thai
the notes of the passage over which it i> i

placed, are to be gradually diminished
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in sound

: it is also used to signify a
gradual diminishing of the sound of a
passage from forte to piano, as does
Crescendo the contrary.

Discord, a disagreeable sound in harmony
when compared with the concords.—
The discords, when duly taken, render
the concords more sweet and delightful-
they are the second, seventh, (A,

JJissonance, a mixture of harsh sounds.
Dutonant, discord, unharniomous.
Dissonant Intervals, are those which, when
compared Willi the consonant intervals,
art less agreeable to the ear, as both the
seconds, both the sevenths, &c.

Dissonant Triad, a union of three sounds
tormed by two similar thirds.both major,
or both minor.

Dirge a solemn andmournfulcomposition,
performed on funeral occasions.

Ditone, a sharp third.
Divoto, solemn.
Dolce, tenderly, sweetly and softly.
Dolorosa, in a plaintive style.
Dominant, a fifth f,.om the tonic (or key

note) in the ascending scale.
Dominant Period, a strain ending with an

itiVerlect cadence.
Dominant Seventh, is the minor seventh,

.jo ned to the major triad.
Doxelogi), an ascription of praise to the

Deity, often used at the close ofanthems
and other pieces of music.

Duetto,-} i, composition expressly written
JJuett, v. for two voices or instruments
vuo, j (not for two parts or sides of a
company of performers,) with, or with-
out a base and accompaniments.

E
E, and

; as largo e piano, slow and soft.

j-EcAo, soft like an echo.
Echo and Swell, a stop in an organ to play

soft like an echo, and by swelling in-
creases much in loudness at the pleasure
of the organist.

Effect, that impression which a composi-
tion makes on the ear and mind in per-
formance.

Elegiac, an epithet given to certain plain-
live and aft' cting melodies.

Enharmonic, quarter tones.
Emphasis, force laid on the weak part of a
measure in contradistinction to accent

Euphony, an agreeable sound ; a smooth
and graceful pronunciation of the words

Expression, that quality in a composition or
performance from which we receive a
kind of sentimental appeal to our feel-
ings, and which constitutes one of the
first of musical requisites

Expressivo, with expression.
Ecclrsia, a church ; congregation.
Ecclesia JJarmonia, church harmony.

Fagotta, the bassoon part.
Ealsetto, that species of voice in a man the
compass of which lies above his natural
voice, and is produced by artificial con-
straint.

Finale, the last movement of a piece of
music.

Fine, ) the end of a piece of music, or a
•*»«», 5 book.
FUiulo, a fiote.

Forte , For,- F; loud.
Forte.Porte , F. F. loud as possible.
Forttssimo; Fortiss,- very loud ; the super-

lative ol forte. i

Forte Piano, loud and soft ; a kind of harp,
sichord which plays load and soft.

£Va. } to fly or chase, lie. as when t
*'«*. > or more parts chase each ott'fugue,} in the same point ; or a piece
which one or more parts lead, and i
rest follow in regular intervals.

fundamental, radical
; principal.

Fundamental Base, the prime or lowi
not* of the triad. See thorough base.

G
Gmnmul, the diatonic scale of music.
Oavotta, a gavot ; an air in music, alwam common lime.
Graces, notes of embellishment, trills.
Grave, . denoting a time of tl
Gravemente, 5 second degree from slow '

quick, 6lower than adagio, but not i

slow as largo
; grave, heavy, solemn an

distinct. These words are used for th
slowest time by some.aml also refer but
to the style of the composition and th
execution.

Gravity, is that modification of any soun
by which it becomes deep or low, i

respect of some other sound.
Grazioso, gracefully, w ith much taste ; it i

often used with andante.
Guida, guide, direct, index.
Gmttura, a guittar, a stringed instrument
Gusto, with taste.

Gustoso, the music before which it is writ
ten is to be performed in an eltjran
style. "

H
Ilallelujah, praise the Lord. The j, in thi:

word, should be sounded exactly likey
Ifarmonin, hurmony.
Harmony, two or more melodies heard >i

the same time.
Harpsichord, a musical instrument of the

stringed kind, played on after the came
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manner as the organ.

Vtxachord, the greater sixth. The solfe-

gio introduced about the year 1022, bv

Guido, a monk of Arrezzo in Tuscany.

Italy, was called by his followers the

Hexachord, the syllahles he introduced

were, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la.

Hold, a pause, retardation of time.

5fiw#nmirt, an exclamation of praise to God,
or an ascription o* salvation to Clirist.

Hypo, infra, below.

lyptiproshmbanomenos, the lowest sound,

&c.
I

fndex, a direct, guide.

Interlude, a short musical representation

introduced between the acts of any

drama, or between the play and after-

piece : Interludes are played on the or-

gan, Sic. at the beginning of a piece of

music, before the voices or verses fall in

and sometimes in the middle of a piece

of music.
r
nterval, the difference in point of gravity

and acuteness, between any two sounds.

'ntonation, a word relating both to the con-
sonance, and to the strength and weak-
ness of sounds It not only includes the
act ef tuning, but the giving to the tones

of the voice or instrument that occasion-

al impulse,swell, and decrease.nn which.
in a great measure, all expression de-
pends.

rrefative*, applied to anv two chords
which do not contain some sound com-
mon tn bi th.

mmoderato, immoderately.

J
argon, very unmusical ; a jumhle of
chords and discords thrown together

and founded on no musical rules, and so

unskilfully mixed as to create in the
breast of a judge of music, the utter-

most disgust.

K
Key, a certain tone whereunto every com-

position ought to be filled

Kfy-JK'nte, or the Tonic ; is that chief

sound upon which all regular melodes
depend, and with which the chief melo-
dy (generally) and the base (always)

end.

L
Largo, ihe slowest degree of the move-
ments; very slow.

Laignet.ro, not quite &o slow as largo.

Larghetto e Staccato, quite slow and em-
phatic or pointed

Larghetto e mezzo piano, quite slow and
rather sof'.

Isirghetto e JJettuoso, quite slow and af-

fr-ctrngly.

Lentemento,') very slow, grave, and
J^nfo, 5 mournful.
leading-Note, the major seventh.
legato, shirred or tyed.

Lyre, a harp.

M
Ma, but ; as presto ma non troppo, quick

but not too fast ; allegro ma non troppo,

lively, but not too brisk j Vivace, ma non
troppo presto, animated but not too

qu ck, &c.
Mastoso, a word implying that the compo-

sition or movement to which it is prefix-

ed, is to be performed with dignity,

majesty, and strength.

Major greater.

•Men, when set over a passage of music,

implies that all female voicc-s and treble

instruments are to be silent in the air

and second, and only tenor voices and

instruments are to be employed in per-

forming those parts.

Men, less ; as men for, less loud ; men
pia, less soft.

Mencando, decreasing in sound.

Messa di voce, a swell of voice upon a

holding note.

Mezza, 5 moderately, rather; as, mezzo
Mezzo, $ forte, rather loud.

Mezza Pia. moderately soft.

Minor, less.

Mezza Voce, a moderate strength of voice,

and in a pleasing and delicnte manner.
Mezzo Soprano, a treble voice of a some-

what low scale;

Moderato, moderately.
Moderato e "omposo, moderately and with
grandeur and pomp.

Motto, meltingly, softingTy; as andante con
mclto affettuoso, somewhat slow with
tenderness and affection.

Mottetto, a kind of Latin anthem.
Minuet, ~) a kind of dance, always in

Mimtetto, $ triple time.

Music, the science of sound.
Musica Saera, sacred music.
Mode, a key ; as major mode, major key,

minor mode, minor key.
Modulation, implies a change of the key or
tonic from one letter to another of the
scale.

Monotony, one tone, without variation.

N
A'on, not, nor, no.

JVon Troppo, Presto, not too quick.
JVbn Troppo JIdagio, not too slow.
JVbnupla, a jigg.

Notenptan, the staff.

7'1

Note, a representative of musical sound.
Notation, the art of singing with propriety.

O
Ode, a lyrick poem, a short poem.
Octave, an interval of eight sounds.
Opera, a musical play, a poetic tale repre-
sented by music.

Orchestre, ? part of the theatre approprl-
Orchestra, S aled to the musicians, a mu-

sical gallery

Obligato, implies that voice or instrument
which cannot be dispensed with m the
performance. [usual time.

Ordinario, nsual ; as, tempo ordinario, in

Organ, the hrrgest and most harmonious
wind instrument.

Organo, the organ part.

Organs Solo, only the organ.
Overtvre, the opening of an oratorio of
other music by instruments; abeginning.

Omnes, all, tutti, chorus, all parts.

Oratorio, is a sort of spiritual opera or
drama, full of dialogues, recitatives, airs,

duettos, trios, ritornellos, choruses,

symphonies, &c. The subject thereof
is usual'v taken from the scriptures, or
is the life and actions of some saint, &c.
The music for the oratorio should be in

the finest taste, and most chos» n strains;

the words thereof are often in Latin,

sometimes in French and Italian, and in

English. Mr. G. F Handel was most
excellent in compositions of this kind;
several oratorios of his composing are
exhibited to a crowded audience on
Wednesday md Friday nights, during
Lent, at -he The-.itre Rn\al in Covent
Garden, London. His grand oratorio,

called the Messiah is generally exhib--

ited just before Easter.
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Prestissimo, the most rapid time.the super

lative of presto. r

Prima P,„o, or into, the first melody or
leading part the air.

Psalmody, the art or knowledge of singine
psalms, and spiritual songs.

Psalm, a holy song, a sacred hymn.
Psaltry, a kind 01 harp or lyre.

Q
Quarta, four parts.
Quartette, music for four voices or instru-

oients.

Quaver, to shake the voice, a note of dura.
tion, marked thus*

Quavering, the art of trilling, shaking, orrunning a division with the voice
Quintuple* mode of time containing fivecrotchets in each measure.

8

Quire, a chorus of singers, a choir.
Qmnster, a leader, a chorister.
Qumque, five parts. rment?
Quintetto, music for five parts or instru-

R
tentative, j a kind Gf singing, or a sort ofReeitanvo, > singingthat comes nearto theplain pronunciation of the words, a mu-

sical recitation. After this manner thedramatic poems are rehearsed on the

Reliearsal,m essay or experiment ofsome
composition in private practice

Remissio, ,s the act of the voice when itdescends from a high note or sound to a

InTemio
"9

°" the C°ntraly " is caIled

Rhythm, the disposition of melody in res-pect of time and measure

note of any discord falls to one of the
eoncording notes of the succeeding har-

Response, the answer made in the chants
by one side of the choir to the other, orby the whole choir.-The Hebrew Inmns
were accompanied with music, and thevwere performed by choirs ot bands of
s tigers and musicians, who answered
alternately to each other. When, tor
instance, one band began the hymn thus;

I he Lord reigneth, let the earth re-
joice

j
the chorus or semichorus tookup the corresponding versicle : ' Let the

multitude of isles be glad thereof"-
Clouds and darkness are round abouthim sung the one ; the other replied,
Judgment and righteousness are the
habitation of his throne :> and in this
manner, I heir poetry, when set to music
naturally divided itself into a succession
ot strophes and antistrophes correspon-
dent to each other; whence it is proba-
ble, /he Antiphone or Responsory of somany christian churches had its originWe are expressly told in the book of
Ezra (3, x, ) that the Levites sung alter-
nately or by course: and some of Da-
vpd s Psalms bear plain marks of theirKK1?1 to bp ,hus Performed.
I he 24th Psalm, in particular, which
is thought to, have been composed on
the great and solemn occasion of theArk ot the Covenant being brought
back to Mount Zion. must have had a
noble effect when performed in thismannpr Tha ,,,1...| , i_

- •>..*... J/CI 1UI III

manner. The whole p™ple are sup
posed_to be amending the procession.—

<---- — *"*- «nu measure.
Resolution, that modulaiinn or chinire nf I 'iu ,

" '.~ """""".'S "» procession.—
1 harmony, by which the unaccprting A*I^f±nd ""**? rtiv,c,e'1 in,»uuntcoraing

|
their severs] ctwrses, and accompanied

with all their instruments of music, tj
the way. After the introduction to Ui

'

Psalm, in the two first verses, when il
procession begins to ascend the sacrr.
mounl, the question is put as by a sem
chorus, • Who shall ascend into the hi
of the Lord, and who shall stand in hi
holy place ?' The response is made b.
the whole chorus with the greatest die
mty

:
' He that hath clean hands and

ipure heart
; who hath not lifted up hii

soul to vanity, nor sworn deceitfully '-
As the procession approaches the doori
of the tabernacle, the chorus with al
their instruments of music join in thii
exclamation, 'Lift up your heads, O y<
gates and be ye lifted up, and the Kins'
of Glory shall come in!' Here the semi,
chorus plainly breaks in as with a lowei
voice,

' Who is the King of Glory >• and
at the moment the ark is introduced in.
to the tabernacle, the response is made
by the burst of the whole chorus; ' The'
Lord strong and mighty, the Lord migh.
tyin battle.' In the twenty.fifth chapter
of the first book of Chronicles, an ac-
count is given of David's institutions re-
lating to the sacred music and poetry

;which were certainly more costly and
more splendid and magnificent than ev.
erattained in the publicreligiousservice
ofany other nation. See also chap. 23
S. and 2d Chron. c. 5, 12—]4.

Rest, silence, a cessation of sound.
Responsive, ) an answer corresponding to
Restjonsom/, 5 a invoilini. «noon™« 1—1

..vu/^w..«,/c , f an answer corresponding to
Respansory, 5 a preceding passage sung by

a part of a choir.
Resjjonce, thf name of a kind of anthem
sung in the Catholich Church before the
morning lesson*
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j inforznndo, ^ denote a swell or diminish,

inf. or /if 5 m a small degree on an em-
"phat'ic note.

ipieno, full.

'Uornello, a short symphony or air.

•dea it, £ a composition generally con-
'ondo, 5 sisting" of three strains, the first

of which closes in the original key,
while each of the others are so con-

ijStructed in point of modulation as to

I re-conduct the ear in an easy and natu-
'[ ral manner to the first strain. Da Capo

I
[is frequently added at the end of the
J second and third strains, to denote that

J the first strain is to be sung afte: 1 each. •

il/t-ejca/rt, an extempore air, prelude, or
overture, the same as a voluntary.
oulade, a trilling or quavering.
adical, root, primitive, original.

adicid Base, fundamental base.

adical JVotet the bwest noteofthe triad,

the root of the triad, the fundamental
note of the triad.

oot, t he lowest note of a triad, the radical

note.

apsody, ? an irregular composition, be-
liapsody

t ym^ an unconnected effusion
of imagination, proceeding from a trans-
port of musical ecstacv.
mpsodist, a writer of rhapsodies ; a wri-
ter of unconnected melodies.
tythmical, harmonica!, melodious.
dotto, an entertainment of singing.
gadoon

t a French d-mce.
S

ckbiity a large trumpet.
cred Music, music properly adapted to
"eligious services.

olio, free, at liberty, &c.
"^tliree or more parrs in harmony

;

the original draft of the composition,
wherein the several parts are distinctly

marked, either by bars drawn through
them all, or by a brace at the beginning
of each set of stages at the beginning of

a tune, or at the margin of the leaf of
the book.

Second, 2d ^the second part, or a cor-
Secondo, 2do. ^responding melody to th«

air, at the distance, generally, of a third
or sixth from it.

Segno, the sign.

Semi, half

Semi-diapason, a defective octave, or an
octave diminished by a sen, hone.

Semi chorus half the voices of the choir.
Semitone, halftone.
Semiquaver, a note requiring half the quan-

tity of the qiu yer.
Senza, without.

Senza Organo, without an organ.
Senza Stromento, without instruments.
Serenade, } a concert of music performed
Serenata, $ in the midst of the night, or
morning early, in the open air, for the
entertainment of ladies.

Seujaialtera. a treble octave, or two and
twentieth

; a stop in an or_gan.

Sextujde, a binary triple.

Semper, \ always; as Piano Sempre, always
Setnpre, $ soft ; Porte Sempre, always loud.
Secundo volta For, second time over loud,

that is, perform the repetition loud
Second, an interval of two sounds, and is

major or minor : the minor second is a
distanceofone semitone, as from 11 to C;
the major-second is the distance of two
semitones, or a tone, as from C to D;
also, the snpertonic or second note
aboye the key note.

•K

Seventh, an interval of seven sounds.
Sforzato. } denote the emphasis, and some-
sfor •V' 5 times the accent. See Kinfor-

zando.
Scale, thegammut which consists of seven

degrees, and represented by the seven
first letter of the alphabet

Shake, r trill, or quavering the voice.
Siciliano, a slow and graceful movement in
compound time

Sici/iano Jidagio, slower than siciliano.

Siciliano Jlndante, not so slow as siciliano.

Sinfuvnia, a piece of music for a whole
baud

Solo, a composition for one single voice or
instrument; not one part on which many
may be employed

Solfeggio, the art of singing by syllables;
as faw, sol, law, me, &c

Sing, to form the voice to melody.
Singing Master, a teacher of vocal music.
Sixth, an interval of six sounds.
Slow, not swift, want of velocity, tardy,

tedious.

Soave, agreeable and pleasing.
Sonata a composition for instruments only.
S&fi Pia, each voice or instrument soft.

Sotto, middling strength.
Sotto voce, a middling strength of voice.
Sotto voce dolce, with a moderate strength

of voice and sweet.
Spirituoso, ~)

Spirito, C with spirit, with animation.
S/uritoso

t j
Soprano, the treble or higher voice part.

Staff, 2 five lineB on which musical char-
Stave, 5 acters are placed.
Stretto, shortened.
Steiitoropho?iir Tube, a speaking trumpet.
Stentalo, denotes that great is to be taken

in the performance.
S'.stenuto, to hold out or sustain the voicc^
Spiimet, a musical instrument p'a\ed on

after the manner of the harp.-ichord or
organ.

Staccato, a word signifying that the notes
of the passage over which it is written,
are to be performed in a short, pointed,
and distinct manner.

Strome?,to, with instruments.
Strain, this word implies a certain number
of measures, and is generally con -hided
by a cadence which is followed by a
double bar.

Sab. under, below.
Subito, quickly, hastily.

Subdominant, a fifih below the tonic note,
or the fourth above.

Submediunt, the third below the tonic note,
or the sixth above.

Snpertonic, the second note above the key

i"t
ra,

l above. [note or tonic.

Siipernumary, parts added, added.
Signature, the number of flats and sharps

set at the clef to decide the tonic.
Sharp, a character used to raise the sound

of a semitone.
Swell, increase of sound from soft to loud,

thp same as crescendo.
Swell and diminish, an increase of sound
from soft to loud, and from loud to soft
again.

Symphony, harmony of mingled sounds ; a
concert of musical sounds; a passage
for instruments only.

Symphonious, harmonious.

T
Tacit, silent, to rest.

Tasto Solo3 or T, S, when the base is play-
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ed without the thorough base.

1 1 abret, a drum, or timbrel.

Te-Deum, a hymn of the church to God.
Tenia, three.

Tempo, time ; as a Tempo, in true time.
7 heorist, a scientific musician.
Third, ah interval of three sounds.
Thorough Base, is the art by which harmo-
ny is superadded to any proposed base,

.
and includes the fundamental rules of
composition.

Thesis, £ the fall of the hand in beating
Thesin, 5 time;
Timbrel, a musical instrument for marking

time, a drum.
Time, the measure of duration which is

given in musical performance to specify

and regulate the movements according
to certain marks or directive terms set

at the beginning of a piece.

Tone, one degree of the scale as from C to

D, &c. thedistance of two semitones.
Tonic, a note from which all other notes in

a melody are derived ; the key note.

Tonos, a tone, a sound.
Tempo di JMarcia, in martial time.

Tempo d* imbroglio, confused time.

Transition, a small note of embellishment.
Tremando, a general shake of the whole
chord in harmony.

Tremola, the reiteration of one note of the
chord, a harmonical grace.

Treble, upper part in musical proportion.
Trill, l quaver, a shake in music, and
Tnller, 5 marked thus, .fr*

Trio, music for three voices or instru-

ments.
Triad, three sounds in harmony at the dis-

tance ofa third and fifth from the lowest
Triplet, three notes which are to be per-
formed in the usual time of two.

Troppo, too ; as Troppo Presto, too quick.
Trumpet, an instrument of martial music,
Trumpeter, one who sounds a trumpet.
Tutti, all, that is, that all the parts are to

sing or play together, or to make a full

concert after a solo, duetto, semiehorus,
&c. being much the same as chorus.

Tympanum, a timbrel, tabret, or drum.
Tye, two notes joined by a slur, which are

to he sounded the same as one, being
both on the same line or space.

Time, a piece of music.
Turn, a trill which employs the note above
and below the principal, to be struck
very quick.

Tymbal, a kind of kettle drum.
Tyro, one in his rudiments.

U
Unison, the same identical sound, a single

unvaried note ; this term is used when
all parts unite in one sound, or a succes
sion of sounds.

Uncommon Chord, is the inversion of the
triad, where the base note becomes the
third of the harmony instead of the root:
this term is only used in contradistinc-
tion to. the Common Chord.

Unaccented Note, a note which requires
but little stress of so'und.

Unvoocal, having the voices all of one pitch
and tone.

Unmusical, not harmonious, jarring.
Unharmonious, harsh, unmusical.
Untunable, without tune, unmusical.

V
Vcloce, implies that the movement to
which it is prefixed is to be sung rapidly.

Verse, one voice to a part.

Vigoroso, implies that the movement be-
fore which it is placed, is to be per-
formed in a bold and energetic style.

Vigor osomente, signifies a vigorous, strong
and firm performance,

Vistamente, ? • , -, x , .

Visto, \
quick, without delay, briskly.

Vite, a lively and spirited style of perform-
ance.

Vivace, implies that the movement to
which it is prefixed, is to be sung in a

brisk and animated style.

Vivace e pia, lively and soft.

VivncL'ssimo, in a most animating style, b
ing a degree or two quicker than viva*.

being much the same as allegro.
VioLa stringed instrument.
Violin, a small viol, a fiddle.

Violoncello, a base violin.

Vocal, uttered by the voice.
Vocal Jlfusic, music for the voice.
Void, turn over.

Volti Snbito, turn over quick.
Voce, voice.

Voluntary, an extempore air or prelude i

the organ immediately after the readin
of psalms, without singing.

Vox, the voice.

Vox Jfumana, the human voice, also a stn

in an organ of metal pipes, which vei
much resemble, when played wil
judgment, a human voice.

W
Walts, music in triple time.
JVarble, to quaver a sound, trill.

Warbler, a singer, a songster.

Zusammenschlag, a small note of embe'
lishment.



SCALE.
Major Mode or Key Ascending. Descending.

SCALE.
Minor Mode or Key Ascending. Descending.
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N B. The Slurs point to the notes which are only a semitone apart ; the figures show the distance from the Key Note in the ascending scales : the capital letters stand
against the degrees of the G and F clef staves

; the singer should practice music both by figure and letter; the small letter d shows the falling motion of the hand; the u
the rising motion.—The following lessons will be given in a manner somewhat similar to the above : the black notes arc supernumerary to the time, and may 'be omitted
at the performer's pleasure.
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It youM not be difficult to multiply lesson's for cultivating the voice- yet i nr,

turned that tlie lew preceding may suffice if they are properiv alteuded to : from tl.es,He student may proceed on toihe practice of easy pieces Will, the inmost propriety
cite attention should alu ays be paid to the semitones, whether natural or artificial

'

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

I ann-'Yl,'!.

f°llowinB; work > <j!
e air °^ principal melody is universally placed at the t«and e other par s according to their natural order. Such ol the'music as conta,

|

only three parts, the two upper parts should always be sung by female voices abeequally divided
;
that ,s, about one half of the women singers should sing the air

t n
b
£

d,v 'cled '" the
fme mr",er °" bDtl) Ineairandsecond.otherwisethe harmo,

lea t t^.l^H
6
nr

11
'
° r " 'T* " Wi" " 0t "aVe its inten<lea ana P r°P"- efl'ect.least t^ thirds of the men ought to sing the bas.e, because it is the ground work

shouT? , T nJ:
' "

n
le ei"a es s

!

ng but one P art and the men ">e other, the femal Ishould almost universally sing the air.

Singers should also be informed, that where a piece of music is set for one, tior three voices and contains such directions, only the number of voices prescribeshould be employed in the performance. Such directions are generally misundeS ">>') ""lead ot one person only on each part, all the singers on the parts meitioned unite, winch is altogether wrong in practice, and should be corrected.

When three voices, for instance, are directed to perform a niece (that is a trio
three persons are intended, and not three parts ; one person 'only on each part

'

meant A ter such directions, they will generally find the word "Tutti, or Choruused, which indicates that the whole choir is again to unite. And generally whet
I ulti or Chorus occurs, n is understood that the previous strain should be pe'rlbrme
by one voice on each part, whether such directions are expressly given or not. TM
rule however is not absolute, but is generally proper.

When the term Men is set over any passage, it is expected that only the voices IImen will be heard in the a,r and second : but when the "term Women or Wo. is s<|over it, then the voices of women only should be heard on those parts : in such casehe words I utti and Chorus are afterwards properly employed that both tenor anr
treble voices may join in toll.

In the solfeggio of this volume of sacred music, the me is not always pointed ou
agreeably to the signatures at the clefs, particularly in cases of moderately extensivi
modulations ot the key or tome from one letter to another ; and what will appear mor
imprising may be in interwoven passages to hear one part c f a choir singing to ill,'key ofone letter, while another part of it sh'a be singing to the key of another ; l.cnc,
He notation in such instances will appear like confusion and mistake to many such aire unacquainted with the nature of modulation, the ancient signatures, and 'of mlcr
woven music. Instead of having inserted the signatures at such changes, the pawairl
are left to the ancient signatures and to the patent notes for decision ; and in coilse
quence of tins, sharps and naturals are found before the me, and flats and natura!


